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for the territory of Maine in favor of
the English as far as the Canadian
bol d, r or St. John River. This treaty
stipulated thut all captives from tlie
And Its Four Sons, Born On a Farm, Who Unaided English Colony, should lie returned to
their homes, and tinder this agreement
Made Their Way To High Places In Financial Circles
Martha Wills Smith and her son Jo’ll,
wer,- restored to their home al. Ber
wick. Jahn grew to manhood, mar
ried, and lived to a good old ast.
(By Benjamin F, Smith of Warrenton Bark)
Among his children was a son Joshua,
A sumptuously printed hook, of lim settlers, whom they took to Canada fnr who also married ami lived lo he ah tut
eigli'y-seven, leaving, ami,ng util-r
ited edition, bearing the title “A Maine ransom, the settlers were compelled to
build blockhouses as places of refuge, children, ir son h.v the name of Stephen.
Family of Smiths,” appeared last Oc
II.
with men on watch from an elevated
tober, telling thc life story and suc tower to give the alarm on discovery
Stephen Smith enlisted at the age of
cesses of the .four brothers, Francis, of Indians. Clearings were only made twenty in the War for Independence,
George Warren, Benjamin and David in sight of these blockhouses. Ruch and served for four years, or until the
were the conditions prevailing at that I end of thc war. lie was mustered out
Clifford Smith. The book was writ
parly date—the settlers having
i at the age of twenty-four, and returned
ten by Benjamin F. Smith of Clifford work and fight for existence.
to his Imine town Berwick. During his
Lodgp, Warrenton Park, for private
James and Martha Wills Smith al | absence in the war. his father Joshua
circulation, but.so interesting is the that time had two young sons, tile! had moved to Sandy Point, then a p:vt

A MAINE FAMILY OF SMITHS

narrative and so deserving of a wider
audience than the hook's limited edi
tion can supply that the author has
graciously consented to its publication
through the columns of The CourierGazette. The lx>nk hears the dedlca-

WEST PALM BEACH

The Florida Winter Resort
From Which Eden Was Pat
terned — Or Might Have
Been.

tton:

One of the most attractive tea rooms j
in thc State and one of whi a Rock ,
i
land may well be proud is Tha Copper j
Kettle, irupying territory from Lime- i
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Tibbetts. who roik to School streets.
|
spend their,summers in Rockland and
Back lit 1911 it* had its beginning in
tbe rest of the year in West Palm a modest, unpretentious style in the ’
Beach, Fla. send The Courier-Gazette lower floor of thc Sprague building,
a gaily Illustrated folder, descriptive I.imero k street.
It was under the
of West Palm Beach's charms and ad-J management of Miss Beulah ba wry,
vantages.- We had always supposed' now Mrs. II. <'. Allen, who with her
that St. Petersburg, Fla., was the real’ mother, .Mrs. Ava B. Lawry, made an
Eden, until we saw a circular which, intensive study of the art of manag
told about Miami. And now, having, ing a tea room. Su-h was their suc
lead about West Palm Beach, and' cess that in the spring of 1912 they
having seen the picture of gorgeously acquired
the
house on
Scho'l
gowned damsels luxuriating on the street and Post Office square then
edge of an azure sea, we are sure that owned by Miss Josephine Thorndike.
Rt. Petersburg and Miami are only Since then there have heen various
weak pretenders, and that the real improvements such as can be seen
earthly Paradise lies 299 miles south from the above photograph, although
«.f Jacksonville on the main line of the the picture shows thc roof only of the
F. E. C. Railroad and the Dixie High annex known as "The Laurie."
way, at a place called West Palm
In 1917 the house on Limeroek street
Beach.
owned hy the Misses Helen and Imo
Incorporated in 1894 it already has a gene Pierce was bought and joined
valuation of $17,000,000. bast year onto the Thorndike house, making pos
permits for new buildings and im sible the present Laurie and a dozen
provements to the value of $2,718,544. thoroughly modern rooms. Two years
were Issued, which isn't half bad for a ago the "porch" was constructed, which
city of only 15.000. West Palm Beach, consists of glassed in construction on
by the way, has the city manager- the School street and Post Otlice side
commission form of government. The of the structure, a particular feature
roads, hotels, schools and institutions being thc huge field stone fireplace
ure ot the finest type. The circular which attracts universal admiration.
shows pictures of some of the pretty This is especially adapted for dancing
homes, among them being the Tibbetts I and supper parties. This construction
t esidejice. Wonderful fishing facilities ne-essitated hewing down an ancient
are also indicated.
-hestnut tree on the corner, as.well as
Hydroplanes ride-at their moorings I an apple tree, both ot which many
’neath luxuriant palms, and If anybody Rockland folks will remember.
Thc latest improvement is the con
feels, that West Palm Beach is too
perfect, he can board one of these air struction of a new dining room which
ships, fly over to Miami and taste or occupies the entire space of the old
Thorndike house. The roof lines )l
dinary life again.
the original buildings have been re
Strengthen your stomach ar.d banish tained, but everything below has been
indigestion; Mi-O-Na is guaranteed changed. The new room is a sym
hy all druggists to do it or money phony of ivory and old rose and is a
decided addition to the establishment.
back.—adv.

©

Lacquer brass mirrors and chandeliers and table lights with ivory and
old lose shades lend a very artistic
touch to this charming room. One
hundred guests can now be accommodated easily at one time.

Hardwood floors prevail throughout
the building and thc 16 rooms have
been furnished in accordance with an
tique styles.
Mrs. Lawry is especially proud of
her kitchen, and extends an invita
tion to her patrons to inspect it anv
hour in the day. It is a very large
room, the hardwood finish being re
inforced by zinc here and there to as
sure absolute cleanliness, and visitors
cannot fail to observe that everything
is kept scrupulously neat. The equip
ment is of the latest style and arranged
for convenience and celerity on the
part of the workers. One product in
particular. Copper Kettle fudge cake,
has been sent from coast to coast.
Mrs. Ava B. Lawry, the proprietor,
deserves great credit for her progress
iveness of spirit, for she has created
an institution which "home folks” re
gard with pride and summer visitors
wil! not easily forget.

• • • •
To My Brother
GEORGE WARREN SMITH,
who In his 97th year, with mental
vigor and business acumen undi
minished. remains my comrade,
this narrative of our boyhood
aspirations, our early struggles and
our later successes is affection
ately dedicated.
• • * •
And the chapters are preceded by
this
FOREWORD
This narrative of incidents in
the history of our branch of the
numerous families hearing the
name of Smith is gathered out of
thc recollections of a busy life,
supplemented by authentic family
data. That portion which is gen
ealogical in character is the result
of investigation made with the as
sistance of Miss Virginia Hal!, o-f
Cambridge, Mass., in the New Eng
land Historic Genealogical Society
of Boston,
• • * *
The absorbing story ot a typical New
England beginning of successful ca
reers will appear in the following Issues
of the paper.
• • • •

THE PIONEERS

To have your films promptly

I.

On looking hack to early childhood,
one finds events and incidents in life
that seem worth recording, if only that
developed and printed
in after years others of the same line
age may know more about their nncessend or bring them to
tral predecessors—whence they came,
from what nationality, and what were
the leading events and surroundings
that shaped their lives and brought
them benefits that- their descendants
will most prize among their inherit
ance.
The history of this "Maine Family
of Smiths” begins with one Jame3
Smith of Bristol, England, und Martha
Wills, daughter of Thomas Wills, Es
ENGRAVED CARDS-Call at this office and
examine styles. If you already have a plate quire, of Exeter, England, who were
bring it in and let us print you cards ln latest married and came to America, and in
<iw THE OOURIKR-GAZETTK
1668 were living at Berwick, in the
then wilderness of Maine. (See Church
records at Berwick, Maine.) James,
with other settlers, first began clear
ing away the forests for planting, and
later on was active in laying out the
town of Berwick, and also in taking up
land for farms, at the tidewater at
Kittery Point, Maine, a few miles dis
tant, opposite Portsmouth, where each
received his allotted share. (See "His
tory of Old Kittery and Her Families,"
with map giving boundaries and
names, on which James Smith’s name
is recorded.)
This was the period of the French
and Indian War. Since Indians lurked
in the forests to capture the English

« • • «

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

POSTOFFICE BUSY

Maturing of War Savings
Stamps Has Made Things
Lively For the Postmaster.

JFiuprnohi/e Always On the Go
More than all else, the one thing that makes
a man say, “It pays to own the Hupmobile,”
is the uncommon way it stays fit, with the
least of expert tuning and tinkering; and the
way it lasts.

These have been busy days for Post
master G. II. Blethen and his assistants,
hut it is now believed Chat the greater
part of the work inoident to the ma
turing of 1918 issue of War Savings
Stamps is over. Postmaster Blethen
wishes to express his appreciation of
the consideration shown by the hun
dreds of people who have presented
their stamps for redemption. A no
ticeable lack of co-operation on their
part would have made thc work o.'

Benjamin F. Smith of Cli

youngest, named John, being quite a
youngster. One day when Martha and
this young son John were Wandering
perilously near the thick woods, Indi
ans jounced upon them, securing both
and rushed back with them into th •
dense forest. The alarm was given,
but too late. Mother and son were
taken into the woods, far beyond re
covery by the white settlers. The In
dians carried them more than two
hundred miles through wooded wilder
nesses to the Canadian border. In the
town of Montreal they were given ov -r
to a French officer, who paid thc In
dians their reward, quarters were as
signed to them, and after being bap
tized into the Catholic Church, they
were left to the care of tlie guardsman
of that section.
Here they lived for a year or two, cr
until the treaty of peace between thc
French and the English ended the w ir
adjustment very mucl\ harder.
In a statement received from F. C.
Ayres, Director, Savings Division,
First Federal Reserve District, it is de
clared that during December Treasury
Savings Certificates to the amount of
nearly $1,500,000 were either sold or
exchanged for War Savings in New
England, and of this amount our own
postoffiee yielded $75,000.
Postmaster Blethen states that it
is human nature to wish to see the
money which has heen tied up in War
Savings Stamps for the past live .''curs,
but now that his patrons have received
it he hopes that its reinvestment in
Treasury Savings CrrtllieA-ti s will h favorably considered, not only because
of the absolute safety with a good in
terest rate which is obtained, hut for
the assistance which this co-op ration
will give to the government in financ
ing its war lime obligations.

It is particularly immune from the petty
adjusting which so many car owners re
gard as part of their regular routine.
It is almost proverbial that the Hupmobile
is always ready and willing, for an hour’s
drive, a day’s run, or a month’s tour; always
on the go.

Can you think of any other car, high-priced
or low-priced, that has the same fine kind
of reputation everywhere?
Touring, $1115; Roadster, $1115; Special Roadster and Tour
ing, $1215; New 2-passenger Coupe, $1385; 4 Passenger Coupe,
$1535; Roadster Coupe, $1285; Sedan, $1675. F. 0. B. Detroit,
Mich. Revenue Tax Extra.

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
DISTRIBUTOR FOR

TELEPHONE 4-W.

KNOX AND

LINCOLN

COUNTIES

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
SILSBY’S
Telephone 318-W.

399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Wishes you to know that besides its regular supply of
Cut Flowers it has some Fine Cineraria Plants. These
who had a Cineraria of our growing last year will cer
tainly want one this year, and others who do not
know the plant will want to make its acquaintance.

Come in—visitors are welcome.
Cu‘ Flowers and Design Work for all occasions

ROCKLAND, ME.
H. M. SILSBY, Florist
13-15

Hupmobile

the terrible laceration. She kept con
stantly at work over the animal, giv
ing her such fond and grasses as could
he gathered. Finally all wounds wre
healed and the cow restored to her im
portant sphere of usefulness.
Wild raspberries and other berries
were found, and the children picked
many quarts that helped the family,
until the green corn was ready to he
eaten. Then came new potatoes, and
these, with what milk they got front
the eow, made life in the dense woods
fa. from other settlements, a really
happy one. Trout were then ahundan’
in the Sheeps-ot headwaters near the
proposed mill site, and with these
Stephen kept the family well supplied.
When the corn was in the milk, the
black bears that were plentiful in the
woods would come at night into the
cornfield i.nd help themselves to the
sweet, delivious corn and break down
and destroy much more. Like other
new settlers, Stephen had these bears
lo fight to save his corn from destruc
tion. He set a loaded gun on stakes
about two feet high, just n few rows
inside the cornstalks, on the side cf
the corn patch where the hears would
he most likely to come from the adja
cent woods. Then he ran a fishline
supported about two feet from th
ground, for quite a distance. This line
was attached to the hair tripper of
the gun, which was at full cock and
pointed just high enough along the
line so that when the gun was fired,
the bullet would strike a bear around
the heart. No hear could come into
the cornfield on that side without hit
ting the lint- and discharging the gun.
Having set up his gun, Stephen went
home to bed and awaited results.. He
was always fond of relating his suc
cess. Sometimes in the small hours
of the night the family w-ould hear
the gun go off. Stephen would jump
out of bed and exclaim. “Mother, we
have got a bear, sure enough!" Then
in the early morning the whole family
would go out and find the hear dead.
The neighboring settlers were notified
to come and help skin the hear and
divide the meat, so that each had some
to lake heme to his family.
Finally the corn ripened sufficiently
for grinding. In Unity, twelve miles
distant, on the Sandy Point Rtream,
was a grist-mill of primitive construc
tion.
Nothing daunted, Stephen, a
broad-shouldered and stalwart man.
took a hag of corn on his shoulders
and, by the aid of spotted trees, went
the twelve miles to the gristmill. There
he had the corn ground into meal to
feed his wife and their half-dozen
children, and returned with It to his
log cabin. Our futhcr was one ot those
children, and we hoys, when we were
youngsters on the old farm, have heard
him say that never in his life did any
food taste so good as that first hasty
pudding and rnilk.

fford Lodae, Warrenton
of Damariscotta, nnd now in Nobleborough. Here he hid purchased six
or seven hundred- acres of pine land,
and erecting a sawmill, began ship
ping lumber to Portland, Salem, and
Boston.
Stephen, aftdr his return from thc
war, married Mercy Andros, one of
two daughters of John Andros, an
English immigrant who had settled at
Berwick, anil brought his wife to hla
father's home at Sandy Point. As in
due time his family became numerous,
he decided he must look for a home
for himself, lie was fond of hunting
and fishing, and in his fishing trips
had followed thc Sheepseott River up
to its headwaters. In these wild, un
settled woods he had found a good site
far a mill near the headwaters of the
river, with a fine forest of large pine
trees near hy.
There he decided to make his home,
and in the fall of 1794 built a log cabin
on a hillside near a little brook, where
there was some meadowland made by
beaver dams. Here grass grew luxu
riantly, and he could cut hay and have
pasturage for a cow. Completing his
log cabin that fall with the exception
of the roof, he returned to his father's
home at Sandy Point for the winter.
In early spring, with his wife and six
children. Stephen started for hls new
home in thc log cabin in the wilder
ness,- moving their belongings on an
ox sled. On nearing a high wooded
hill, later called Otis Hill, he pulled up
in flout of thc log cabin of a friend
who had recently settled there. Here
he lemained. awaiting the advancing
spring, and cut a bridle path through
the woods to his own log cabin about
three miles distant.
• • s •
On the fifth of May, 1795, he agaiti
started with his family for their new
home. Two of his chidren, too small
to walk, were put into a saddlebag on
thc lack of his horse. Thus they
trudged along the bridle path through
the thick woods to their cabin, where
they unloaded their effects and took
possession. The cabin had no roof,
hut S-;cphen was not long in provid
ing one. Thus Stephen Smith became
the first settler in Beaver Hill Planta
tion. subsequently callt-d Freedom, in
Waldo County, Maine.
Thc fall before, Stephen had mad"
|a clearing of an acre or two, outline
Iowa the log tries. These he had
' piled In a heap as lest he could and
set on lire, burning them sufficiently
| to plant corn and other vegetables. On
this "burnt land” the soil was good,
and the ashes from thc logs made r
good fertilizer. His crops grew finely,
land he felt assured that he could
maintain his family through the com
ing winter. lie had a horse, also one
I cow. oil which the small children de
pended for milk. Jimmy, the oldest
I hoy, aged fifteen, drove the cow down
to thc meadow for pasturage, and then
■ bas k to the cabin at night.
One da.v in August, Jimmy, when he
I went for tlie cow, found her flat on the
‘ ground with a big bear gnawing at het
shoulder. In his fright he shot off his
I gun at the bear and, running for home,
gave the alarm to his mother and fa
ther.
They rushed back with him tc.
| the cow. which they found lying on the
grout d. her shoulder blades protrud
ing where thc bear had gnawed off the
th sii. They succeeded in getting he-,
tn her feet and back to the log cabin,
> where Mercy, with her primitive
knowledge of the curative properties of
the wild herbs that grew there in abun
dance, set to work to bathe and treat

Stephen was a . man of many re
sources. In the Mump of a large tree
near the cabin he burned a cavity suf
ficient to hold a quantity of corn, and
with a heavy oak pestle hung from a
spring pole ho pounded the corn Into
the consistency of meal. The coarser
part, called samp, was sifted out for
boiling. Thus the family could live,
independent of the gristmill.
That fall, Stephen, with Ilis brawny
arms and his axe, felled more of the
forest trees, adding several acres to
his cleared land. He brought hls fam
ily successfully through the vigorous
winter, securing food sometimes hy
hunting thc big game that was plenti
ful. and having the protection of the
forest and an abundance of firewood.
In the spring he burned the felled logs,
planted the new land with all kinds of
Important vegetables, and got some
pigs and another cow, so that the fol
lowing winter his family were living
in luxury in the log cabin, having plen
ty of pork, sausage, and bacon, with
potatoes, pumpkins, turnips, and other
garden vegetables.
Stephen was industrious, always up
at a very early hour In the morning
and at work as long as daylight lasted.
Thus his increasing family were sure
of plenty of food, but their clothing
was scanty, and for a time the chil
dren had to go barefooted even in win
ter—until material for footwear could
be made for them. In this primitive
way the family lived, increasing to
twelve children—ten boys and two
girls, including four pairs of twins.
The older boys were helpful In clear
ing away lh« forest and planting more
acreage.
There was an increasing
number of hogs, cows, and sheep; and
Incoming settlers who had little to start
life with in the new country came to
Stephen Smith to buy wheat, seed
corn, potatoes and other vegetables,
for planting, for Stephen always had a
surplus to sell to them. He became
known among the new settlers as a
successful farmer. Then he built a
sawmill on the head-waters of the
Sheepscot River and he and his grow
ing boys sawed the great pine trees
into lumber, which he sold to the set
tlers to build their homes. With in
creasing prosperity he cut and sawed
the lumber for a new frame house for
his own large family. This he erected
in 1804. Two of hls boys, John and
Benjamin, who had been working nt
the carpenter’s trade, did the Inside
finishing of the house. In 1806, the
family moved from the log cabin Into
the new frame house, the first to be
built in the town, then called Smith.
Town, and later the town of Freedom.
Stephen Smith continued to clear
away the forests and bring his lard
under cultivation, helped by his sons
as they grew to manhood. Other set
tlers were doing the same sort of work,
and Freedom became known as a flour
ishing settlement. Stephen, being the
first to venture into that wilderness,
was most talked about, as a soldier iu
the War of Independence and a proserous farmer.
[Continued In Next Issue.)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
THE ARROW ANO THE SONG
1 shot an arrow into <he sir.
It fell to earth. I knew not where;
For so swiftly It flew, the sight
Could not follow it iu its flight.
I breathed a song
It fell to ear.h, 1
For who has s.ght
That il can follow

Into the air,
knew not where;
so keen and strong.
thc flight of a song?

Long, long afterward, In in oak
1 found the arrow, still unbroke;
And the song, from beginning to end,
1 found again In tlie heart of a friend.
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
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Rockland, Maine, Jan. 30, 1923. {
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on j
oath declares that he Is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan. 27.
1923. there was printed a total of 5,955 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B .MILLER,
Nofary Public.

, —FOR TODAY—
Bible Thoughts roerrorized. will prove a.
■
priceless heritage in after years.
*1

E. & W. COLLARS

All discontinued styles of our regular 20c Collars
going now at the above price.

During the recent Congressional
campaign Senator Robinson of Ar
kansas was quoted as saying that the
All odd lots of Men’s Cape Gloves priced at $2.00
League of Nations was no longer an
issue in American politics. But in an
to $3.00, now $1.35.
address delivered to the alumni of the
University of Arkansas, and recently
Ladies’ Gauntlet Fibre Gloves, Holeproof make,
placed in the Congresional Record.after
$1.35.
abusing Japan and denouncing her im
I
perialistic policies, he said: “The best,
indeed the only comprehensive, plan
Boys’ Carter Mackinaws, $6.80.
yet suggested for preserving the world
peace is the League of Nations, in
Men’s Outing Flannel Night Robes, $1.20.
which are combined 51 powers mutu
ally pledged to respect and preserve
Big saving on Men's and Boys’ Suits and Overcoats.
the territorial rights and political in
dependence of one another.
The
United States rejected membership in
this organization and allied itself with,
France, England and Japan, the three
nations in the league whose domestic
conditions and foreign relations are
ACCIDENTAL
WINS
most likel.v to occasion war.' The
inconsistency of such a statement will
occur to almost any reader. Had we
joined the League we would have been Rockland Had Narrow Escape Last Night In Spite Of
obliged to indorse the occupation of
Brilliant Playing—Jette Is Here.
Shantung by Japan, as Mr. Wilson
had indorsed it in order to secure
Smarting under their defeat of Fri otliera ought hx Li interferes with
Japan's adherence to the League.
That would have materially aided day night (their only defeat of the the players, it interferes with seeing
season) the Rockland polo stars played the,gam-, and it constitutes a certain
Japan in the imperialistic schemes a very fast game in the Arcade last fire menace.
• • • *
which Senator Robinson condemns. night, and came out victorious over
Roy Phinney and Neil Pierce, who
As for the 51 powers mutually pledged, Pawtucket by a score of 3 to 2. The
it has not been observable that they visitors forced them to the limit, and it played goal and center, respectively, for
was the irony of fate that one of the the Fall River polo team in this city
have been any too scrupulous in ob goals which gave them victory should last week, returned home Sunday.
serving the pledge. If 51 nations can be made by one of their own players Phinney is employed in a jewelry fac
not eradicate hatred and mistrust and who kicked the ball into the Rockland tory. and until recently played half
intrigue among themselves, unless the cage accidentally. Cusick was the cul back. The cage is his proper place,
prit, and he looked so crestfallen that judging from the fine exhibitions he
United States joins the League, that
gave here. Pierce is a salesman for a
the situation was humorous,
can oply mean, in the last analysis , The home team scored its three goals machinery concern in Pawtucket, Al
that the full burden of putting into ef- j in the early half of the game, with though lie had not been actively in the
feet the peace for whlbh the League St. Aubin carrying the ball like a game for the past two or three seasons,
i streak of lightning. For that matter he did very effective work for Fall
was organized shall fall
I every man on the Rockland team was River.
• • * •
shoulders, and that we would be torn doing hiB iPVel best, and the spectators
Some of the spectators took the little
by dissension within as well as with- I roared their approval of the fine passout. And if the domestic conditions ing and juggling, as exemplified by mixup between Mulvey and Therrien
St. Aubin, Skinner and Therrien, and too seriously. The two players left the
and foreign relations of France, Eng
the wonderful defensive work of rink the best of friends and gave the
land, and Japan are those most likely Wright and Purcell.
matter not another thought, but some
to occasion war, what good has the
Jolly made the last two goals, and of the patrons made the incident food
League done for them, and why should there were still nearly seven minutes I for partisan discussion several days.
to spare, but try their best the visitors In polo, like all other games, the play
we join the League and subject our
I could not quite seem to land the ball ers sometimes temporarily lose their
selves to their control therein?
j in the net. Cusick was pretty nearly a heads, but if they are wilting to cry
---------------------I whole team in himself, and the crowd’s quits before leaving the hull the spec
The story of "A Maine Family of increasing admiration of his clean play tathrs should be.
• • * •
Smiths,” Benj. F. Smith’s narrative of ing was manifest.
Jette, the big goal tend of the Paw
Although Rockland lost Its first
the remarkable career of himself and tucket team, kicked 'em out with the game last Friday night nobody had
his three brothers, the opening chapter ease of the professional that he is. the heart to blame the club’s new
His performance alone is worth the ad mascot, little Jimmy Bteinner. The
of which appear in Thp Courier- mission price.
youngster is a son of Rodney Skinner,
The games of Wednesday and Fri the reliable second rush of the team,
Gazette today, will be followed with
day nights are attractions not to be and is surely a chip of the old block.
keen interest by the patrons of this mjsse<i.
Attired in a cute uniform, he followed
Last night’s score:
the other players onto the floor in the
paper.
Itobkland—St. Aubin lr, Skinner 2r, preliminary practice, and manipulated
The New York Journal of Com- 1 Therrien c, Wright hb. Purcell g.
a miniature stick in a manner that de
Pawtucket—Jolly lr, Mulvey 2r, lighted the crowd. He made several
merce, which has from the first to
Healey c, Cusick hb, Jette g.
goals on Purcell, and went to the spot
last been a bitter opponent of the ship
First Period
like a veteran. He is a natural horn
■aid hill, and which stands for free ■ i Rockland—St. Aubin,
5.50 polo player, and about 15 years from
trade, unrestricted imigration, and in- |
Second Period
now his name will be affixed to some
Rockland—Cusick,
4.27 magnates' contract.
ternationalism, is authority for the j Rockland—St. Aubin,
5.36
* • •
statement that the conviction that j Pawtucket—Jolly.
2.42
“Want me to tell you who the two
there will be no ship subsidy, is being [
Third Period
best goal tends are?” asked Cusick the
8.09 other day. “Well, at the head of the
reflected in official circles and it is) •> Pawtucket—Jolly,
Score—Rockland 3, Pawtucket 2. list you write down the name of,Blunt,
understood that the Shipping Board is.
Rushes, St. Aubin 6, Jolly 2. Stops, who tends goal for the Worcester team
making preparations to shape itsipllrcell 59 ' jette 50. Referee, Winsin the National League. The second
policies for the handling of the fleet j low. Timer. Leon White Scorer, Ken- best goal tend in my opinion is your
without government aid.” It then re- ■ neth White,
own Jimmy Purcell.” Mr. Cusick is a
• • « •
man of good judgment.
marks with apparent approval that,
• • • •
POLO POINTERS
the Democrats will try to defeat that
In a Main street store the other day
appropriation of $50,000,000 which is
"*
I1 s™k« as much as
they were betting on Wright’s age. In
marked a business man yesterday.
called for by the Shipping Board an I ain only too glad to refrain from do action he is only 21. In street attire
nually in order to make up the deficit ing so during a polo game, and I think he is 40 plus. Now you know

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.
GOAL

created by government ownership and
operation of the Shipping Board fleet.
If the ship aid bill is defeated and the
ship operation deficit is not made up
by Congressional appropriation, it
means, cf course, that the end to an
American merchant marine of any
sort is near, and since the Democrats
and the Journal favor these two
methods of cutting off funds it cannot
be taken in any other way than as a
confession that they are willing to
sacrifice a fleet which cost the tax
payers $3,000,000,000, and to surrender
the entire freight carrying business to
Great Britain, Germany, Japan, and
the Scandinavians.
History repeated itself in Boston the
other day when the state register of
motor vehicles declared that coasters
have an inalienable right to use the
city streets where there is snow on the
ground. This right dated back to the
Hevoliltionary days when the British
soldiers tried to prevent children from
coasting on Boston Common. Re
member that little story in the old
school reader?

According to United Press des
patches from Doom the former Em
peror of Germany is still addressed as
“His Majesty,” and is living with such
pomp as may be in his restricted en
vironment. The despatches further
record that Wilhelm is evidently un
able to accustom himself to the un
pleasant habit of paying taxes like
ordinary citizens.

President Harding is said to have
under consideration the appointment
of Mayor Gen. Clarence R. Edwards,
retired, as governor of Porto Rica
His fitness for the position would surely

be unquestioned.

important

Hearings This Week—New
Measures Presented.

.BIBLE THOUGHT

SING AND REJOICE:—Sing. O
heavens. and be joyful. O earth: and
break forth into singing. O mountains:
for the Lord hath comforted his people,
and will have mercy upon hi9 afflicted.
—Isaiah 49:13.

makes the fine for the first offense not
more than $200 instead of of not more
than $50, and for the second offense
Committee not more than $500 instead of not more
than $100.

Every-Otker-Daf

SPECIAL TRAIN
Tickets for the trip on the special
train from Rockland to Augusta, to
be run on the date of the hearing on
the Kennebec Bridge were placed on
sale Saturday through members of the
Chamber of Commerce and the City
Club, and are going fast. As no date
has been set for the hearing quite a
few could give no decision as to
whether they could go or not, but it is
expected that within the next few days
the date on which the hearing will be
held will be announced. Knox county
residents as a whole should get behind
this movement for a large representa
tion at the hearing whether they in
dividually can go or not. Surely the
Bridge is worth $4 to any business
man in this county and if this is so
they should at least buy one ticket and
if they find that they cannot go on the
date of the hearing, let them send
somebody to represent them. Only by
concerted effort can this thing be put
across. Chairman of the committees
in Camden and Thomaston have taken
50 tickets, and expect to get rid cf
them in their respective towns, and if
these towns can turn out 50 men to at
tend this hearing surely Rockland
should be able to turn out 200.
The committee in charge of the sale
of tickets in Rockland is a good one
and every help should be given them
to make their work as light as possi
ble. The members of the committ-e
selling these tickets are M. E. IVotton.J. C. Perry A. L. Bird, F. W. Fuller,
J. A. Jameson, A. F. McAlary, W. C.
Ladd, W. D. Talbot, A. P. Blaisde'I,
G. B. Wood, E. H. Crie, G. H. Blethen, C. E. Daniels, Chisholm Brothers,
Willis I. Ayer, H. P. Blodgett, and M.
F. Weymouth.
No Place for a “Ha* Been."

In Africa among the native tribe*
there is no place for an ex-king. The

minute a chief shows any sign of
weakness or sickness he must go oft
commit suicide.

THE POLICE DEPARTMENT

“Interested Citizen” Thinks Revised
Charter Should Provide New Ar
rangement.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
While the pros and cons of a new or
revised City Charter are being talked,
it would seem to me that one of the
most important matters for the com
mittee appointed by the mayor to ree
ommend amendments or revision of the
City Charter, would be a revamping
of that section of the Charter and the
city ordinances relating to the police
department. As it appeals to me this
particular department should be con
trolled and directed by a committee or
commission outside of the City Govern
ment with the mayor acting as chair
man, with sufficient authority to handle
the department at all times. My no
tion at the presen time would be
commission elected by the voters at
large for a term qf three years.
The present police committee plan
in force at the present time creates a
chance for a change in the committee
at every annual election, which to my
notion is not for the best morals of the
department or the interest of the city
in general.
I hope his revision committee will
see lit to give this department consid
eration.
An Interested Citizen,

GEN. LORD TO SPEAK.
There will be a luncheon of Colby men
at the Congress Square Hotel, Portland,
Feb. 7, at 1 p. m. In the private
dining room on the sixth floor. The
guest of honor will be Brig. Gen.
Herbert M. Lord, U. S. A., Director of
the Bureau of the Budget, a graduate
of Colby and one of its trustees. Gen.
Lord holds a position of financial im
portance in our National Government
second only to the Secretary of the
Treasury. Any Colby man wishing to
be present at this luncheon should get
in touch with Rex W. Dodge, 186
Middle street, Portland.

How lime flies! Here is Legislature
already embarked on its fifth week,
and with committee hearings assuring
mid-term interest and importance.
The taxation committee will give a
hearing Wednesday afternoon upon the
act exempting estates of the blind un
der $2000 from taxation, this being the
first hearing this session before this
committee.
Five measures ape to be heard by the
inlund fisheries tend game committee
on Thursday afternoon, us follows: An
Act prohibiting use of any bait or con
trivance other than decoy birds in
shooting wild birds; resolve offering a
reward of $1000 for recovery of bodies
of Game Wardens Brown and Johnson;
act relating to registration of resident
hunterS and fishermen, and An Act re
lating to the suspension by the Gov
ernor of open season; and An Act es
tablishing Katahdin fark Game Pre
serve.
A Resolve amending the present law
of the road regulating the use of motor
driven and animal drawn vehicles and
eight special road resolves will be heard
Wednesday afternoon before the ways
and bridges committee.
Compensation of chief fire wardens
and their deputies, duties of forest fire
fighters in the Maine forestry district
and a more stringent law regulating
the building of eamp fires will be held
Wednesday afternoon before the com
mittee on State lands and forest pre
servation.
The committee on salaries and fees
will hold hearing at 11 o’clock Wednes
day forenoon on the hill increasing the
salaries of the Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court of Maine from $6000 to
$7500.
The bill relieving the town of Booth
hay Harbor from liability or duty to
furnish water to the residents of Southport will be considered by the public
utilities committee.
Hearing on ten resolves for educa
tional institutions will be in order for
Thursday afternoon before the commit
tee on education. The same date is
assigned for a hearing upon the bill to
change the title of the office of super
intendent of schools to commissioner
of education.
The two bills introduced by Repre
sentative Stevens of Belgrade in regard
to the measurement of wood will be
heard Wednesday afternoon before the
committee on Agriculture; also the bill
which would lower the rate of Interest
on farm loans from 7 to 5 per cent and
make payments semi-annual instead
of annual.
This afternoon before the committee
on Judiciary will be heard the act
amending the charter of the Augusta
Water District, act Increasing rhe pen
alty for killing a human being while
hunting, act relating to lien by repair
ers of automobiles, act repealing law
which provides for obtaining burial
permits in adjoining towns and act
legalizing the doings of the voters in
Harrison on March 16, 1922. New law
relating to records in the registries of
deeds and an act providing that women
may be probation officers will be heard
Wednesday afternoon before the Ju
diciary committee.
The jewelers’ lien bill, a proposition
which has been submitted to several
past Legislatures, will be considered
this afternoon before the Legal Af
fairs Committee.
Act to Incorporate the Grand Temple
Pythian Sisters of Maine, act to amend
the laws incorporatipg the Ist-lOth
29th Regiment Association and the act
relating to motor vehicles used for
public hire.
The appropriation of $165,066 for re
building Franklin wharf of the State
Pier in Portland, will be considered
Wednesday afternoon before the Ap
propriations Committee. Repairs for
Knox Academy of Arts and Science
building, for the Girls’ Orphanage at
Lewiston, St. Mary’s General Hospital
and the Heaiy Asylum at Lewiston will
be heard Thursday before the Appro
priations Committee.
• • • •

» * « «

The Knox Memorial
A resolve in favor of Gen. Knox
Chapter Daughters of the American
Revolution of Thomaston, was present
ed at a hearing before the committee on
Appropriations and Financial affairs
Friday. The history of the resolve was
given by Senator Elliot of Knox, front
the time of its introduction in 1915
down to date. Twice the committee on
Military Affairs returned a favorable
report on the appropriation of $25,000
which will be used by the local chapter
of the Daughters of the Revolution to
restore the main part of the old Gen
eral Knox homestead which was de
stroyed many years ago.
Senator Elliott said that the General
Knox chapter has already raised $10,000, purchased the lot and provided the
funds to pay for the preparation of the
plans now being drawn from whatever
information could now he obtained con
cerning the original measurements of
the building, this building when rebuilt
to be a Knox Memorial in which the
Knox relics should be placed.
Questioned by Representative San
ders of Portland as to the upkeep Sen
ator Elliot responded that the local
chapter would attend to that and he
would guarantee that the State would
not be called upon to appropriate any
money for the purpose.
Former Senator John F. Sprague of
Piscataquis was called upon and gave
an interesting and eloquent account of
the career of General Henry Knox who
he said was the most honored and re
spected by our first president of all his
generals and wlinrie record in the Re
volutionary war was full of heroic
deeds and unselfish devotion to the
cause of liberty. Gen. Knox was the
first secretary of war tinder the new
government in which service lie served
long and faithfully. He was a found
er of the Order of Cincinnati, lie la
ter came to Maine anil settled in
Thomaston where bis old home, a
splendid type of the Colonial architec
ture, was allowed to he destroyed to
the disgrace of our State. Maine witli
its wonderful history has certainly
failed to pay due honor to the men who
made her early history so illustrious.
It is not too late to start thi3 work
now.

• » « •
Certified Seeds
In the House Friday. Representa
tive Story of Washburn introduced an
act to promote the production and sale
of certified seed and to protect the
branding thereof.
The^et provides that any grower of
potatoes or other vegetable seeds may
make application to rhe commissioner
of agriculture for inspection and certi
fication of this crop growing or to be
grown in this state, giving a descrip
tion of his land and such information
as the commissioner may require.
The grower shall also enter an agree
ment to pay such fee into the state
treasury for the inspection and certi
fication as the commissioner of agri
culture may deem necessary to eo/pr
as pearly as may be the cost of in
spection and certification. Thereunor.
the crops of the applicant shall be
listed for inspection and inspected and
certified by the cummisaioner of agri
culture or his agents under such rules
and regulations as the commissioner
of agriculture may prescribe.
Section three of the act provides that
the commissioner of agriculture may
issue a certificate or tag which shall
be attached to each container or pack
age in which certified seed shall be of
fered or exposed for sale. Such tag or
certificate shall indicate the name of
the grower, the shipping station or
de$iot, the name of the inspector mak
ing the final inspection, the variety of
the seed and shall bear the imprint of
the seal of the State of Maine.
Section four of the act provides that
any person who shall knowingly or
wilfully misuse any such tag or certifi
cate or who shall attach to any pack
age or container of seed which has
not t.een duly inspected and certified,
any imitation of such tag, or certifi
cate lor the purpose of conveying the
impression that such seed has been
certified by the commissioner or his
agents shall be punished by a fine of
$50 for each offense.
The act carries an appropriation of
$30,600.
* * • •

Reckless Driving
Increase in the penalty for reckless
driving, going away without stopping
after an accident and using a motor
vehicle without authority is provided
in an act introduced in the House by
Representative Nichols of Portland.
The act, which amends Section 72 of
Chapter 211 of the-public laws of 1921,

OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

MEN’S AND BOYS’
SUITS, OVERCOATS and MACKINAWS
UNTIL FEBRUARY 12

We Shall Sell

Men’s $40. Overcoats and Suits, $32'®®
Men’s $38. Overcoats and Suits, $3Q*^®
Men’s $35. Overcoats and Suits, $28’®®

Men’s $30. Overcoats and Suits, $24’®®
Men’s $28. Overcoats and Suits, $22*^®
All our BOYS’ OVERCOATS AND SUITS AND

MEN’S AND BOYS’ MACKINAWS

We Shall Sell At
20 PER CENT BELOW REGULAR PRICES

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING, HOUSE |

COURT NEARING AN END
Many Criminal Cases Are Being Disposed Of—Ardagna
Not To Stand Trial, It Is Said.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
Supreme Court

is running at top

STATE OF MAINE
speed today, with a fine prospect that
In the Senate, January 18, 1923.
Ordered, the House concurring, that the time juries will complete their work to
for the reception of bills for private and special
night. The trial of Ignazio Ardagna,
legislation be Knitted to
THURSDAY, February 8, 1923, at four o’clock who is charged with assault upon
P. M ,
And that all such petitions and bills pre Phyllis Pellicano, with intent to kill,
sented after Hint date be referred to the next
Legislature; that the Secretary of the Sena e will probably take place, as it is
cause copies of this order to be published in understood that the Itaian will prob
all the daily and weekly papers of the Sian
until and including Wednesday, February 7. ably plead guilty.
1923.
* * * ♦
Pceoented by Sargent of Hancock.
Gilbert Gallant pleaded “guilty” on a
In Senate Chamber, Jan. 16, 1923 Read and
Passed. Sent down Ar concurrence.
liquor chirge, and is awaiting sen
L ERNBST THORNTON. Sec.
tence.
House. Jan. 16, 1923. Read and Passed. In
* ♦ ♦ ♦
concurrence.
CLYDE K. CHAPMAN, Clerk.
A true copy—Attest
A long list of appealed liquor cashes
I. ERNEST THORNTON.
is being tried. The criminal dock
1116
Secretary of the Senate.

LEGAL AFFAIRS
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
public hearing in Its rooms at the State House,
in Augusta, on
THURSDAY, February 1, at 2 p. m. on the
following;
An Act to amend Section 47 of Chapter 211
of the Public Laws of 1921 relating io motor
\ehicles used for public hire.
An Act to incorporate the Brand. Temple
Pythian Sisters of Maine.
An Act to amend Chapter 399 of the Private
Laws of 1885 relating to the First, Tenth and
Twenty-ninth Regiments Association.
12-13
MWILEMHF MJUTHN. Sec.
APPROPRIATIONS A FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
The Committee on Appropriations & Financial
Affaire will give a public hearing at the State
House, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY February 1, 1923, at 2 p m ,
on ihe following resolve;
Resolve, in favor of the Knox Acadmtv of
Arts and Sciences, a Corporation organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Maine
located in Warren, in said State
12-13
THOMAS A SAUNDERS. Sec.

PUBLIC UTILITIES
The Committee on Public Utilities will give
a public hearing in its rooms at the State
House, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY, Feb. 1. 1923, at 2 P. M in room
113.
An Art to Relieve the Town of Booth-bay
For Cushing Roads
Harbor from the liability and duty to sett or
Elliott of Knox—Resolve appropriat furnish water for any purpose to a portion of
ing $1,606 to extend the State road the Town of Southport and the inhabitants
thereof by reason of Chapter 203 of the Pri
way known as the Back State road in vate and Special Laws of 1903. By the same
the town of Cushing.
gentleman: Petition of the Town of Booth hay
___ 12-13
Elliott of Knox—Resolve appropriat Harbor in favor of the same.
12-13
JAMES M BRCKETT. Sec.

ing $750 for State aid road in the town
of Cushing, leading southward from
Marshall’s Corner to Pleasant Point

Mark Down Sale

et is unusually large, but it is pre
dicted that the juries will complete
their duties today. These cases are
the result of the many raids that
Sheriff Thurston and his deputies made
during the fall and winter.
Among the first cases for trial was
that of M. Frank Donohue. Deputies
Harrington and Anderson made a raid
at his hotel and found two sealed bot
tles of gin in the respondent’s desk in
his private office.
His defense was
that these bottles were left there by
someone in the hotel. The jury re
turned a verdict of guilty. Johnson
for the respondent.
....
Lena May Pitts pleaded guilty to a
charge of adultery and received an in
determinate sentence at the Women’s
Reformatory at Skowhegan.

« « * «
Frank C. Powers was present at the
roil call to answer to two cases against
him. One case was nol prossed and
Powers entered a plea of “not guilty”
to the other. The jury returned a ver
dict of “guilty” and a motion for an
arrest of judgment has been tilled.
Pike -and Tirrell were counsel in this
case.

State vs. George L. Watts, alias
Leonard Maker. The respondent was
arrested for intoxication at Gay Park
last October by Special Officer Mar.k.
Although he had previously pleaded
guilty to a similar charge on 32 occa
sions since 1910, Mr. Watts, alias Mak
er, stoutly maintained that he was not
guilty on this specific occasion and he
appealed from Ihe sentence of the low
er court. “Perhaps he was arrested
far being sober,” suggested the Court,
and even the respondent smiled. The.
jury brought in a verdict of guilty,
and Watts, alias Maker, was sentenced
to 40 days in Ihe county jail.
Meantime, on the eve of the trla!,
He was again arrested for drunkenness.
He was'sentenced by Judge Miller to
tut days in jail, and though he had
pleaded guilty, he appealed.
• • . •
Dan Sohel of Camden testified that
he did not know what was in the case
which was seized by Deputies Rokes
and Anderson ami that the wine was
made by his wife and was for his own
private consumption. The County At
torney nol prossed one case and the
jury returned a verdict of not guilty
on the other. Emery for respondent.
• * * •
in the case of Tony Cross, which
was being tried when this paper went
to press last Saturday, the verdict re
turned by the jury was “not guilty."
• • * •
Perhaps the most sensational of all
the appealed cases are those against
Charles E. and Marcia Burch. The re
spondents will seek to prove that the
premises on which the liquor was
found was sublet to an Italian, a
description of whom led to his recog
nition as rather a well known char
acter in this city. This-case has not
yet gone to the jury.
w
....
Judge Deasy has not yet sentenced
any of the respondents found guilty.

SIGN NAME, PLEASE
Rockland, Jan. 29.

JUDICIARY
Will the party from Thomaston who
The Committee on Judiciary will give a nub complains to me of three cases of cru
ile hearing in its rooms at the •State House, in elty please sign his name in full, so 1
Augusta, on
may be prepared to Investigate them
WEDNESDAY, January 31st, at 2 P M. on
Complainant’s name is always kept a
the following:
An Act to amend Section 10 of Chapter 137 secret by the officer,
of the Revised Statutes, relating to the appoint
Jos. J. Roberts,
ment of Probation Officers
State Agent for the Prevention of Cru
WEDNESDAY, January 31st, at 2 P. M , on
elty to Animals, No. 10 Granite St.
the following:
Telephone No. 619-W.
An Art to amend Section 15 of Chapter 12
of the Revised Statutes, relating to the rec
ords in the Registries of Deeds.
12-13
Where Bosh Comet From.
TUESDAY, February 6, at 2 P. M on the
following:
Bosh Is not really a slang word. It
An Act to amend paragraph numbered one
under Section 1, Chapter 76 of the Revised Is a Persian word meaning nonsense,
Statutes of Mftinf. relative to granting of and early last century It was made
.licenses for the sale of real estate by Probate
popular by a Persian romance, called
Courts
GENUINE
An Act to amend Section 41 of Chapter 51 “Adventures of IlajJI Baba of Ispa
of the Revised Statutes as amended by Chap
ter 28 of the Public Laws of 1921, providing i han.”
for the payment of fees on Amendment of Pur- I
poses.
Shakespeare’s Wisdom.
DURHAM
An Act to amend Section 89 of Chapter 51 of
the Revised Statutes, relative to DissoMtlOn <>r
The web of our life Is of a mingled
TOBACCO
Corporations.
13-15
yarn, good and ill together; our vir
l-2-lan 9-16-23-30 lull
WEDNESDAY, February 7, at 2 P. M. on ’
tues would be proud If our faults
the following:
Those small ads in The CourierResolve amending the Constitution of the whipped them not; and our crimes
State of Maine so as to limit appropriations
Gazette arc read by every body. That
for private institutions and purposes until Dec j would despair If they were not cher is why they are so popular and
31, 1930, and so as to prohibit such appropria ished by our virtues.—Shakespeare.
effective.
tions after December 31, 1930.
THURSDAY. February 8, at 2 P. M , on ttw
following:
iiWiinn6nnimr^y"ciiiu
An Act to amend Section 62 of Chapter 211 '
At 'the Sign oO
of the Public Laws of 1921, relative to motor ;
vehicles and law or the road and the speed of
North National Bank!
vehicles.
An Act to amend Section 5 of Chapter 184
of the Public Laws of 1921. relating to the
Jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission
over certain motor vehicles.
13-16
THURSDAY, February 8th, at 2 P. M., on
the following:
An Act to regulate the right of way of vehi
cles at intersecting public ways.
An Act to amend Section 77 of Chapter 211
p 4 *'" '
WERE recently stolen from a messenger—
of the Public Laws of Nineteen Hundred
fortunately the entire sum was represented
Twenty-one, relating to the publication of
monthly motor vehicle registration lists.
by checks. Payment was promptly stopped

GOOD

CIGARETTES

1OC

“BULL”

North
Nationa

12-16

THAT OLD WAR SONG
Capt. Luke Spear Heard It In Beetho
ven Hall—As He Recalls It

Oil. Jimmy farewell, your brother has fell.
Way down in Alabamy,
I should hare thought they might spare
A lone widow’s heir.
Before grafting hint into the army.

These are the very same trousers he used to
wear.
With patch on the knee, and buttons and tear,
Now Uncle Karn’s given him a brand new pair
As they grafted him into the army.

>1

and the thief was none the richer, nor the
owner ot this large sum the poorer.

W. T GARDINER. Sec.

Another version of the old war song
“They Have Grafted Him Into the
Army” is g’iven by Capt. Luke A- Spear
of Limerock street, who was a little
shaver when he heard it sung in the
old Beethoven hall. As he recalls it
the lines ran like this:

$843,000

HAPPENINGS such as these are of such fre
quent occurrence, that the immense advant
age of transmitting money by check is
brought home to the most thoughtless. *
LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY

Tu-S

MAtN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

.............

"

Evcry-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 30, 1923.

Calk of the town
COWING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 29 and 31 anil Feb. 2 (Polo) Rockland
vs. Pawtucket.
Feb. 2—(Basketball) Rockland lii™h vs. Lin
coln Academy—boys and girls.
Feb. 2 (7 15 p m )—IRust.rated lecture on
"The Bridges of Maine," by State Bridge En
gineer L. X. Edwards, of Augusta, auspices
Woman’s Educational Club.
Feb. 2—Regular meeting of Woman’s Educa
tional Club, in Methodijt vestry.
Feb 3—Knot Pomdna Grange 'meets witli
Pioneer Grange, East Villon.
Feb, 7—Annual masquerade gift ball of the
Assistant Engineers of the Fire Department at
flie Arcade
Feb.8—Republican ward caucuses.
Feb 9- Republican mayoralty caucus in City
Council Rooms.
Fab. 9—Banquet and Open Forum, of tin
Chamber of ( oiunuircc at die .Thorndike Hotel.
Feo. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday
Feb. 12-17—The Community Food Fair at
tbs Arcade
Fob. 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection meets
In Temple hall.
/
Fell. 19—Community Ball at the Arcade
Feb. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
March 16—Rockland laalge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
In Temple ball.
April 29—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets in Temple ball.

The days have increased 54 minutes.

Gen. 11. M. Lord delivers an address
before the Economic Club in Portland
Feb. 6.
Aurora Lodge has a special meeting
Wednesday night for work on the
Fellow Craft degree.
Fred M. Blackington, who is actirg
as inspector on a Maine government
job, is home for a few days.

Yesterday W;«t the birthday of the
martyred
Prcsklsnt
William
Mi Kinley, who would have jjeen 78 hail
he lived.
Florida gompiiments rime to Eugene
W. Palmer yesterday . in the form of
a nice box of grape fruit and oranges
sent by Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown, who
are wintering in St! Petersburg.
The W. H. Glover Co. erected a.
staging in front of Singhi block yes
terday in oredr that workmen might
restore a granite block of the key
stone stamp, which was working loose.

Opportunity Class of the First Bap
tist church, will hold its business
meeting Thursday evening, at the
home of Madame Browne, 134 Middle
street.
You are invited to a service of song
at the 'Methodist church tonight. The
old familiar hymns will be used, witli
the Hatch family in charge.
Maurice A. McKusie, who‘has been
very ill for several months, passed
a Way Sunday night, at the home of his
wife's parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Richardson, Spruce street.

Boston newspapers recently an
nounced the death of Capt. Michael
O’Brien, dean of Boston pilots, who
made many friends here while captain
of the Rockland tug, Fred E. Richards
The only difficulty that a local In
terviewer would have in connection
with the Kennebec Bridge proposition
is to find somebody here who is not in
favor. The approval of every local
business man was long ago taken as a
foregone conclusion.

Come to tile Fuller-Cobb-Davis store
Saturday. Feb. 3, at 2 p. m., where a
food sale will be held by the Christian
Endeavor of the First Baptist church.
13-14

The Republican caucuses will be
held next week, the ward caucuses on
Thursday night, and the mayoralty
caucus on Friday night—all at the
usual places.
___
z
Elder N. M. Wilson of Vinalhaveh
will conduct a service at the Gospel
Mission Thursday evening at 7.30. Ali
the saints are asked to bp present. Ev
erybody will be welcome whether a
member of the denomination or not.

,,/ ■

John Jay Perry writes that he is
to lie in Rhckland on income tax work
from Feb. 19 to Feb. 26, in Thomaston
Feb. 27, and in Waldoboro Feb. 28.

The First Baptist church has taken
action to celebrate the 90th anni
versary of its organizing, which took
place in February, 1833. The week of
June 3 is selected for the celebration,
then details of which have been placed
in the hands of committees. Among
tile features indicated is the raising by
individual contributions in multiples
of ninety (90 cents, 90 dimes, 90 doi
lars, etc.) of a fund for the purchase
of a new church organ, the present
organ, which was installed in 1871
being in need of a successor.

CHICKEN PIE
SUPPER
METHODIST VESTRY

Wednesday, Jan. 31

111

: : MENU : :
Chicken Pic

Mashed Potato or Turnip
i >
Salads
Doughnuts and Cake
, ■
50 CENTS

The Security Trust Co. have a few
more cards for customers in their
Christmas Club. You can join this
week by paying up the back dues.
12-13

cigarettes TURKISH
VIRGINIA
BURLEY

15
/or
'Vie
,
AMERICAN TOBAKO CO

I

10
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SUGGESTIONS
GREENS—Our Own Salting
and

SMOKED

SHOULDERS,

4

to

CORNED SPARERIBS,

or

or CANNED

DANDELIONS

6

LBS,

or

HAM

SALT MACKEREL or

or

LB.

15c

ENDS

or CANNED SPINACH

or FRESH SPINACH or FRESH

BEET GREENS

SALT SALMON

or BONELESS LEAN BEEF,

15c for

POT ROASTS, STEW BEEF, CORNED BEEF, PIE MEAT
HADDOCK—FRESH NATIVE
HALIBUT
MACKEREL
SCALLOPS
CLAMS

(

OYSTERS

Portland Grocers want 48 hours’ notice lo deliver an order.
Give us I hour; we will be there.
u
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Your Obligation to Rockland
IS CANCELLED ONLY WHEN

BOUGHT A

YOU HAVE

11 I

SEASON TICKET TO THE COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
YOUR DOLLARS ARE NEEDED FOR

'

The
Athletic
Field
.
, • .4 ’
toward which the entire proceeds will go

The Boys and Girls of the city are now on a Selling Campaign.

SERVICE

•fw'1

BUY A TICKET WHETHER YOU GO OR NOT

LEND A HAND
Charles W. Orbeton The CourierGazette’s makeup man, was welcomed
back to his duties in the composing
room yesterday, after an absence of
nearly a month, on account of grippe.

POLO
WEDNESDAY AND
FRIDAY NIGHTS
JAN. 31-FEB. 2

Nut Puff Chocolate Vanilla, pound 49c
Nut Roll, pound 70c
Chocolate Nut Fudge, pound 50c
Chocolate M. M. Fudge, pound 50c
Jumbo Salted Peanuts, pound 30c

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS.

A line picture, "A Roman Wall,” was
presented to the High School at as
sembly yesterday. The picture was
donated
by
Miss Ethel Howard,
teacher of Latin, the framing was con
tributed by the Sophomore class, and
the very fine presentation speech was
made by the president of that class,
Philip Rounds.

There was a near fire at Orel E.
Davies' jewelry store the other day.
when some articles stored in a closet
were found ablaze. A volunteer de
partment was organized on the spot,
witli Orel as chief engineer, and Leon
White as foreman of the hose. So
effectivelj- did they perform their first
task, that the chemical was not sum
moned. The proprietor seldom ducks
responsibility, and is more than half
inclined to think that n spark from his
pipe might have landed in the folds
of an umbrella.

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

ARCADE—ROCKLAND

What is a "flash’’? A flash is a
special number in those given out at
the door of the Arcade during Food
Fair week, which entitles the holder
to a very special package of consider
able value when presented at the
Sample booth. Several "flashes” will
be given out each day.

OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM—ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
VS.

PAWTUCKET
Can our boys get ’em by Cusick

and Jette three nights in succession?

Miss Daisy Bennett underwent an
operation for appendicitis Monday
afternoon at Siisby Hospital.

King Solomon Temple Chapter will
have work on the Royal Arch degree
Thursday night. The Council meets
Friday night.

Attractive
Automobile Franchise
A desirable automobile dealership
open to reliable automobile dealer or
business man to represent low price,
high grade, well known make of car
for Rockland and vicinity. Inquiries
confidential. For information write

ROCKLAND, ME.

Tlie County Commissioners at an heavy curreiit of electricity. This is
adjourned meeting today organized because there Is not a complete circuit.
with Arthur U. Patterson of Virial- If a larger biril were to alight on a
haven as chairman. Mr. Patterson is wire, aud one of his wings touched an
entering upon his 11th year as a mem other wire. it would be apt to cause
ber of the board, and has given ex death. Eagles have often been killed
ceptionally faithful and capable serv- '
tn this way.
ice.

Rev. .1. L. Corson, superintendent ot
the Penobscot Bay Bethel Mission,
says thp society has received numerous
alls for clothing from the lisherfolk
along the const and among the islands.
Up to the first of the year it was
possible to meet the demands, through
the kindness of the various church so
cieties and W. C. T. U.’s of the State.
Recently several new calls have come
in that cannot be met at the present
time. The need is for clothing for
children from 8 tn^ll years of age, and
shoes for ages 5 to 12. One family
asks for blankets, one family has four
children, the youngest 18 months and
the oldest 8 years. The mother has
been confined to her bed for several
months, which makes it imperative
for the father to stay at home the
larger part of the tirtie to take care of
her. Mr. Corson’s telephone is 422 5.

The Relief Corps have a suppei
Thursday at 6 o'clock with the presi
dent, vice president and past president
as housekeepers. It is hoped that
everyone will attend in the afternoon
is there Is a lot of work that has beer
promised for seme time, but hHs been
delayed on account- of the extremely
bud weather Thursdays.

Time turns backward in its flight as
we consult the hand-bill left on our
desk by Eugene W. Palmer. It deals
with Hie marvelous entertainment
which was to have been given in
Beethoven hall March 5. 1864, by the
Rockland Minstrels. Part First in
cluded the following songs: “Day of
Liberty's CoWlin’,’’ and "Babylon Is
Fallen— M. D. llemenway: “Dear
Mother I’ve Come Home To Die” and
"Just Before Hie Battle Mother,” Eu
gene W. Palmer: "When Johnny Comes
Marching Home." Fred Smith; "Dear
est May.” George Blake: "I’ll Throw
Myself Axvuy'.’’ A. I. Mather.
The
First Part concluded with the bur
lesque entitled "Railroad Smush-up.”
The features of the Second Part were:
Combination song, E. W. Palmer: bone
solo “Catching Fish,” Fred Smith
comic quartet, "Bully Green Fields of
Gotham,” Smith, Mather, Palmer and
Blake;
“Pompey’s Music Lesson,'’
Mather and Smith; stump speech, C.
E. Havener: pathetic ballad,” George's
Cove,” A. I. Mather: song and dance
Gum Plum Gum," Fred Smith; bur
lesque. "Black Magician,” Mather,
Smith and Palmer.

Basketball of the fastest type is as
sured for Friday night when the un
defeated Lincoln Academy boys meet
Rockland High. Coach Crosby has
been putting his team into fine shape
for this contest and it looks liko a
victory to Rockland supporters who
have watched the team’s improvement.
The Academy girls will battle with the
Rockland High School girls.

The much desired crucial test for
the famous .girls' team of Rockland
High School comes Wednesday night
when it faces the Maine School of
Commerce sextette of Auburn. This
team scored more than any other on
Rockland last year and this clash is
sure to be interesting. The boys meet
the fast Rockport team which was de
fcated by Camden in Camden last Fri
day by three points.
BORN
Eaton —At Siisby Maternity Hospital, Rock
land. Jan 36, to Capt. and Mrs. R. F. Eaton
a son —David.
Larkin—At Britt Maternity Home, Rockland
Jan 27. to Mr. and Mrs John P Larkin, a
daughter, Mary Ellen.

DIED
MoCusirk— Rockland. Jan. 29, Maurice A. Me
Cusick, aged 3.1 years, fi months, 19 days. Fu
neral at residence ot W. T. (Richardson, Wed
nesday, at 2.36 P M.
Pendleton- Brooklyn. Jan 26. Fields S. Pen
dleton. a native of Islesboro, aged 53 years
Libby MHford, Mass., Jan. IS. granger Lib
by. aged 79 years.
Thompson- North Appleton, Jan. 28, Am
brose Thompson.
Fob* Port t^slonlu, N.
Dee 26, Jennie
D, widow of the late Edwin E. Post of Thoinaslon, aged 72 years, 2 months, 5 dajs*

Csifo OF THANKS

We wiah io thank our frlendfc and neighbors
for their kiudilcns and sympathy, during odr
recent
bereavement. Abo for the beautiful
The Community Food Fair at the
offerings.
Arcade, Rock land» Feb. 12-17, Is to be floral
Mrs Florence fcpcefs, Mrs. Fanny Philbrook
the biggest ever. Thotlsauds of samples
VlnaUiaven. Jan. 26.

will be given away, together with
many valuable gifts at the door.—adv.

13-14
The mark down sale at the Davis
Garment Shop will save you money on
Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts and Furs
—adv.
12-14

Few Trades in Iceland.
There are few trades or crafts In

Iceland, every man being compelled
as a rule to depend upon his own
skill for his supplies. The natives
usually make their own canoes, shoe
their own horses, and manufacture
their saddles.

Good Variety Show.
"All the world's a stage and every
man Is entitled to a fair show,” re
marks an exchange. Well, life’s a
pretty fair show, ns we view It.

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

z

/

hand All Sizes of Men’s,

Women’s,

Misses’

and

OVERSHOES
Men’s............ $3.75

Women’s .... $3.50

Misses’........ $2.75
Children’s ... $2.00
Owing to supply and demand
this lot will quickly be disposed
of.

Boston Shoe Store
278 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

LEND A HAND!
Buy a ticket for the Food Fair
inti heli> the Iloys and Girls get

an Athletic Field.

PA R K
Matinee, 2 P. M.
10e, 17c
Evenings 6:45, 8:30;
17c, 22c
Special Prices Thursday A Friday

TODAY
Lincoln J. Carters Greatest Melo
drama of All Time

A Yam Without a
Yawn in It!

"THE FAST MAIL"
with CHARLES (BUCK) JONES
Also BUSTER KEATON in

“THE COPS”

TheJoy

Matinee, 23c.

Evening, 28c, 35c

WEDN ESDAY
Peter B. Kyne's story

"The Pride of Palomar’’

Living
By Sidney Cowing
II you want to see the age
of romance re-created right
here in the Twentieth Cen
tury, read this captivating tale.

A Paramount Picture
NEWS
COMEDY

THURSDAY

A

FRIDAY

Harold Lloyd
In his First 5-Reel Mirthquako

"GRANDMA’S BOY"
17c, 28c

Billy Spencer.from Colorado,
steps into a thoroughly English
picture and carries the occa

•E M P I R Et

sion just like a knight of old.
And the Honorable Aimee,
daughter of Lord Scroope,
acts right up to American
ideals of enterprise and daring
in furthering Billy's actions.

Special Feature A Prices Thursday

Romance does not suffer in
the slightest degree, in fact is
aided, by the delicious humor
which enters the situations.
Everyone in the story, ex
cepting possibly a couple of
burglars, is funny; and even
they are interesting.
Save the papers, because you

The charge for puhllsning a Card of Thank*
1li 50 cents, cash to accompany the order

t

being written we have on

13*lt

Decorators are at work on the in
terior of the new Dotidls theatre while
expert masons are putting on the
fancy touches to the front. Organ,
booth, machines and seats are all on
the way, and were they to arrive
promptly Mr. Dondis could open on
the lath of February. He is allowing
the necessary leeway, however, and
does not plan to open before the first
of March. He has contracted with the
Vitagraph Company for “Ninety and
Nine” as the opening feature picture.
This film is now being shown in
Tremont Temple, Boston, where it will
have a seven weeks run—-which inci
dentally speuks very well of it as an
attraction.

Rockland defeated Pawtucket by 8
single point last night, and that war
made accidentally by one of the visit
ors. The games Wednesday and Fri
day nights will afford a good chance
for the comparison of Wright ane
Purcell with Cusick and Jette. It’s the
‘Big Four,” all right.

At the time this ad. is

Children’s 3 and 4 Buckle

Postoffice Box H.

William Glendenning, Jr., has enter
Value of Gypsum in Land.
ed th eemploy of the Livingston ManuEdmund Ruffin, one of tlie early
A happy outcome to the deep con facturing Co. with a view to learning soil experts of the United States, said
cern which was felt about the Snow the business and going on the raod as In 1832, “All other manures, whatever
schooner Helvetia' recently, was the salesman.
be the nature of their action, require
arrival of that craft at Charleston, S.
applied in quantities far ex
A clattering roar along Main street to
C. Saturday. The I. L. Snow Co. re
ceived yesterday a telegram from this morning proved to be the Street ceeding any bulk of crop expected
Capt. R. K. Snow, who is in Charles Railway's ice digger. The machine is from yieir use. But one bushel of
ton, stating that the vessel is "tight, dragged along behind a work-car and gypsum spread over an acre of land
staunch and strong." and would com claws up the ice between the rails.
fit for Ils action may add more than
mence loading lumber that day for a
twenty times its own weight to a
northern port. Capt. Israel Snow is
Maurice Alton McCusick died yes single crop of clover."
making prompt arrangements to ship terday morning at 1.30, aged 35 years.
a foresail and mainsail to replace those The funeral services will be held at
Birds and Trolley Wires.
which suffered from the heavy gales the residence of W. T. Richardson.
The biological survey says that small
during the Helvetia’s long voyage Spruce street, Wednesday afternoon
birds are seldom killed by alighting on
from New York.
at 2.30. Obituary deferred.

P3-Jan 9-16-23-30 full

COBBS
SALTED

•.<

a trolley wire, even though it carlres a

The Community Food Fair at the
Arcade. Rockland, Feb, 12-17, is to be
the biggest ever. Thousands of samples
will be given away, together with
many valuable gifts at the door.—adv.
13-14

(Tomorrow) at 6 o’clock
•

The Methodist ladies are serving an
other of those chicken pie suppers at
the vestry tomorrow night.

Rev. W. S. Rounds and Rev. E. V.
Allen arc in Bangor this week attend
ing the convocatiorf week exercises at
the Theological Seminary. Because of
Edwin Libby Post, G. A. R., has Mr. Rounds' absence there will be n>
abandoned its weekly sessions in fa prayer meeting at the Congregational
vor of one meeting a month held on church tonight.
the first Saturday. The hall has a new
.janitor in the person of Capt. H. It.
Louis W. Bosse’s present address is
Huntley.
Knox County General Hospital, where
on Friday, an unusual operation was
The gas leak on Tillson uvenue was performed on his foot, by Dr. Abbott
located yesterday, after a baffling of Portland. The injury necessitating
search, anti was promptly repaired by the operation was received during a
Foreman Seavey’s crew, much to the game of football, while a student at
satisfaction of adjoining establish High School.
ments which would not lie averse to
free gas if it came through the proper
The Kalloch Class of the Baptist
channels.
Church will hold its banqifet Thursday
afternoon in tlie church parlors at 6
It was 211 years ago the coming o’clock^ Ali members of the clasB are
month that Rockland harbor was Invited* to be present. If any of the
frozen over so solidly that coal was members have not been solicited for
hauled ashore from vessels at anchor food a little money will be acceptable.
in Mie center harbor. But that was a
comparatively easy method of getting
In the membership contest of the
coal compared with what some per Methodist Sunday School two classes
have gone over the top of their set
sons find now.
average attendance. Class 4 with a
A midwinter box of flowers beautiful set average of 25 counted 27 members
for variety and luxuriance, from the' Sunday, while Class 12 with a set av
Glaentzel hothouses in Camden, yos- erage of 12 counted 13 members.
terday brightened the office of The These classes are taugh respectively
Courier-Gazette. The marvel of the by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark.
assortment was a pink, which Mr
Glaentzel’s horticultural skill has de
Oliver L. Hail, managing editor of
veloped, that measured five inches in the Bangor Commercial, who was
diameter. Naturally it is the pride of formerly editor of,a Rockland news
its grower’s heart.
paper, has been engaged to deliver a
series of lectures on journalism before
Assets of nearly one billion dollars the Department of Journalism in Colby
are shown in the 78th annual report of College. Mr. Hall graduated from this
the New York Life Insurance Co. The institution in 1893.
company paid out $130,143,'274 to
policy holders and beneficiaries last
Prejudice against daylight saving, on
year. It is represented locally by Wil the part of persons who wilfully blind
liam A. Hill, who is counted one of themselves to the advantage they de
rive from it, is beVpg rapidly overcome.
the State's most successful agents.
A despatch from Paris says:
"The
Seventeen very desirable souvenirs managing committee supervising all
are going to be hande(l to somebody on French railroads has decided to urge
the night of the assistant engineers' the restoration of daylight saving in
ball at the Arcade, which night, by the the summer lime and to seek simul
way. is Wednesday, Feb. 7. It will lie taneous application of the measure in
the first regular masquerade ball of all adjoining countries.”
the season—the good old fashioned
kind that is as interesting to the spec
Interest was added to the doings of
tator as to the dancer.
the Deep Sea Fislieries, Inc. yesterday
witli the announcement that the steam
Wyman F. Cushman has the sym trawlers Tern and Medric are being
pathy of his friends in the loss of his fitted for the banks. When they go
valuable truck horse, which he was into commission it will make six
obliged to kill Sunday after it had of these capable craft that are going
succumbed to an attack of paralysis. to the fishing grounds regularly. The
The animal was an especially intelli Sheldrake, went to the banks yester
gent one. and Mr. Cushman felt a day, and the Plover and Coot went
great deal of affection for him.
last week The Snipe is fitting out
' * ----here,
Miss Daphne Winslow of this city
is managing the-girls’ basketball team
The "Flag Contest,' held in connec
at the University of Maine this sea tion with the Food Fair, will dispose
son, and is also one of the forwards. of two handsome silk American flags
Miss Winslow is a graduate of the identical with the one jii the Supreme
Sullivan School For Stars, and won Court room. These flags will go—one
many honors on the Orono team I«st to the school receiving the greatest
season.
.
•
number of votes, anil tile other to the
order or society getting the highest
Two well known Grand Army men number. The votes will be on sale at
are back in their usual haunts, and the fair, will be in occasional envelopes
being cordially welcomed by many at the door and will be in the Mystery
friends. One is (he present commander Eooth packages every once in a while.
of the Dost. William II. Maxey, Kr., Also (and very important) 50 flag con
who has signed an armistice with his test votes are attached to each season
old enemy, rheumatism, the other :s ticket. The result of the contest will
Past Commander Frank E. Aylward, he announced at the Community Ball,
who has made excellent recovery after Feb. 19.
being close to death’s door.

PUBLIC
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will want to read this tale
second time.

a

It Is Our New Serial

Matinee 2 P. M.

Evening, 6:15, 8:30,

10c, 17c
10c, 22c

THURSDAY

Mary Pickford
America's Sweetheart in

“The

Love Light"

Also MACK SENNETT’S

“Married Life”
Don't miss this Big Feature Show
_________ or you'll be sorry________

Floor 28c. Balcony 22c. Children 10c
Matinee and Night

FOR

SALE

One quarter <rf Rankin Block, section own
pint by Pendleton Drug Store, with tenement *
on second and third floors. For further par
ticulars iuquire of E. J. HELLKKR. Telephone
43-3.
•
13-14-16-17

/
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,’ft rose Immediately, only watting long
said the Inspector grimly. "flT very
' enough to don a garment—”
soon give your ladyship news of her—
“Go on, man, go on!"
I want the telephone, quick I”
“While putting them—while putting
“This way," said Mr. Lambe, and
Jt on, my lady, I sounded my bell, led him to the call-room. Inspector
which connects with the other men- Panke remained nt the Instrument a
eervants' rooms, and ran Into the hall. considerable time. He emerged tri
r-i
At that moment I thought I heard feet umphant
on the gravel outside, and unbolting
"If they get away now—well, may
the front door I rushed out—”
I never handle another ease," he said
rs*!
“Leaving an exit for any thief In quietly to Mr. Lambe. “I can’t an
the house to escape by!” snorted Lady swer questions at present, sir; I’ve
got to get busy. If I might suggest
that you Induce her ladyship to retire,
and come round with me yourself—'
it hampered me a bit, that ear-trum
pet, and we've got to be quick—you
can explain to her afterward.”
Alexander was - successful In per
suading his aunt to retire from the
field, though she went breathing
threats of vengeance, and mourning
aloud for the emeralds. Inspector
Panke made a rapid examination of
the safe, the wall beneath Lady Ery
triumphantly. Hls voice rose to a
SYNOPSIS
thea's window, and the ground out
yelp as Aimee kicked hls shins, bill
side. He took a full description of
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect of he held on Inexorably. “I've got her!"
a month's visit to her austere aunt. Lady
the missing jewels, and briskly ques
fcrytftea Lambe, at Jervaulx abbey, and
tioned the servants.
her cousin, Alexander Lambe. Aimee. vi
CHAPTER VIII
* '•I’ve only time to say this, sir, be
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend
Viscount Scroope, Is In a rebellious mood.
fore I go,” he said, turning to Mr.
j
The Plot Thicken*.
CHAPTER II.—She wanders Into the
Lnrabe. “I recognize the work of
By sheer force of arrested impetus.
iark, there encountering a strange youth
.lack the Climber in this case, as plain-1
n trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh Aimee and the butler spun round each j
ingly Introduces himself as “Billy,” Amer
ly as If they’d left the name written
ican. The two cement the acquaintance other at arm's length like skaters on
on the wall! It was him and Calam
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, “Hying a rink; something ripped loudly, the
Fphlnx.” and part. With Georgina Ber butler, shooting off at a tangent, col !
ity Kate. I thought for a moment It
ners, her cousin. Aimee seta out for Jer
might be Bender Williams, who was
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor llded with a suit of armor pedestaled,
gina shall Impersonate her at Jervaulx, near the wall. The ensuing crash sug-1
released from Portland last month.
while she goes on a holiday. Georgina’s
- 7 .
4
wrl
But it’s undoubtedly Jack's Job. For
gested an insurrection ln a hardware
horrified protest is unavailing.
some month's past a series of daring
shop.
CHAPTER III.-Happy In her new free
Aimee skidded against the wall and j
burglaries have occurred at country;
dom. Aimee again meets “Billy.” He tells
her hls name is Spencer, and she gives recovering, leaped wildly over the two
houses In various parts of England,
hers as Amy Snooks, at presest "out of a
and, so far, I’m bound to say they've
Jbb.” Billy offers to take her into part prostrate relics of feudalism—the hut
nership In selling the Sphinx. In a spirit ler snd the coat of mail—and dashed
beaten us; no arrest has been made.
of madcap adventure, she accepts. The
The methods of the thieves are so
two proceed to the town of Stan hoe, tak for the double doors that stood open
ing separate lodgings in Ivy cottage.
before her. There wns a curious flash “There Wee Ne One to Be Seen,” Pua similar In each case, thet It Is clear
sued the Butler.
to an expert all these Jobs were done
CHAPTER IV.—That night Aimee visits ing effect as she ran—a gleam, as It
Oeorglna and learns that the deception were, of whiteness.
hy the same person—or, rather, two
The next mo
Brythea.
"Continue your brilliant persons, a man and a woman. The
has not been discovered. By her dominant
personality she compels Georgina to con ment she had vanished Into the night
narrative."
tinue the subterfuge.
mnn, besides being as smart a hand at
Alexander rushed to the open doors
"But when I reached the open there
CHAPTER V.-On a trial spin next day and stared out Into the darkness. He was no one to be seen." pursued tbe cracking a safe as ever lived, seems
on the Sphinx, with Billy. Aimee almost heard the sound of the hunt some
to have the training of a steeplejack
butler, whose throat ached with the
collides with a carriage in which are her
as well. He can climb anything that
For a
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pair where beyond the fir-trees.
effort
to
make
hls
mistress
hear;
escape unrecognized.
a fly’could get a foothold on; ln fact,
moment he thought of Joining It. But '
“there was, however, a dim light, a
CHAPTER VI.—Georgina learns that the starlit gloom gave faint encour-j mere glow, In one of the windows; 1 he's known as the Climber.
Ix>rd Scroope is coming to visit Lady Ery agement—pursuit seemed very use-i
"The woman, If anything, Is more
shouted, asking whose it was—’’
thea and. realizing what will happen on
hia arrival, is ln hopeless bewilderment less. With a sudden Impulse Alexnn-1 “Which window?" asked Mr, Lambe dangerous than the man. All that's
der ran back through the hall, turned
known of them is that they're prob
CHAPTER VII.—While Aimee is eecreth
sharply.
ably foreigners—some say Americans
visiting Georglns at Jervaulx, tht place Is on the light, and pulled open the door,
“
I
am
unable
to
say
for
certain
—
burglarised. Aimee escapes.
of the telephone call room.
He
—and that they use a motorcycle when
snatched the receiver from the hook. either her ladyship's or Miss Scroope’s they're on the Job.
Begun in January 25th issue, Back
"Stanhoe police station —put me which Is next to It. Perhaps, If we
“Briefly, what happened here Is
numbers can be supplied.
through quick!” cried Alexander.
I went out—”
Lady Erythea Immediately led the this: The man got ln through Lady
Lady Erythea descended the staire.
Erythea’s window. There’s tlie marks
way through the front entrance.
• CHAPTER VII—Continued
a superb model for Buadlcea among
"There Is a light full on in one of of him on the wall. He might have
A Inert clanging interrupted her, a
the wreck ot the Itoman legions. Her
got in still easier by the next one,
nf a vibrating hammer striking * eyes Hashed Are, her lips were con- the rooms now I” said Alexander.
where the veranda Is. But he went
“
It
Is
Almee
’
s
room,"
said
Lady
gntig. It jarred horribly on tbe sllenct pressed ln a thin, tight line, her hand
in through her ladyship's bedroom.”
of the durk abbey. Followed the gripped the brass shovel. She glared Erythea. Like a thundercloud she
Mr. Lambe's eyes met those of the
swept upstairs and beat upon the door
cra9h and tinkle of breaking glass, at the disgruntled butler.
Inspector; the same thought passed
of
her
niece.
end the sound of a fall. A second
"Tarbeaux!" she cried sharply.
“Aimee I Open the door. Why la between them; whatever might be
gong spoke with a brazen tongue.
“Tnrbeaux1"
sold of Jack the Climber’s moral char
your light on?”
Georgina weut very white.
Mr. Tarbeaux came forward, limp-fe
acter, he was a brave man.
“
I
—
I
’
m
so
frightened,
aunt!"
cried
• “Great Scott! what's this awful ing. One hand pressed a crimsoned “And so to her anteroom, and
a trembling voice. "I dare not be ln
row?” exclaimed Aimee.
handkerchief to hls nose, which had
opened the safe without waking her—
Georgina pressed a hand to her Impacted rather violently upon the the dark—I dare not.”
“I cannot hear you I” said Lady Ery of course, she's.pretty deaf. The bur
bosom.
good knight's breastplate. Hls other
glar-alarm didn't go till he’d done it;
thea.
"It’s—it's one of Lady Erythea's hand grasped a yard of torn Blue
and for that matter all these precau
“Have they c-caught the thieves?”
burglar alarms," she said faintly.
tions of her ladyship's are simply
cloth, which he waved before him.
screamed the voice tragically.
‘"The house is full of them!”
bunco; the house is an easy Job for,
"Did you stop that woman?” cried ,
“
Canght
them?"
snorted
Lady
Ery

In half a minute the abbey was gal
a crncksman. Jack got away by the .
Lady Erythea.
thea, shaking the doorhandle. “Is It
vanlzed into extraordinary activity.
Mr. Tarbeaux’ Inarticulate answer
same road he came, and the only thing
likely a mob of mental deficients could
Swift running feet padded along the
that puzzles me is why Kate had to
was in the negative.
catch
anybody?
No!"
corridors. The squeak of a maid
bolt for It downstairs. It Isn’t usual
“Why not. Idiot 1" said hls mistress.
“Thank heaven 1” said Georgina with
servant broke shrilly through the
for her to be In the house at air—We
“A houseful of useless incumbrances
an explosive gasp.
chorus.
believe her Jobds helping her partner ,
unable to atop a single—” • The em
Lady
Erythea
started,
Aimee and Georgina stared at each
up and watch-kieplng outside.
purpled handkerchief caught her eye.
"Er! What are you talking about!
other open-mouthed.
"However, there It Is. And this bit
"Why, what Is the matter, man? Are Will you open the door or not 1”
* There was a violent pounding on the
of blue cloth, si<” concluded Inspector
you wounded?"
"I'm frightened, aunt! I—I— 1'
“Proud—shed m’ blood—ladyship’s Georgina's voice rose to a shrill whoop. Panke, holding fe up, "Is going to put
Calamity Kate In my hands."
service!” snuffled
Mr. Tarbeaux.
He folded the torn fragment of
“Couldn't help skirt fearin', m’ lady."
CHAPTER IX
cloth, put It ln hls pocket, and moved
"What1”
briskly to the door. "Goodnight, sir!
Mr, Tarbeaux, with a silent but
“Marvelous!”
Before very long I’ll show yon the
splendid gesture, laid the piece of
Lady Erythea recoiled. There were,
rest of this skirt—and Its owner!”
torn skirt upon the hall bench.
after all, enough hysterics ln the house
"Clue, m' lady," he said, with the already. Evidently nothing was to be
CHAPTER X
air of a bankrupt making Ohe most of learned from her niece.
hls assets. "With this it bhould not
“Go back to your bed and don't be
Action and More.
be difficult to trace the thlelf."
silly. There Is no danger," snapped
Billy Spencer, sitting In hls austere
“Trace her!" snorted Lad} Erythea.
Lady Erythea. The sharp whirr of a
“If you had held on to her thpre would motor on the drive below drew her ly furnished bedroom, looked unusu
would have been no need to flrace any attention, and she hastened down ally thoughtful. The night was still
young, btlt hls candle was not lit The
thing!"
stairs.
whole house. Indeed, was In darkness.
Mr. Lambe joined them; hls mild
The car drew up at the entrance
eye at once apprehended the signifi with a Jerk nnd ejected three police He sat on the window sill and stared
ont Into the night At last he wan
cance of the piece of serge.
men ; a constable, a sergeant and In
“I cannot see that Tarbeaux la to spector Panke of Stanhoe, a man of dered back to the bedside, hls hands
blame,” he Bald in hls aunt's ear; “he enormous energy for hls bulk, with thrust in his pockets.
“The partner,” he said pensively,
did hls best, and after all It is unim thick black eyebrows and a singularly
“has got something on her mind. A
portant,”
bitter expression. He ran up the
"Unimportant! The Infamous crea steps, but before he could open hls fellow doesn't need any X-rays to see
that.” •
ture has got clear away!"
>
mouth Lady Erythea forestalled him.
Hls lips curled down at the corners.
“My dear aunt! That stupid gfrl
“You are wasting your time here!
“I’d give a lot to know what It Is.
cannot have been the thief. You do Go at once In chase of a motorcycle
I
hate to seem Inquisitive. But I'd
j not really suppose this burglary was that got away ten minutes ago by the
hate a lot worse to have anything hap
committed by a woman!"
Stanhoe road!"
pen to the partner. An' I can sure
“Most certainly I do!” cried Lady
“A motorcycle 1” exclaimed the In
Erythea. “I can believe anything of spector almost Joyously, as one who smell trouble coming. She doesn’t
the modem woman—anything! She seems hls theories confirmed. "Ser fear man or devil. But that isn't al
“Groat Scott!
What’s Thia Awful hid when the alarm sounded, and geant, get after them at once In the ways goln' to help a girl. There’s
Row?" Exclaimed Aimee.'
made a desperate dash for escape car—take Polson with you. As we times when It’s more useful to call up
when 1 discovered her. It Is as clear didn't meet them they must have a husky with hlg^feet—like me.
“She'd sure he’mad If she thought
door. "Are you awake, miss?" sgld as daylight to anybody but a fool!
token the branch lane at the cross
tn cxc'ted voice. “There's thieves tn It Is certain she had my emeralds
I
was Interfering. And she can get
roads—away with you, man—quick 1”
the house—her ladyship's jewels sto upon her at the time, and It is Incky j
"I shall consider no reward too mad—the partner. Gee! but she's
len ! . Keep your door locked till she
none of you are killed—though It great, if my emeralds are recovered!” great! The dinkiest thing that ever
comes to you1”
would be very little loss. Tarbeaux. exclaimed Lady Erythea, as the car happened. But I don’t like the way
The speaker was heard retreating
did you recognize the creature whom drove away. “Do you think your men things are framing."
swiftly down the passage.
He stood for a while, as If listen
you allowed so egregiously to escape?” will be successful, Inspector? My but
'"That's torn It!" gasped Aimee, run
“No, my lady. It was too dark. ler allowed the malefactor to slip ing; then sighed and lay down on the
ning to the door. "If aunt finds me
And the incident was somewhat sud through his fingers In the most fatu bed, fully dressed. In twenty seconds
here—!’’
he was asleep, breathing regularly and
den,” said Mr. Tarbeaux apologeti ous manner. Can you—"
She unlocked the door swiftly and
"One moment!” Interrupted the in easily.
cally. “It was a young person—I am
opened It.
It was a doglike sleep, of which
unable to sny more. But I am sure spector. “The thieves were seen then,
"Aimee!" breathed the trembling
by your ladyship's servants 1 Was one some men hold the faculty, and very
6he was not one of our household.”
Georgina, “don't—’’
doglike was the manner ln which Billy
"I have telephoned the police at of them a woman?”
“I've got to get out, I tell you! I
He had to bawl the question Into roused himself some hours later. In
Stanhoe.” said Mr. Lambe; “they
can't stay here!”
Lady Er.vthea’s ear-trumpet, which a moment he was broad awake, and
are coming immediately by car.”
Aimee looked rapidly up and down
Alexander brought. When she under swinging his legs off the bed, sat lis
“
A
gleam
ot
intelligence
at
last!
the passage. It wns all clear. She
stood, Lady Erythea's eyes flashed tening with rocked ears. He moved
fled at an amazing pace, and, reaching Thank you, Alexander—snd forgive
swiftly to the window and peered out.
fiercely.
the landing, was aware of a figure me—I am overwrought. My censure
There was nothing to be seen. Billy
“Yesl" she exclaimed, "a young
does
not
apply
to
you.
The
whole
af

of wrath, very like Britannia, hut
woman. You suspected a woman then remained where he was for some sec
fair
Is
appalling!
”
said
Lady
Erythea,
holding a fire-shovel, striding toward
onds, all his senses alert. Then, with
clenching her hands. "M.v pearls, the —before you came here?”
her. It was Lady Erythea.
“I do more than suspect, my lady," a gesture of decision, he snatched tfp
diamond
chaplet
—
these
comparatively
Aimee doubled like a hare.
said Inspector Panke grimly.
“I hls cap, heaved himself out of the
"Stop that woman!” cried Lady are trifles—but the emeralds are gone.
window, and climbed down the trellis.
know
1
”
The Lambe emeralds 1"
Erythea. “Stop her!”
He came silently under Almee's
“
Who
was
this
woman,
Inspector,
The audience shrank before her
Aimee reached the head of the
and when do you propose to appre bedroom window, glanced up at the
wrath.
stairs Just as Mr. Alexander Lambe,
open casement, took a little nickel
“It Is incredible! Twelve years ago hend her? Wa have a piece of the torch from hls vest pocket, and bent
with a Jacket over Ills pajamas, flew
creature's
skirt
1"
the abbey was broken Into—this is the
to Intercept her.
“Hah! let me see It at once!" said down. Shading the glow with hls
"Stop!" he shouted eommandlngly. second case. I bad taken evefy pos
the
Inspector, hls eyes lighting up. It hand, he examined the soft soil beAimee, In full career, gave him a sible precaution, under skilled advice.
was
brought to him and Ils capture ex
desperate two-handed push.
Mr. My safe is modern; I considered I had
plained. Inspector Panke examined
Lamhe's heels flew from under him, made the house Itself Impregnable at
the yard of cloth, tried its strength,
SOLD EVERYWHERE
and he came dow n on the slippery oak night. So it would have been, bad I rubbed it, held it up‘to the light,
been adequately served. What meas
flooring with a hearty thump.
peered keenly at the torn edges.
Down the broad stairs, three at a ures did you take, Tarbeaux? I was
“Good 1” he said under his breath,
absurd
enough
to
think
I
could
rely
time, sped the fugitive; In the lower
and
turned upon Mr. Lambe so sharp
BAKING POWDER
hall the butler, his bald head shining upon you. In an emergency like this 1”
ly that that gentleman jumped. “Your
like a comet in the gloom, rushed
"I retired at the usual hour, m.v telephone, sir—where is It?"
you use /ess
.
across the line of communications. lady, to my room In the passage,” said
------------------------ kU- ---- ------- 1
“Who is the abominable creature?"
Altnee dodged too late; the pursuer Mr. Tarbeaux unhappily, "as I have
exclaimed Lady Erythea. “And why
Those small ads in The Couriermade an active plunge, and caught done for years, by your Instructions,
is she at large, a scourge upon the Gazette are read by every body. That
her by the eklrt.
In view of—er—ar—an emergency like country, breaking Into—”
Is why they are so popular and
- “I’ve got her!" shouted the butler thia One of the alarms -roused met J‘.‘§he won! scourge It much longer,”
effective.
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Thera Were Five Little Shoe Prints
Visible.

overlook (hem. "You cun't make FT. I GOOD COOKING SYRUP
I’ve got you!"
A hand stretched out from the fig- .
.
. . c .k
ure on the pillion, and emitted a hark- <\mencan (chemical ubcicty
ing flash of fire., It dazzled Billy for ,
Tells How It Carl Be Made
th? moment.
Something zipped !
From Corn Stalks.
through his hair; automatically Ills
left hand tightened on the valve-lifter i
and the Sphinx slowed, allowing the
A good cooking sirup can he made
other cycle to shoot ahead.
fri m sweet corp stalks that tan he
Billy made a lurid remark, and nt put on the market .and meet comonce increased speed again to elos? j petition with molasses, and the averwlth the fugitives. Right uhend the out corn cannery has Available material
lane forked on to the main road, nnd for the making of from 30.000 to <0,000
thither the driver of the other cycle gallons of this sirup per year Dr. J. J.
was obviously heading. Rut th? lights Willaman of the .Minnesota Section of
the American -Chemical Society re
of n car were in sight, approaching ported at the recent convention of the
rapidly on the road. The rider of the Minnesota Canners’ Association in
cycle had evidently no ambition to Minneapolis.
meet It; at the last moment he
Two years, ago the Minnesota legis
swerved left nnd continued along til? lature rttade a special appropriation,
at the Instance of the canners and
narrow lane.
growers cf sweet corn, for Invests
Billy laughed aloud.
“The guy’s cornered himself!” he gating the slrub making possibilities
I of sweet corn stalks as a by-product
thought. “He’s taken the blind alley. I activity of the canneries. The Investi
Me for him 1”
gations wefe concluded fast summer
The lane wns very rutty and un?vra: by the Division of Agricultural BlOr
The cycle ahead bail vanished round chemistry Minnesota Agricultural Exa bend; Billy, shutting off his engine, > periment Station.
1
>
swung round It Immediately after- j Besides finding out the best way of
ward. As lie did so he heard a crash, making a palatable sirup from the
The driver of the oth?r cycle, renllz-'cor* ata,k W- the Investigator,
ing too late tha. he wns in a cnl de-<“> a. ‘horoujE’tudy of the chem*
’
istry or the corn Iplant, working with
sac, had swerved, braked violently. flve varletle, of a4eef corn and ,wo oJ
nnd came thoroughly lo grief.
I held. It was founlj that if the stalks
Billy sprang from the Sphinx, let- j are left standing after the removal of
ting her fall on her side with the J the ears for the cannery, there. Is a
headlight still glowing
Tin othei marked increase in sugars in the Juice,
cyelt? lay prostrate; a small heap was 1
one case a sugar content of 17 per
cent was noted, which compares favhuddled beside It on the grass.
,,
.
. ,
, orably with the Julte of sorghum and
The taller man, the driver, was just Qf gugar cgne Thp gucroge pur,ty>
staggering to his feet when Billy ran however, is too low for crystallzation
at him. The cyclist whipped out a purposes, which would be necessary
for making sugar, *
rep?uting pistol.
"Since tqe best canners’ varieties at
A gun, at night, and in the hands
of a shaken man, is much less certain the present time are not the best sirup
than a fist with six feet of activity varieties," tor. Willaman said, "The
these Investigations Is
behind It. Billy’s left dashed the pis -next phase
a dual purpose, torn—
the breeding
tol hand aside, the bullet Spat lm- one that has
big stalk with high
potently into the air, and his right sugar content. nd at the eaffie time
came with a terrific upper-cut beneath has a high quafs£y ear for canning.”
thq man'g chin, lifting him off his feet
to fall Inert.
t
EMPIRE THEATRE
As he came down, something
skipped and rolled away front him
Mary Pickford's '.production, "Th*
along the grass, in the ray of the
Love Light," which will be seen at the
Sphinx's headlight. With the swift
_ Empire Theatre on Thursday Is an
instinct for loot Billy pounced BP° _ entirely different storV and an absoIt a sumptuous looking little cas? of ju^ejy new characterization from anyleather, with a clasp. Billy thrust It thing in which this celebrated screen
in hls pocket and turned to the fallen star has heretofore appeared,
man, who lay with closed eyes and
Ever since Miss Pickford has had her
Ids head moving faintly from side to ' own producing organization and could
diethtc as to type of' photoplay
- • - - —— ■in
side.
"Mighty slow with a gun,4 said which she was to appear, - she has
adopted the policy of never adhering
Billy, stooping over him. "I’m going entirely to one line of parts, itot only
over you for the rest of th? goods, because she believes the public like
Bud.”
variety, but because she believes the
A moan ffom the other malefactor, different lines of characters tend to'Jnx
lying hy the fallen cycle, interrupted crease her ability ae an artist.
Miss Pickford has appeared in
him. So pathetic and treble a moan
was it that Billy started and jerked comedy-dramas but never in an
emotional drama of the typo of "The
himself upright, staring.
Love Light,” and It was only., after
“Lordy1" he gasp?d, with remorse careful study and deliberate consid
and concern. “It's a woman!”
eration that she felt herself equal to
The discovery was disconcerting ■the tremendous role ehe play* In thia
enough. But a thought shot through story.
On the same program will be seen
hls brain that nearly paralyzed Billy.
Mack Sennett’s "Married Life." A few
What woman was it?
He hurried to her side. She had weeks ago “Down On The Farm" was
already raised herself on one hand shown at the Empire and all those
who saw it. are laughing yet. But
anil se?med trying feebly to get up. wait until you see “Married Life.”
Billy stooped over her.
Ben Turpin, he of th* contrary eyes—
“Much
hurt?"
he
stammered. , leads the Sennctt fun makers ln the
“Here—"
I Intermingling of laughs vrtid thrill*.
At that moment the fallen driver As Rodney St.Clair, the dashing hero,
recoVhretl and Stirred. Billy turned he first turn* the trick ln one of the.
his head toward him, with a quick most realistic football scrimmages the
Instinct—th? danger lay closer at screen has produced ln a long time.
' This performance he repeats later on
hand.
_.
, .
.
,
. In the hospital, where he is Inflated
!
The woman r hand was grnspink a I with gJ8 and floatg 0„t of the w4ndow
stone, and, ns Billy turned, she and
when he and Jimmy
brought her afra round with a sweep, i Finlayson battle on the wings of an
swift ns a striking snake. The chunk aeroplane many thousand, feet above
the surface Of the earth. Then to cap
the climax he gives the auditor, the
supreme laugh thrill of the evening at
the very tail end of the .story. Ad
mission 17c balcony; floor 28c; . chil
dren 10c, matinee and night.

neath the window. There were five
unmistakable neat little shoe-prints
visible; the first pair deep nnd point
ing inwards to the wall, the others
leading outwards.
Billy at once ran noiselessly round
to the garden gate nnd peered up and
down the lane. No one visible. He
returned quickly, got a rake from the
shed, and carefully rnked over the
footprints; also those beneath hls own
window. Then he made for the gate
nnd, after a moment's thought, un
locked the shed where the Flying
Sphinx reposed.
He wheeled the
cycle out, freeing the engine, and tip
toed softly down fhe path with It.
Not till he was clear of the lane
and well out on the high road did Billy
start tlie Sphinx, and then only at a
very gentle pace. At an easy seven
miles an hour he ambled along the
road, heading for Jervaulx abbey.
It would have surprised Aimee
Scroope considerably had she guessed
for one moment how far Billy was
abreast of affairs. The carefree, In
souclnnt Billy, who seemed to live for
nothing hut the Sphinx, was infinitely
more wideawake than people gnve
him credit for. The cool blue eyes
missed very little; the brain behind
Jhem was able to connect facts to
gether shrewdly.
Aimee had not the faintest suspi
cion that anybody at Ivy cottage knew
she had made an unconventional exit
by the window the night before. Billy,
however, was perfectly well aware of
the fact. Early that same morning,
before setting off for Syderford, he
had observed the footprints beneath
her window, which, to a keen eye,
told plainly that Aimee had dropped
from the trellis, and later on had re
gained her room bj[ the same path.
Clearly the partner had made a mid
night excursion for a very definite ob
ject ; people do not roam the country
side tn the small hours for nothing.
The Incident of the carriage on the
Stanhoe road puzzled Billy; he had
mentioned the enrriage casually to
Mrs. Sunning—saying nothing about
the collision—and learned that It could
belong to none other than Lady Erythen of Jervaulx abbey. He wns told
a good deal about that establishment.
It was easier to start Mrs. Sunning
talking than to stop her.
Obviously, Amy had something to
fear from Jervaulx; something that
bound her to secrecy, and led her to
run risks. It annoyed Billy that she
should have anything to fear what
ever.
"Sometimes,” said Billy to himself,
as the lodge gates of Jervaulx came
In sight, “a broncho filly with the
spring blood ln her will get doin’
stunts an’ galloping among the gopher
holes. When they, do that they're
liable to fall an’ break a cannon-bone.
It’s the same with her. If she doesn't
want me, why she doesn't. But if she
does, I'm going to be right there.”
He dismounted some little distance
short of the park entrance. The dark
pile of the abbey was visible, a quar
ter of a mile across the grasslands.
Billy paused and reflected. The
Journey could be nothing more than a
scouting expedition. He wished very
much that he had been closer on Al
mee's tracks.
Just then he observed a light flash
out ln one of the abbey windows.
Faint, tlntinnahulatory sounds were
borne to him upon the night breeze—
the clanging of a bell.
He watched the house with alert
and thoughtful eyes. In a few mo
ments two dim figures became visible,
moving swiftly. An Imaginative on
looker might have thought them to be
goblins, gamboling across the sward.
But they kept an uncommonly straight
line, crossing the park and heading
for a point a few hundred yards to
Billy's right. Two people—running
swiftly.
Billy followed them with hls eyes.
The foremost was lnng-Ilmbed, scud
ding along with giant strides. - The
othpr, close behind, moved no less
swiftly, but It was a figure of vague
outlines, apparently wearing a cloak
or dust-coat. They vanished from
sight against the park fence where
the lane turned.
"If that ain't a hold-up," said Billy,
starting awa.w from the fence, “there
never was one yet 1”
He heard the,cough and splutter of
a starting motorcycle under tall- trees
far up the lane. For one moment-he
listened, th?n made a dash for the
Sphinx.
“A get-away!" said Billy. “My'Job!”
He threw his leg ever the Sphinx
and whirred off round the corner. He
lifted his chin and gave a joyous
laugh, like the bay of a hound. The
lust of the hunter was in hls blood.
Th? rider ahead, already aware ihat
he was being chased, let out Ills ma
chine at breakneck speed. The ray
from Billy's lamp showed him a man
crouching low between the handle
bars, hls arms spread like the wings
of a bat.
On th? pillion, behind
crouched a small, muffled figure.
“Give, up 1" shouted®S he

PARK THEATRE
There can be no doubt about the en
tertainment value of “The Fast Mall,”
the melodrama which wai shown for
the first time last night at the Park
Theatre and which will Conclude its
engagement tonight (Tuesday). It
is action plus and contains' enough
thrills to satisfy even the.most critical
movie fan,
..a
Matinee prices for this great picture
are 23c all seats, matinee and night
balcony 28c; floor 35c.—adv.
Wednesday the feature -attraction
will be "The Pride of Palomar” A
Paramount picture with an all-star
cast headed by Marjorie Daw and
Forrest Stanley.
Thursday and Friday arc-National
Laugh Days. Reason? "Harold Lloyd”
will be in town in ‘Grandma’s Boy.”
Balcony 17c. floor 28c; matinee and
night.
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He Fell as an Ox Falla.
of rock crashed full on the side of
Billy’s head. He fell as an ox falls,
and lay still.
The woman staggered to her f?et
and ran to her prostrate companion.
"He's got hls!” she panted. "You
hurt, Jake?"
She helped the mnn to rise. He
stood dazedly for a moment; the spi
nal Jar from a knock-out und?r the.
point of the chin Is terrific, but evan
escent.
“Look lively an’ beat It!" gasped
the woman, hauling the motorcycle
upright with surprising esse. “See If
the bulgine'll run—we'll have the cops
here next 1"
"Got to settle with him 1" said the
man thickly,' glancing at thc prostrate
Billy.
"He's all In, I tell you. Get her
going!"
The man wrenched th? motorcycle
round, and fumbled ,at the feed nnd
controls with nervous fingers. While
he did so the woman snatched up an
other stone, nnd, running to the
Sphinx, hammered on the mglne and
the levers. She had ’dealt three or
four lusty strokes when the other
motorcycle came spitting nnd wob
bling past her. The woman ran to
It and swung hers.’lf up deftly behind.
“Jx>t her out. We’ll clear .vet!”
The motorcycle, coughing nnd miss
ing fire badly, trundled bnck down the
lane the wny it hnd come. Jack the
Climber leaned to the Jiandl *-hnrs.
Calamity Kate, her arms tight round
him, settled lierself on the pillion.
Together they whirred away into the
darkness.
_____
(To Be Continued)
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5AME LEAGUE AGAIN

EAST UNION

Payson, who has becn confined
Curtain Will Ascend March Knox & Lincoln High School to A.hisW.home
for several weeks owing to
10—Closed Types of Cars
Baseball League Fails To sickness, is able to be out again.
Allen Young Is working for W. E.
Heed the Fans’ Wishes.
the Dominating Feature.
Dornan ft Son.
outlook most encouraging, manufact
urers and dealers expect Boston's 31st
annual automobile show this year to
With all conditions favorable aud the
be a record breaker. The curtain ♦■til
ascend on the "Big Show” ln Me
chanics Building March IS, and fot a
full week there will be an unusuaj
Beene of aattyUy.. The. "Halen," which
Is for the aristocratic foreign csfrs,
will be held In the grand ballroom of
the Copley-Piaxa Hotel, from March
12 to 18. As a result ot Intensive ac
tivity during the past few weeks, the
Ing the word of Chester L Campbell,
artists and <iecoritt<Wafe all set, waitmanager of the show, to go ahead and
put on tbe finishing touches.
From present indications, there will
be about 50Q different companies rep
resented ln tbe yarlops displays in fhe
show, ranging from lhe makers of
cars to the tplck men. tire apparatus
firms, tractors Ad. the like, the special
ty firms, genera? accessory lines and
thoso • which deal ln fittings. There
probably will be represented 80 or
more k(nds of passenger cars, each
with frdm .two to .a dozen models bn
show; ahopt 40 truck makers, display
ing probably' 125 models; to say noth
ing of the tractor and farm appliance
displayt.
< •- .
r‘Whether or npt the coming Boston
show will disclose anything revolu
tionary or radical will remain secret
pnMl the doprs are opened. It is
known, of course, that for months in
every factory throughout hte country;
the brains of the automotive industry
have bten engaged In perfecting mo
tors and designing mure comfortable
and attractive bodies. The entrance
Into the field of several pew cars, both
in sixes "and fours, in light car or me
dium price, and the advent of a 'efw
new models of sizes from the factories
of makers who have been famous for
their fours, are two new items of Inter
est.
It Is conceded that thee omlng dis
play will be dominated by the closed
types of cars. In keeping with the 'dcteaslng demand of motorists for al!
year round comfort of travel, as typi
fied In the limousine, the sedan, tile
coupe, and the various combinations
of these three types, with names adopt
ed by the makers, to .^ult their own
particular models. Body design Is r.rie
of the strongest and most noticeable
features of the 1923 cars, and compe
tition hah been Bo keen that the several
types ‘ promise to be well worth the
effort. Bach maker has brought grat
er luxury of3nterioe fittings and uphOlstery to such'a pronounced degree
that even the so-called low priced oars
need make no apology for Uck ef riding
comfort.
It Is also understood that the Salon
at the Copley-Plaza will have several
pleasing surprises, both ln chassis and
mbtor refinements and advancement tn
body design, mong a large class of
people the coming ,0f foreign sars Is
being awaited with much' interest.

The Knox ft Lincoln High School
League held its annual meeting ln this
bity Saturday, and organized on the
same basis as last year, with the High
Schools of Rockland, Thomaston, Cam
den, Vinalhaven, Rockport and Union,
and* Lincoln Academy of Newcastle
composing the circuit.
,
R. A. Burns, principal of Rockport
High School, presided over the meet
ing. and. these officers were chosen:
President—Lewis S. Crosby, athletic
director of the Rockland schools.
Vlpa President—Smith B. Hopkins,
principal of Vinalhaven High School,
Secretary and Treasurer—James A.
Young, principal of Union High School.
Umpires will be selected in the same
manner as last year. It was decided to
adopt the Spaulding ball for the league
games, The trophy for the winning
team will be a cup. A tentative sched
ule was adopted.
The Courier-Gazette Is highly pleased
to'see the league perpetuated, but It
cannot disguise Its regret that Rockport
aAd Union should be included in this
circuit. Instead of ln a secondary league
comprising possibly Warren, St. George
and Waldoboro in addition to Rockport
and Union.
Each league would then be more
evenly balanced, and there would be
something to Inspire the weak teams
Instead of persistent and overwhelming
defeat. The League of last season was
universally criticised, and It does not
seem possible that the association can
contemplate a repetition of such an ill
assorted arrangement. The Courier
Gazette hopes that fans who agree with
this proposition will endeavor to Im
press tbeir wishes on the league mag
nates, and endeavor to have the change
while there is still plenty of time.
A top heavy league benefits nobody
TWILIGHT BASEBALL

J. L. Dornan went to Appleton last
Saturday night where he installed the
ifficers of George's Valley Grunge.
Laurence Morton is Workipg for the
Fuller Brush Co,
Perley Etter Is In Portland visiting
his brothers, Harry and George Etter.
Elliot Warren is the guest of hls
mother, Mrs. Mahala Freeman.
M/s. Sprague of Washington, who
has been quite ill at the home uf her
daughter, Mrs. Wilbu- Hilt. ;s improv
ing.
Pioneer Grange did not hold Its regu
lar meeting Thursday night owing to
the storm.
Mrs. G. F. Daniels is at home from
Waldoboro where she has been caring
tor her aunt.
A. M. Titus, who has been In Strattofi and other towns ln that seelion, ln
the interest of the Central Maine
Power Co., has reurned home.

WEST ROCKPORT
The young people of the Littlefield
Memorial church of Rockland will hold
a concert at the Grange hall Feb. 1
(weather permitting).
Kenneth and Robert Heald were
home from Camden over Sunday.
Mrs. S. G. Andrews, who has been
confined to her home by sickness the
past week, Is Improving.
Several young .people of this place
attended Grange at Warren Highlands
Saturday evening.
The Ladies’ Mission Circle will meet
with Mrs. J. F. Heald. Feb. 1.
The following officers of the C. E
Society were elected Sunday: Presi
dent, l-eman Oxton; vice president,
Mildred Heald; secretary and treas
urer, Qrace Parker.
Bert Keller was In Camden Satur
day evening on business.

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

NOWADAYS

You don’t need to fear the old-fashioned notion
that “coffee is injurious,” because

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. M0N0AY. JAN. 8. 1923
Leaves Swan’s Island daily except Sundays
at 5 30 A. M. for Stonington, North Raven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Reurning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stoniugton, and
Snail’s Island.
W. 8 WHITE,
General Manager.
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 6, l‘>23

COFFEE
The GQOD Coffee contains only thoroughly
ripened berries.
(423)

Wc Recommend

Dawn.
HOT WATER

HOT AIH

.Incubators

Incubators.

SELECT YOUR INCUBATOR NOW
We believe these represent maximum value—maximum hatching
possibilities. Write for our 180 page illustrated free catalog and
special book on Incubators,
KENDALL & WHITNEY - Ed. 1858 - Portland, Maine*

Grow No thin d
but Strong.
Healthy Crocks
z/iZrVear'

ROCKPORT

Its Popularity In Massachusetts It a
Big Incentive Per Daylight Saving.

. EQUAL TO THE SITUATION

He had been waiting for hls boiled
»gg with exemplary patience, and at
last he saw It coming along, borne on
a heavily-laden tray.
But alas I for the expectations of
man I The waitress lost her nerve,
and down went the tray with all Its
contents.
“Never mind, miss,” said the suffer
er. “It’ll do Just as well poached.”—
London Tlt-Blts.
An Injudicious Parent.
“He’g breeding trouble for himself."
“IIow?"
"He’s teaching hls young son to
drive the car."
"Where’s the trouble In that?”
"From now on he’s going to have
many an argument as to which one
of them Is going to have the car after
supper."

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Tln.c

ToAI ns

w

Leave Rockland for

Augu.-ta, A87.00 s. m. 17.."3a.m.. t).10p.m.
Binfior. A JT 00 a. m. 17.20a.m., il 10p.m.
Bath A J7.00 a m.. t7.30 a, tn.. 11.10 P m.
15 30 p. m.
Boston. AJT.OOa.m., 17.30a.m., II 10p.m.
Brunswick AfiT.OOa. m., 17.30 a. m., )1.10
p. m.. to 30 p. m,.
Lewiston. A(7 00a.m. 17.30a.m., fl.lOp m.
New York, 11.10p.m.
Portland. At 7.00 a.m, 17.30 a, m., tt.IO p. m..
15 30 p rr..
Waterville AJ7.00a m..+7.30a.m. 1l.l0p.itL
Woolwich. J7.ll0a. m., 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p. m15,30 p. ra.
1 Daily, except Sunday.
i Intnday only.
A Pastengerx provide own rentage between Woolich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. I.. HARRIS,
0-24-22 V. B. & Gen’l Mgr. ’Jen'l Pasacnccr AgL

Lutem Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST

Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
.00 P M for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tueedavs and Pr’dave
On p M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays ut 5 00 A M ; Cafliden 5 45 A. M.;
Belfast 7 15 A M ; Bucksport 0 00 A. M. J
Patting Moods.
due Winterport 9.30 A M
“A mnn In your position must study
Return—-Leave Winterport Mon^vs and
Thursdays at 10 00 A M. for Boston and way
the passing moods of the people.”
landincs, due the following morning about
“Yes,” replied Senator Sorghum; 00 A. M

“and he must look out for the moods
that pass so quickly, that he’ll have
to revise the speeches he made In the
spring In order tn stand a chance of
being elected In the fall.''—Washing
ton Star.

MT. DESERT ft BLUEHILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
bor 11 A M.
___
Return—-Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8.00
M for Rockland and way landings.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Spear have gone
A Patient Sufferer.
BLUE HILL LINE
to Chattanooga, Tenn., to spend three
The Doctor—You are coming along
Leave Rockl-and Saturdays at 5 A. M for
months with their daughter, Mrs
A Boston exchange says:
finely, Mr. Longsuffer. In a couple Dark Harbor, Eggemoggln, South Brooksville
Deer Isle, Brooklin, South BlueThere has come Into existence ln Helen Schrader.
of days you can take down that quar Sargentville.
hill, due Bluehlll 11.45 A M
The Methodist Sunday school will
Cut down the losses of the first few
Massachusetts a statewide twilight
Return
—
Leave
Bluehlll Mondays at 8 00 A.
antine
card.
baseball' association, formed by the have a board meeting Wednesday
. for Rockland and way landings
weeks. Mature early layers. FolThe PatleDt—Better leave It up a
At B+'Ston connection is made via the Met
amalgamation of over 300 baseball or evening at 6.30 to elect officers for the
low the example of thousands of
few more weelta. My wife's so Rfrald ropolitan Lino express trelght steamers for
ganizations tor the purpose of promot ensuing year.
of contagion she's sent her dog out New York and points South and West.
successful
New
England Poultrymen who have
Harold
Fish
was
In
Stonington
on
ing and protecting the Interests of twi
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
business
last
week.
to board till the danger Is past.
followed
the
WIRTHMORE
system
of
feeding,
light baseball In the Bay state and lnPortland-New York Frsigkt Servlet
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar of
cldently. the daylight saving law ha9
Dl?sct
Freight
Service between Portland and
Start Every Chick On
A Vain Chase.
gained a 9tropg ally for the association Rockland were guests of hts mother,
New York is resumed from .ihe New State
Mrs.
K.
M.
Dunbar
Sunday.
Pier,
Portland,
Me.
Pumas, tha younger, was talking
plans to lend its Immediate attention
Through rat»*B and direct track connexion*
The .Twentieth Century Club will be
to the defense of the law which certain
with a friend when a would-be humor with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
entertained
Friday
afternoon
at
the
roads
interests are seeking to have repealed.
ist
went
by.
F. R RHKKUAN, Supt, Rockland, Maine.
Twilight hoseball has always been a home of Mrs. Alice Gardner.
‘Toor fellow, remarked the friend,
R 8 SHERMAN. Airent Rockland. Maine
Mrs. Annie Lauri\ Small lias been
popular sport In Massachusetts and tt
"he Is always on a chase after n Joke."
promises to become even more so with confined to her Home by Illness for
“Yes," nnswered Dumas, “and the
several days.
tho clubs all banded together to work
The residents of Beech street, are tc
Joke always wins.”
1n the Interests of each other, and to
BY
Tv/GEftilinjr-- Wcekty
act as a'sort of clearing house for the be commended for keeping their side
A
Tui fidnv* sod
Whirled Off Hit Feet.
arranging pf games and the obtaining walks free of snow so far this winter.
forty-eight
hours
after
hatching.
It
s
the
safest
and
Saturdays, 3 P. M.
hot this be done on other
MI had a little balance In the bank
of players and officials. An Interesting Could
best way to increase vitality and decrease mortality
streets?
/ Boston to Sovannali
feature that will boom the sport and
bnt I became engaged two months ago,
First-CUm Pa»#enrcr F<\re«. Ro<tnr
Wesley Thurston returned Saturday
in baby chicks. Rich in essential vilamines—easy to
attract wider support, will be tha hold
and
now
—
”
J ULk#; $36.65 »n4 $67.83
from the Knox Hospital, Rockland and
digest—healthful and nutritious. You CAN I go
ing at the close of the season of play
Oh.
love
makes
the
world
go
round.**
is recovering quite rapidly from his
ToSt. Petetaburg I T o Jackro.TvHL:
wrong when you feed WIRTHMORE!—it pro"
offs between the different leagues con serious operation, which is gratifying
“Yes, bnt I didn’t think It would go
’> &7y $51.28 I
$42.82
stltutlng a little world series to decldP to his many friends.
duces stronger—healthier chicks—and insures a heavier
so fast that It would make me lose
$96.15 I
$79.23
the championship of the state.
Mrs. Athella Trulan has returned
mv ha lance.”
egg yield at maturity.
Twilight baseball and daylight sav homg after spending two weeks with
IrdvHng m»a!s and atater+MW a
•
Jor&ih, Onct.c «t Duco
WAU&OBORO
Oirsi s-<*7tj«KiY3
Ocean Steamship Co. of Sava:ih*h
ing go hand In' hand and the Bay state Capt. and Mrs. E. O. Patterson.
■ ■
u
,7x,•
WIRTHMORE
FEEDS
ARE
NEW
ENGLAND
FEEDS
managers are getting ready to take
n—IlW CrteSftanVfi
Mrs. Annie Hanscom of Rockland
X—-.RteS*
" Mrs. E. J. H. Miller and Mrs. Dora their coats off and work for the reten
prepared from formulars that have proven best suited to the needs
was 'a guest at Mrs. Ernest Torrey’s
Miller were ln Rocktand last week.
of New England birds. Complete Feeding Chart and other
tlon pf thc present daylight saving.
Sunday.
Mrs. Herbgrf A«li<*n pi C&mdcn has
valuable information in the FREE Wirthmore Egg Record
Pier42,HootacTunnelDocI,.. P-vtww
Mr. and Mrs. Sturgis Grotton of
been a- recent guest of* her mother,
Book. Write for it now—today.
131-T-Th-tf
ANOTHER
C0NCRE6SW0MAN
Rockland
have
been
guests
of
his
par

Mra. ESI* Achofo.; h’ Soldia3-6X
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
E.
Grotton
for
a
Miss Marion ''Levensaler and Miss
Si. Albans Grain Co., Mfrs., St. Albira, Vt.
25 and 100 lb.
Dorie 'Levepsaler.have btea home from Wife Of Laker Leader I* Elected in few day&
Chai. M. Cox Co., Wholesale Dntnbulor,, Boston
California,
Beating
Bin
Men.
The
installation
of
officers
of
the
Gardiner, caliW by the tllnem of their
Fred
A.
Norwood
Relief
Corps
was
mbther.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
The next seaBion of Congress will tn held Friday evening at the G. A. R.
John Duffy Is at home from Ston
ONE QUALITY ON LY-THE BEST
elude a woman, although after tbe No hall and witnessed by a large number.
THE MANTLE OF CHARITY
Offlee: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
ington.
'
Mra. Prlmma—That woman Juat
Mfs. Maurice Benner and Mrs. vember elections it was indicated that The eeremony was impressively per
Office Houn: I te 3 ind 7 te 4 F. M.
formed
by
Mrs.
Genie
Simmons.
Thc
ahead of ua la Mra. Torao In her Retidenct until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
RoScoe Hinckley ol Gardiner were the body would revert to Its old time
About
latest evening gown. She puts every
here last week to attend the funeral state of complete male representation following is the list of officers: Ib-esi- Refreshments were served.
STONINGTON
Telephone*: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
dent, Addie Jenkins; senior vice presi 150 were present anil a considerable
services' of their grandfather, William
cent she has on her back.
The new feminine member will be dent, Annie Clark; Junior vice presi sura was netted.
Her
Husband
—
Ah
well,
poverty
Ig
N. Lash.
The installation of the officers of Re
Mrs. Mae Ella Nolan, widow of Rep dent, Mary Thurston: chaplain, CaDrs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Mrs. Lillian 4..,Peters
Miss Orace SimmonS left Friday for
no crime.
resentative Joha I. Nolan of the fifth cildla Caln; conductor. Dorothy Lane;
Lillian A., wife of Joseph Ii. Peters, liance Lodge. F. & A. M.. occurred on
an extended trip to Massachusetts
California district (San Francisco) treasurer, Annie Louise Small; secre aged 33 years, died Friday, Jan. 26, Friday evening, Jan. 26. It was a
Osteopathic Physicians
Serioue Stuff.
and New Yorjr.
semi-public affair and a large number
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLANO. MAINE
Edgar Hagerman, who is employed who wan elected Wednesday to fill her tary, Gertrude Havener; guard. Jennie after a long and painful Illness which present, the capacity of the hail be a humorist wrote In a lightsome way
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M. .
In Bath, was at home for the weekend. husband's place In the present Con Daucett; assistant conductor, Effie was borne with remarkable fortitude. ing tested. The officers were installed Of the price of fuel, the other day;
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
But I don't see. to save my soul,
assistant guard, Mary Besides a husband she leaves four
Mrs. Walter Kuhn was In Rockland gress and also for the next regular Salisbury;
Telephone 136
assisted
by
How
a
fellow
can
Joke
about
a
ton
o'coal!
term. Mrs. Nolan was victorious over Snow; musician, Rose Price; patriotic children, Earl, Louisa, Clarence and by William , McKenzie,
,
_
Friday. ,
,
and
six
male
opponents,
having
more
than
Donald.
Funeral
services
were
held
t^and
inarshal^
Ajex,
Me
.uflle
instructor,
Cordelia
Rcche;
press
cor
At a meeting of the trustees of the
grand chaplain Herbert Warren, as fol
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Pardonable.
Waldoboro Public Library several im 4,000 votes more than the man who respondent to be chosen later; color Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock at her lows: Edwin A. Knowlton, W. M.
ran
second.
Congressman
Nolan
was
“What is your reason for proposing
hearers,
Maudie
Peterson,
Gladys
home
on
Pleasant
street,
Rev.
Andrew
portant matters of business were
Diseases of the Eye;
Jahn
Jordan,
S.
W.;
David
Thurlow,
labor leader In Congress, and hls Kaier, Aldana Ames, Llnthel Lane. Young officiating.
te me again after I refused you sn
transacted.
The Interest of the
J. W.; John Billings, treasurer; Rob emphatically?” Inquired Miss Cayenne
widow
plans
to
carry
on
hls
work.
The
ceremony
was
followed
by
a
very
Refractions, Etc.
Cliarles Lilly memorial fund to date
The Community Food Fair at the ert McGuffie, secretary; Raymond
There now are three w6men repre pleaaing program including solos, trios
407 MAIN STREET
"My mistake," rejoined the young
wilt be-used for th> "btochase of new
Arcade,
Rockland.
Feb.
12-17.
is
to
be
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to S P. M.
Gross, S. D.; Constant Murphy. J. D.;
books. New shelves will be added to sentatives ln Congress, the greatest and quartettes by Mrs. Llnthel Lane, the biggest ever. Thousands of samples I.eroy Haskell, S. S.; Charles Grant, J. man. "Since yon bobbed your hnlr
Residence,
21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Offlee Telephone 493-W
the . children’s section. A different number ever to be seated In that body. Walter Nutt, Wilbert Meservey end will be given away, together with
S.; Percy Cousins, tyler. After the and put on knlrkerboekera I didn
Two,
Mrs.
Wlnnlfred
Mason
Huck
of
Kenneth
Wing
of
Camden;
piano
solo,
method-of raising funds and collecting
many valuable gifts at the door.—adv. ceremonies Ihe W. M. called upon thc know you were the same girl.”
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
membership fees for the ensuing year Illinois, serving .out the unexplred Miss Gwendolyn Morrill; reading, Mrs
13-14
past masters for remarks to which they
term
of
her
father,
the'late
William
E.
Annie
Louise
Small.
The
accom

JOHNSTON
’SDRUGSTORE
was discussed. The book committee
A Burden Lifted.
responded. Then all were invited to
COMPLEE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
was appointed agjfollows: Miss Jessie Mason, and Miss Alice Robertson of panists were Mrs. Rose Price and Mrs.
the.
banquet
hull
where
there
was
an
“
What's
H
ip
mutter
with
Jibway?
Oklahoma,
will
retire
with
adjourn

LINE.
SPECIAL
ATTENTION TO
Llnthel Lane. The retiring president
L. Keene,- Mrs. Ella L. White, Mrs.
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
ample supply of food furnished by the He looks depressed.
Maude Clark Gay. A new entertain ment of the present session. Mrs, Mrs. Annie Clark, presented the in
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
Eastern Star. As the number was
“He has given up the struggle of
LARGING.
ment committee was appointed; Mrs Huck, however, is a candidate for the stalling officer with flowers, the pre
large they had to make two courses, trying to make both ends meet."
Edna M. Young, chairman. Mrs. Jennie unexplred term . ot Representative sentation speech being made by the
370 Main St., Rockland. Me.
Tha Reliable and Satisfactory
the visitors taking tlie first and the
incoming president, Mrs. Addio Jenk
“Most people begin to look younger
M. Brummitt, Mrs. Mabel C. Sanborn. James R. Mann, who died recently.
members the second.
ins. Dancing was enjoyed, music for
Mrs, Elizabeth K, Poore-, Mrs. Isabel
when
they
reach
that
decision."
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
Psychic and Spiritual
F. C. Page, electrician, has Installed
which was furnished by Mrs. Rose
M. Labe. •
EAST WALDOBORO
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
at
tlie
Noyes
drug
store
a
WestingPrice
piano,
and
Merton
Ames
violin.
Members of the Sons and Daughters
A Newly-Found Relation.
—and—
house
radio
with
a
loud
speaker.
Tbe
'Simonton
Community
Associ
of, Maine'.met'at tho Y. M. C. A build
Student—I should like permission
Mrs. Bena Wiley .called on her sister, at ion dedicated their new hall last
X-RAY QPERATOR
Capt.
E.
W.
Eaton
has
recently
re

Ing in Springfield, Mass, to elect of Mrs. M. A. Bowers, Wednesday.
Friday evening. Remarks appropriate Can be consulted every Tuesday and ceived a barge of coal w hich helps out to go riding with my brother.
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
fleers. More than WO were present at
Henry Jameson is critically 111.
Warden (quickly)—And how long
to the occasion were made by Charles Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M. our shortage wonderfully.
Telephone 123
tl>e‘ meeting. The .Club Tiag been or
Gordon Mann of Boston is visiting Mathews and dancing was enjoyed by
Teresa Kinney, commercial teacher have yon known him?
29 PARK STREET
ganized lor natives of Maine and this
Ivan Scott.
;
a
goodly
number,
music
being
furnish

of
Ktoningt-in
High
School,
who
was
Student
—
About
two
weeks.
—
Vassar
GEORGE W. FOSTER
Is the. only, reou.Ihfmfnt for member
Mrs. Martha Gould. Is with her ed by Dean's orchestra of Camden APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W called home to Danforth by thc illness Miscellany News.
Ship.' W-. Henry Hilton, formerly of daughter, Mrs. Fred Mank.
136«tf
of
her
mother,
returned
Saturday
to
Dealer in Pianos
Waldoboro dnfi' ndw Hvlfig Ih Spring
Mrs. Lucrfetia Kaier called on Mrs.
resume her duties.
field, wag appointed (ktile auditor.
The Old and the New Way.
L. L. Mank and Mrs. H: J. Wilson
Fine Tuning
Lewis
Sawyer
lias
recently
purchased
. k^ttenttoip. his bjjjfii 'called ; to *
Old Grad—When I was In college
•
the house formerly owned by thc lats we used to have a bar In the base
peculiar colhcldehce"’ concerning the Wednesday. .
Mrs., Clarence Coffin called on Mrs.
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.
Wilmot B, Thurlow.
broken-(egged.«gull '’that . .the Warreo
Robert Haskell has gone to New ment.
cotcesjifcbderit, o| T^e Courier-Gazette Charles Bowers recently. <
Rising Generation—Sh! Shi We
John Coffin has employmertt.at Dam
York to take command of a vessel.
reports has' bken Ted By the mill op
L. W. BENNER
The Stonington Fuel & Lumber Co. have to keep a little still about our
eratlyes air tfiftter.' We are ihformed ariscotta.
Charles Bowers saw a robin Jan. 18.
received a cargo of wood from French basement now.—Oregon Lemon Punch.
that during the fall u^blle eels were
All Kinds of Real Estate
First car this year was Elmer Jame
man Bay last Saturday evening.
being caught Mnfl skinned near Soule’
Scarlet fever has been here to some
Kaeping a Secret.
2 NORTH MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
dam a gull with broken, leg trailing son’s, drawn by two horsepower, Jan.
extent so as to close the movies, schools
"If you tell a man anything It goes
staid there.and>Wa« fed by the men. It 18. Wednesday he drove thc car from
TELEPHONE 233-J
Se rf
Warren
to
Waldoboro
and
back.
and other public resorts. The ban was In at one ear and out at the other,'
Is undoubtediytbe same gull that hai
Several attended the Joint installa
removed Saturday und the schools she remarked.
now taken- up.regldence ln Warren.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
tion of Odd Fellows and Rebekahs at
opened up Monday.
Df. V? V.'Thempeen
“Ami If yon tell n woman anything,
Waldoboro Friday night.
TN THE space of a lew generations we have traveled
In the sudden death of Dr. Victor V,
he countered. "It goes In at both ears
The many friends of Phineas Mank
Attorney at Lav
* far from the self-sufficiency with which each family
Thompson’ ‘WtaldobOro has suffered
and out of her mouth."
were saddened to hear of hls death re
RAZORVILLE
spun its own yarn, made its own soap, and wove iu own
distinct loss’. Possessed of unusual cently.
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
cloth.
scholastic iltalnmenta he has been
431 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
The Social Club mot with Mrs. Wen
One In Every Family.
contarrt help both In town and school dell Studley Jan. 18, with seven mem
Missionary W. E. Overlock went to
Today we each give A specialized service to thc com
Telephones—Office 468. House 603-W
He
—
They
say
there
’
s
one
Idiot
ln
affairs, His. los^ will be keenly felt bers and' two visitors present. Meet
Oakland Wednesday where he offici every family.
munity, and depend on manufacturers, merchants,
by ajl who knew’hlm ag a kind neighbor ing was called to order by vice presi
ated at the funeral of John C. Taylor,
professional men and specialists for every kind ol
L R. CAMPBELL '
She—It's really ton had about your
and ■ warm friend... pr. Thompson dent Mrs. French. Roll call, clippings,
who was an intimate friend.
service or commodity we may need.'-' - - '
came to Waldoboro 10 years ago and and items of interest were read: also
Mrs. Almond Tobey died suddenly being the only child, Bernard.
Attorney at Law
for the last eight years has been super reading by members, and music. Re
In line with this progress, the service
modern
Thursday after un illness of only a few
Special
Attention
to Probate Matters
intendent of school?, ga,office he filled freshments were served.
funeral director not only includes the obvic*t duties of
Cured Her.
The next
minutes. Funeral services were held
efficiently. He has also -been superin meeting. Feb, 1, will be held with Mrs.
the undertaker but extends itself to some sixty or
“Does Alice bring her troubles to
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
at
her
late
residence
Saturday
after

tondent of schools ip towns of Noble
seventy details that require from a half minute's to a
Clarence Coffin.
noon, Missionary W. E. Ovcrlock offici you now as she used to?"
boro, Jefferson and Bremen. He was
half day’s time.
ating.
“No; not since I began pointing out
ARTHUR L. ORNE
a grdddiWoT Bowdoln College and
The Augusta stage didn’t conic that she was to blame for having
The fact that the great majority of the services are
Harvard’ MedloaJ School, having at
Thursday or Friday. We hope it will them."
Insurance
performed so unobtrusively that lamily and friends
talned the A. B. "degree from the first
come again this winter, at least before
•carcety realize that they have to be done indicates tho
college. He lijavoo a wife who Was
Successor
to A. J. Erekine ft Co,
mud time.
Every few hours
houi swallow
skill, sympathy, and completeness with
Annie Perry, st son, Nelson, and two
Another
storm
of
tho
blizzard
type
417
MAIN
ST.
- • ROCKLAND. ME.
PITCHERS
TO
BURN
which they are accomplished.
brothers, Rodney it- Thompson
slowly small pieces of
swept over this place Thursday, The
Rockland and. Leslie Thompson
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
Vicks the size of a pea.
wind blew so hard it was dangerous
pany from a copyrighted message which appeared in The
After nearly losing the national
Friendship.
Funeral services were
EDWARD K. GOULD
Saturday Evening Post of June j, ip22.
for any lightweights to get out of doors. league championship last summer
held at hls late home-Tuesday at noon
Melt a little in a spoon
Hls body was placed in‘the receiving
through a partial breakdown of his
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
and inhale the vapors.
Attorney at Law
tomb at'the Old German cemetery.
E Have a Varied Assortment pitching staff. Manager McGraw of thc
Undertakers
Since
1849
The schools in-town were closed from
of Type, Which Enables Ut Giants, will take a stitch in time. For COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN BT.
Friday to Wednesday- In honor of the
Niftrt Telephone 781-W ROCKLAND. Oay Telephone 450.
the first time In years the Giants will
to Satisfy the Demands cf PARTIC
memory of one who hhd given hts best
JtMMisa Ronter,•.SfMd
_
of the End, the Bur nt-Ont CandU.
to the cause of education.
Message number
mbee ten. Copyrighted 1922 C. C. Co.
ULAR PEOPLE In Priutinj Ads have 20 pitchers at their Spring train
A. C. MOORE
Ing camp. With the regulars who wil!
Circulars, Invitations, Cards, Etc
report at ■ Marlin Springs, Texas, on
Piano Tuner
The way to re*»4i yodr health after sickness
Feb. 28, will be a number of recruit
is to take Hood'S BersapsrllU—It tones the
Ont I
I
With
the
Maine Music Company
Wtofe
__ « . pitchers.
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William-Brazier Post of the Ameri
can Legion will meet at their rooms
Thursday evening at 7.30.
Friends of Joseph Maxey are pleased
to'hear that he is improving at Knox
Hospital.
Mrs. John E. Walker is ill at her
home, with a trained nurse in at
tendance.
Among the guests registered at the
Congress Square Hotel, Portland, last
Friday were Mrs. A. J. Elliot. Miss H.
M. Dunn and Mrs. L. II. Dunn.
Don’t forget the basketball games in
Watts hall Thursday evening. Thom
aston A. A. vs. Deer Isle A. A. and
Thomaston Armory vs. Rockland High
School team.
Capt. Earl T. Brcwn returned to
New York Monday noon.
The Beta Alpha held a very pleas
ant meeting Monday evening at the
home of Miss Harriet Burgess, with
24 members present, who are sewing
for the Children’s Home in Augusta.
Earl Starrett, commander of the
barge Rockhaven which runs from
New York to Rockland is ut home for
a few days.
The W. C. T. V. will meet Friday
afternoon at 2.30 at the home of Miss
Margaret Crandon on Knox street.
The Ladies’ Baptist Circle will not
meet in the vestry Wednesday.
Miss Aleada Hall had a thrilling ex
perience Saturday when the Coburn
Classical Institute domitory in which
she roomed was burned. She was ill
in her room on the third floor and
heard the crackling of the tire but
didn’t realize what it was until the
building was filled with smoke. It was
necessary to carry her from the build
ing and though suffering from shock
she was otherwise uninjured.
• • • ,
Mrs. Jennie (Church) Post
Jennie D. (Church), widow of the
late Edwin E. Post, who was formerly
of Thomaston and at one time mana
ger of the Knox Hotel, died at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Jennie
Ford, in Gastonia. N. C„ Dee. 26. De
ceased was a native of Brooklyn. N. Y..
the daughter of Francis Joseph
Church, a native of Barcelona. Spain
und Ann (Adams) Church of Fal
mouth. She was born Oct. 21. 1850.
Her husband, Edwin Everett Post was
a well known hotel man. He was the
first manager of the Green Park hotel
at Blowing Rock, where he spent sev
eral years. Quiet and unassuming in
her manner. Mrs. Post was a woman
beloved by all who knew her. Her be
reaved children have the sympathy of
a large circle of friends. She is sur
vived by four children: Tutie. wife of
E. .Milton Deal of Newton. N. C.;
Jennie, wife of Charles Ford; Annie,
■wife of Fred E. Garvin and Edwin E.
Post of Philadelphia, Penn. She also
leaves one half sister. Mrs. Clara E.
Young of Rockland, Maine.

The Christmas Club met with Mrs.
Alice Mathews Saturday.
Mrs. Fred Starrett is assisting in the
care of Mrs. Aden Feyler, who is very
ill.
Mrs. Evelyn Robinson entertained
the "City'’ Club Thursday at dinner, her
guests comprising Mrs. Carrie \ aughn,
Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs. Jesste Walkei^
Mrs. Anne Starrett. Mrs. Angeline
Greetiough, Miss Elizabeth Burgess
and Miss Mary Wyllie.
Mrs. Edith Burdick is a guest of her
sister. Mrs. Willis Yinal.
The Grange Circle will meet at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Nor
wood next Wednesday. A picnic din
ner will be served.
Miss Bernice Harding entered the
Silsby Hospital in Rockland last
Thursday for examination by Dr.
Abbot of Portland.
Mrs. Alice Gordon and Mrs. Grace
Spear and Miss Harriett Hahn and Miss
Susie Hahn, Richard Emery anil Jeruel
Hart were entertained at tlie home of
Mr. and Mrs James Feyler in Thom
aston Saturday evening.
Lewis Tolman, who left here last
Monday with the intention of working
on a farm in Massachusetts, was taken
quite ill enroute and conveyed to a
hospital in Salem. Word was received
Tuesday that they had found it nec
essary to perform an operation which
would take place at 10 o’clock that
night.
Clarence Dolham of Boston is a
guest of his sister, Mrs. George
Stevens. Georges River Terrace.
Martin Watts is very ill at the home
of Mrs. Josephine Watts, where he has
made his home for some months past.
Mrs. Lyman Randall spent Saturday
in Rockland.
John Sidenspurker, Bryan Robinson
and Charles Overlook are helping har
vest ice for F. L. Teague.
Granger Libby, a former resident of
Warrdn. died at his home in Milford.
Mass.. Thursday. Jan. 18, after a long
illness. Funeral services were held
Jan. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts of
Rockland were guests of relatives in
town Sunday.
The installation of the Knights of
Pythias and Pythian Sisters are
scheduled for this week, also that of
the Eastern Star.
Thomas Robinson is engaged in the
eel business, with sea gulls as diligent
patrons.
Edward J. Cook who underwent an
operation last Thursday morning at
Knox Hospital; though quite ill is
making favorable progress toward re
covery.
i
Mrs. Ernest Jones was a guest of
her parents Sunday.
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LIKE THROWING AWAY MONEY
Few Farmer* Following Thie Praotlee Realize Great Lost They Sus
tain—Covering of Common
Axle Grease le Good.

The
YORK
Width 35 Inches.
Height 33J/2 Inches
Depth 21 7l Inches
Mahogany, Adam Brown Mahogany or
American Walnut
$150.00
Equipped with Single Ultona all-record re
producer and the new all-wood Oval Tone Am
plifier. Tone Modifier. Automatically bal
anced lid.
Brunswick double-spring motor.
Twelve inch turntable. Automatic stop. Three
albums for filing records. Compartment for ac
cessories. Trimmings nickel plated.

Copyright. 1921 by McClure Newspaper Syndics*

NORTH HOPE
In Tuesday’s births there was notice
of a little daughter born to Mr. and,
Mrs. Harold Fish. This explains why
George was wearing that grandfather
smile.
Mrs. Clara Wentworth had the mis
fortune of falling on the cellar stairs
Wednesday, badly spraining one foot
and ankle.
Frank Morse and Albert Pease have
gone to Portland where they have em
ployment.
V. G. Pease and Fred Pease recent
ly made a business trip to Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry attended
the Farm Bureau meeting at the
corner Wednesday.
Mrs. Staples, tlie helping teacher
from Camden, visited the school here
Saturday.
Ambrose Thompson of North Appleton died at the home of Warren Went
worth Sunday night, January 28.
Hope Grange held an all day session
with installation of officers Saturday.
Quite a number of the members were
ill and so could not attend hut there
were many visitors and a fine and
profitable day was spent. A program
of music and reading and a bountiful
dinner were enjoyed. The officers were
installed hv Harold Nash of Camden,
assisted by Mrs. Nash.
Our mail team went to Camden
Thursday on account of the storm
did not return until Friday.
.Mrs. Eva Taylor spent the weekend
with her parents at South Hope.

Mrs. Pearl Powers and daughter of
Cambridge. Mass., who have been
guests of Mrs. Albert Slingsby, left
RECALLS THOMASTON SHIPS
Monday for Stonington for a two weeks'
Boyhood Recollections of One Who vacation.
Has Never Lost Interest In Them.
Sterling Hastings spent the weekend
OUR GRANGE CORNER
in Camden.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
D. F. Wall is critically ill.
‘‘In Old Shipping Days.” published
The installation of the officers of
Henry Allen is able to be out after a
in your Jan. 20 issue, has awakened short illness.
Pleasant Valley Grange was held on
memories that I must mention.
Installation of Puritan Rebekah January 22. J. Herbert Gould of Cam
My father, Joseph Bryant, was a Lodge will be held Feb. 8, weather per den was the installing officer and was
ship carpenter and worked on many of mitting. The installing officer will be assisted by Mrs. Phyllis Tolman Morse.
the vessels named. He lived in Thom Addie Bucklin of Vinalhaven, assisted
aston till I was 10 years old. I was by Mrs. Inez Crosby of Camden as
as a boy intensely interested in ships marshal. Music by Marston’s orches SMALL FLOCK IN BACK YARD
and very distinctly remember two of tra.
those named in your paper, tlie" An
H. F. Kullocii is confined to the Number of Fowls Will Depend on
drew Johnson and the William A house with a laid cold.
Amount of Space Available—
Campbell, and the trials the builders
Mrs. Lizzie Kalloch, who has been ill.
Table Scraps Good Feed.
had in launching the former.
is improving.
According to the date printed I was
Fred Watts, who bought tlie house
The size of the flock which can be
about 8 years of age. As I remember, known as the Mark Hooper place, has
it was the third trial that was suc torn it down and is hauling the lumber most efficiently kept will depend upon
cessful, and then the vessel "bound”, over to his house.
the space available and the amount
so that she nearly buried everything
Rodney Wiley has been working at of table scraps, or other waste avail
up. I can remember seeing the great Wallston helping fill James Hickey’s able for feed. Over-stocking Is a mis
clouds of smoke roll up from under ice house.
take. Belter results will be obtained
her bow as she slid into the water. If
David F. Wall is very sick with ty from a few hens in a small yard than
I am wrong as to this particular ship phoid fever.
from a larger number, poultry special
I hope someone will correct me.
There will be a regular meeting of
YVhat a chapter of interesting read Naomi Chapter. O. E. S„ Friday even ists of the United States department
of agriculture say.
ing it would make if some person ing. Feb. 2.
Installation of officers
The backyard poultry flock rarely
could write each vessel’s history. I comes the following Friday.
have read from time to time the fate
Sewell Wall has been confined to the should consist of over 20 or 25 hens.
of sortie of them, but can definitely re
house several weeks with a bad cold In many eases of not more than 8 or
call that of but one, the Frank G.
10, and occasionally of only 3 or 4.
He is slowly improving.
Curling, which foundered off Cape
The I. O. O. F. installation was held For a flock of 20 to 25 hens a space
Horn. The late Edward Shibles w'as
Jan. 23 with Luke S. Davis of Rock of not less than 25 by 30 feet should
mate and personally told me of his ex
land as installing officer, ably assisted he available for a yard. Where less
perience at that time.
by Mr. Robinson as grand marshal space is available the size of the flock
Oliver S. Bryant.
2S Aberdeen Road, West Somerville, The officers are: N. G., John McKen should be reduced, allowing on the
zie; V. G.. Albert Slingsby. Jr.; R. S.. average 20 to 30 square feet per bird.
Mass., Jan. 25, 1923.
William Pratt, Jr.; F. S., Walter Ful
A few hens are sometimes kept suc
ler: treasurer, Farrington Hart; war
CAMDEN
den, Wallace McLaughlin: conductor. cessfully with a smaller yard allow
Thomas McLain; R. S. N. G., Harold ance, but If the space is available n
Mrs. E. J. Bracy will entertain tin Watts; L. S. N. G„ Edwin Watts; it. S. yard of the size indicated should he
Friday Club at her home on Washing V. G.. Willis Wilson; L. S. V. G., Mer used.
rit Clark; II. and L. S. Supporters
ton street this afternoon.
Regular meeting of Joel Keyes I William Cook and Wilbur Allen; O. S
Grant Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R„ G„ Harrison Smith; I. S. G„ Austir
Friday of this week with work on Elwell; chaplain, Clarence Dwyer
pulls in the afternoon und supper at 6 Music was furnished by Wood, Thomp
son and Wiley.
o’clock.
The annual business meeting of the
District Nursing Association will be
UNION
held in the Episcopal parish rooms
next Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
The three men who have been sur
The annual firemen’s ball will be
held as usual February 22. Tickets on veying at Hills’ Mills dam have com
pleted their work and returned to
sale by the members.
Miss Alice Knowlton has returned Waterville Monday.
from a vacation of several weeks
Mrs. Cora Burns who has been ^ick
which included visits in Florida, with grippe is gaining slowly.
Athens, and South Bend, Ind.
Mr. Lewis is visiting his daughter.
Friday, February 2 is the date of the Mrs. Frank Grinnell.
Athletic Club dance in the Opera
Miss Mabel Ayer has been confined
House. Music by Marston.
to the house with the grippe for sev
The Tripping Tongue.
The latest of numerous real estate eral days.
Artist (meeting friend at exhibition)
transfers around town was the sale las:
Officers of Mt. Horeb Encampment
week of Bean block to Jesse Handy of were installed Jan. 27 by District —Well, how do you like Brown’s pic
the Handy Music Co. The block is Deputy D. D. G. P. Winfield S. Rich ture?
tenanted by several business and pro ards and John Johnson of Camden:
She—That one? Why, I thought it
fessional concerns.
Chief patriarch. Alvah E. Ames; high was yours—but since it isn’t, I can
priest. Arthur Farris; senior warden. speak freely. Miserable daub, isn
The mark down sale at the Davis It. 11. Sproul: recording scribe, Zerah
Garment Shop will save you money on Robbins; financial scribe, Elias Bur It?
And It wasn’t until an hour later
Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts and Furs. kett: treasurer, Alonzo Davis; junior
—adv.
12-14
warden. Reverdy Carroll; guide, John that she realized that she hud given
Cunningham: first watch, Alee Fuller; him a bnck-liander.
second watch, Ralph Davis; third
watch,
Lawrence
Morton;
fourth
GILCHREST
watch, Charles Siminbns; inside sen
tinel, Robert Payson; outside sentinel,
Clifford Wellman: first guard of tent,
/or
Raymond Pinkham; second guard of
tent, Albert Sherman.
r
COUGH/

SOME

This attractive console model has been spe
cially designed to meet the popular demand for
an instrument of this type which occupies but
a limited floor space. As seen in the illustra
tion, it is splendidly proportioned, the compart
ment for record albums at the end being most
convenient and practical.
THE FAMOUS BRUNSWICK
PHONOGRAPH
Little need be said about the superiority of
the Brunswick Phonograph and its exclusive
Method of Reproduction. By means of the
Ultona All-Record Reproducer all records may
be played at their best. New beauty is given *
the recorded music and tones hitherto lost are
restored. The Oval All-Wood Tono^Xmplifier,
also to be had in the Brunswick only, is made
from moulded hollywood. It unfolds tones that
are truer, richer and sweeter.

Rockland Distributor
,i,t£foui!i
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Poor Way to Treat Valuable Machinery

I

WOODLAND IN THE SOUTH.

Excellent Luncheon or Supper Dishes

I

Woodlands on farms coinprise one-half of all the forested
lands.
There are more than 125,000,000 acres of farm woodland.
In Maryland, Virginia, North
Carolina, Kentucky and Oklnlioraa more than 60 per cent of
all forest land is on farms.
Tiie present yearly farm Income from woodlands is estimate
ed at about $150,000,000,

Tested in Kitchen of Depart
ment of Agriculture.
The following excellent luncheon nr
supper dish Is one tested in the experi
mental kitchen of the United States
Department of Agriculture:
1 cupful of mashed potatoes.
% cupful of milk.
1 egg.

14 teaspoonful of salt.

»4 cupful of grated cheese.

Beat the potatoes and milk together
until thoroughly mixed. Add the egg
and the salt and beat thoroughly.
Finally add the cheese. Bake in muf
fin tins in a slow oven ten or fifteen
minutes.
A similar dish may be made by
scooping out tlie inside of a haked po
tato anil mixing It with cheese, ns
above. Fill the potato skin shell with
the mixture, return to the oven, and
bake until light brown.
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Successor to A, F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE
CEMETERY WORK
Main Street

THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
. SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

KEMPS

EAST SEARSMONT
Clyde Murriner has gone to Boston
to enter the North Eastern University.
Eleanor MacLoud is home from
Ghent and is witii her aunt, Mrs. Alida
Mahoney.
Mrs. W. C. Btrout lias gone to Hart
ford, Conn., to join her husband. Miss
Ethel Morse of Belmont is housekeeper
during her absence.

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER

i

Pleasant to take
Children like
it // _
Lues full-till May 2?

SAVINGS BANK

OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer
Deposits Start On Interest the First nf Earh Month
119-tf

I
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Watch for the “Jack
Rabbit" on the
road. They are
increasing.

:<eX«XOX*leX<*X»X»XOXOX»X»

BEES THRIVE ON SIRUP DIET

Add a little ammonia to cut the
grease when washing dishes.
•

•

•

In making an overblouse of soft
chiffon, give body to the sdioulder
seams and the opening where the fas
teners go by segjog them on taoc.

A. C. JONES

Every Colony Should Be Given Ten
Pounds of Pure Material—Honey
Is Not Favored.

5 Talbot Ave.
Rockland, Maine

I
'

|
i
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The Moment of Need
la emergenciet you run to your local drug store for a quick
prescription. Or, to finieh a drew before going oa a trip, you
find you need juit a wee bit more cloth and run to the dry
goods store to purchase it Or, in numerous other ways you
find your local stores convenient and ready to supply an urgent

But if you patronize these stores only when you need something
in a hurry—if you habitually send money away to out of town
concerns—the local stores cannot continue to exist. They must
have your support at all times if you want them here in time of
urgent need.
There are many ways in which local stores can serve you and
save you money. Give them a chance. Your patronage it
what they need-

INCORPORATED 1870

THOMASTON

j

Tribesmen Whistle Messages.
The aborigines Inhabiting the Malabar islands speak to each other at a
distance by whistling, the whistlers
being selected for their ability to
whistle loudly. They make this their
livelihood.

need.

^BALSAM;

used must be carefully cleaned, kero
sene oil being liberally applied to all
parts exposed to the fertilizer. Binder
canvases should he hung up by wire
to prevent damage from mice.
Liberal use'of paint Is the next step
In keeping machinery in the best con
dition. Of course all parts must he
freed from dirt and grease. Then
paint tlie wood with a gooff grade of
paint pigment mixed with linseed oli.
All metal parts, except those greased.
must be well covered with the best
metal paint; this applies especially to
steel parts.
Note Parts Needing Repairs.
When tlie cleaning, greasing and
painting is being done, one can also
make note of each broken or worn
part tiiat needs to be replaced. These
can be secured during tlie winter, and
when the spring and bummer work
calls for the various implements, they
will be ready for duty. How much
more satisfactory than to be com
pelled to sacrifice a day or more for
repairing at a time when the machine
is needed most! Any fanner who lias
followed the above suggestions will
gladly affirm that- dollars are thus
saved on each and every implemet-t.
Try it and you will heartily agree.

V
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TRADE AT HOME
Support’ the Totin that SupportsYou

Advertisements
thia column not to exceed
nree lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 tlmea
or 50 cents Additional fines 5 cents each
or cue time, 10 cents 3 times. Six words make
lice

Lost and Found
FOUND—BAby carriage afglian on Llmeroel:
treet. Tel 252-R
•
13*lt
LOST—Dark green double e«.der pea pod from
Vltham Bros ’ i(dieter ears. Reward. WFTHAM
4ROS . Rockland
. .
11-13
LOST—Will the person who iiickod up a
vatch in trout of Purington’s kindly return it
» THOMAS HARLOW. Perry’s coal office, and
>e rewarded.
’
11*13
LOST—Monday night at Park Theatre, pock
etbook containing sum of money and bank
>ook. Reward. Return to 21 WILLOW ST.
11*13
LOST—Gold watch, Monday night, on Main
ttreet Reward. HAROLD JACKSON, 14 Carnlen Street, City.
10*12

Wanted
WANTED—Maid for general hhusework in
amily of four MRS. CJJAS. A. CREIGHTON.
155 Main St.. Thomaston Tel 183-12. 13-15
WANTED—Chambermaid, at.HOTEL ROCK
jAND.
13-15
WANTED—Waitress, at the Bee Hive Cafe,
'jimerock street.
8-tf
WANTED—Table girt
Apply at
the
PHORNDIKE HOTEL
131tf
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
• nd female. Highest prices paid JOHN 8.
tANLFTT Rockville. Me Tel. 3.52-14 15tf
WANTED—ShmII farm; describe buildings
ocathin
price. RALPH MILLER. 8l» School
•.treet. Gardner. Mato.
J2*2X
WANTED Two men between 2.5 and 4!» years
>f act to lake charge of Rockland and surotindhig territory,• which iwys good returns
o
hustler. If Interested In bettering your
•osltlon and can meet ifye following •lualiflc.1ions, honesty, a hard worker looking for a
uture, and can ' stand a rigid investigation,
•’urnish auto or horse. It will pay you to wrl’e
SALESMAN,” care Courier-Gazette.
12*14

For Sale
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CHEESE AND POTATO DISHES

in Everybody s Column

ami

V. F. STUDLEY

MLS

MONUMENTAL
WORKS

How many farmers would leave >25,
>50 and even $100 in bills out In the
; j open during an entire winter? Sounds
|j absurd, but scores of such bills, In their
‘ 5 equivalent of farm implements are
left in the shelter of the broad skies
all tlie year. Few farmers who fdllow
this practice do so with a realization
of the great loss they are sustaining
on the money invested.
A $100 machine left out of shelter
over winter, means a loss of from
$5 to $15. At this rate It is quite evi
dent that a machine shed would be
1 paid for in two or three years, even
g at present building costs.
Store Implements Properly.
A suitable shelter having been pro
I
vided, It is now essential to store the
fef I implements properly. If the shed has
I; a dirt floor, keep tlie machinery from
resting directly on the ground. Place
f!1 a board at least under all supporting
K parts. In order to prevent rust, thor
oughly cover every polished surface.
Eg such as plowshares, mold boards, cul
tivator shovels, power knives and the
like with common nxle grease. All
adjusting screws and nuts should be
thoroughly oiled with ordinary ma
chine oil. Every wheel hub and bear
ing, after a careful cleaning, should be
packed with hard grease and replaced.
Drills In which lime or fertilizer are
Si

WARD CAUCUSES^
The Republicans of Rock la ltd. are hercbv
totified to meet in Caucus in their seven!
zard rooms " " THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1923.
At 7.30 o’clock p. m.
’or .the purpose of u«»minating in each ward a
ull ticket of ward officers; to elect for each
.vard a member of tlie city cpmtolttce for the
•nsulng year; and to trail fed ct such other busness as may legally come before said Caucuses.
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby unti
led to meet in Caucus at City’ Council Room,
Spring St.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY. 9. 1923
At 7.30 o’clock p. m.
or the purpooc of nominating a candidate for
layer and to -transact such- oUier business as
my legally come before said Caucus.
Per order
,
. o...
REPUBLICAN ClfV COMMITTEE
WALTER H BUTLgR. Chairman,
MILTON H. CIUFFIN, Secretary.
Dated at Rocklafid Jan. 30. 1923.

“After the breeding season Is over
and there are no eggs or larvae in the
hive, bees should be winter fed," says
Francis Jager, chief of the division of
bee culture at University farm. “Ever.v colony should receive ten pounds
of pure sugar simp, no matter how
much honey they have.
Those that
are light should be fed more. Bees do
best on sirup In winter, because the
best of honey contains pollen grains
which fill the intestines of the bees in
winter, causing dysentery if they eat
too much or if the winter is too long
According 'to University farm expert
ments the proportion of winter ntor
tallt.v of sugar-fed and non-sugar-fed
bees stands three to five in favor of
sugar-fed bees.”

Wisdom.
Every triumph is tlie product of ob
stacles surmounted, of failures, each
of which taught us something. Every
force thht pushes us hack may be
made to cause n rebound in the right
I direction; a defeat should he but thfl
bending of a springboard, the recoil of
which will throw us higher as we
! Jump.—Bolton Hall.
Population Statistics.
■ ~Holland is second to Belgium as the
most closely settled count ry. Great
Britain comes third, with 3S0 to tlie
i square mile. Australia is the least
, populated country in the world, with
less than two persons to the square
• mile, the 5,434,000 Inhabitants living
largely along the coast line. Canada
has 242 inhabitants to the square mile.

FOR SALE—Two,light Jiorsea. Suitable for
lelivery
Weight 1100. Will he sold cheap,
roo small fcr our use. “ II H. STOVER CO
__________________________________!3-IT _
FOR SALE—240 egg Cyphers incubator ; also
ravford parlor s'ovc- ROBIK ROBBINS.
Union, Maine R F 1» 1.
11*13
FOR SALE Scotch CoUro Pups Ma.kc ex•elient pets or cattle <h'gs. Both male and fenale. Males
females $3. . J. L. CLARK,
Clilo i,
Tel West'AbNefexi T-24. 11*H
FOR SALE- I upright second hand pianos.
3TUPLKYR FCRMTLRE STORE. 283 Main
Street, Rockland.
10-tf
FOR SALE—’Flic Freentan Coombs farm.
Suitable for-" Smnwr ‘ ltb^ie
ADDIE
XJOMBS, Vmalluiyen, Me. It F. D. 43.

___________ ________ io»ir.

FOR SALE—Upholstered sleigh in good eoniltloti;’also forge with blower attached.
WALTER S BEVNEK. It. F D. City
Tel.
109-M
9-12
FOR SALE—Round Hub Oak stove for llvng room; also leatherette covered vouch. MRS.
3 L MCCARTHY. 45 Grove'frtred.
H-t/
FOR SALE—The Magic coal burning Brood■r dependable, g.is proof and self regulatlrig.
♦V. A. RIPLEY, acnnt for Knox and Lincoln
"ounties Tel. 594-W., Rooklarid, Me 150-tf
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks.
*ure bred S. (’ It. I. Reds; 3d in State egg
’aying contest 1920. Eggs for hatching. W A.
Rtf
RIPLEY. Rockland. Tel. 594-W
FOR SALE—A horse*. Inquire at ’EOl’LK 8
LAUNDRY, Limemok Street.
r.-t*
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers.
10 to 60 h p. Horizontal and upright. Sultible for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
hoisters etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-tfFOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel*
ent condition throughout Trice $350. A. C.
tONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. ’Phone
»76-K

'I o Let
TO LET—3 furnished rooms, liglit house
keeping. modern convetiieugew. 25 -Ocean St.,
MILQIN M GRUTIN, tel 37:t-M
12-tf
TO LET—6-room tenement; bath, electric
lights, gas and garage, at 37 Camden street.
Apply to MRS THOMAS.
Main St Tel.
I'.l
10-tf
TO LET—Tenement in Gregory Block, 7*4
Main Htreet Inquire C. A. i(A-MILTOX, 442
Main street
'
9-tf
TO LET—Convenient and desirable fur
nished tcncracffc of five rooms, tolled and shed,
excellent cemented .cellar, all separate, good
neighborhood; electric lights, hardwood floors,
gas rt.nge. and all needed household furnish
ings Just been thoroughly renovated through
out, while the furnishings are mostly new
Just like moving into a newly built and fur
nished building Will be rented to a responsi
ble party on reasonable terms No short, term
application will be considered. Full particu
lars of F. W. COLLINS, 18 North Main Street.
Rockland, Maine
6-tf
TO LET—Store wtih cemented basement at
275 Main St. Tel. 242-4, *or apply at 89 Park
St
4tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET
155’tf
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
street—on car line. R. K. SNOW, Tel. 490 or
79-R.
148-tf
TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
L.
CnASK, 45 Middle 8t. Tel. 665-2.
______________
145-tf
TO LET—Nine-roocn tenement; good loca
tion. L. F. CHASE. i5 Middle 8treet. Tel.
665-2.
128-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
I R. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland.
45tf

r.

Miscellaneous
PORTLAND PEOPLE can And each Issue of
The Courier-Gitzettc oti sale at< the CENTRAL
NEWS CO . 664 Cowgrese St. This will con
venieuce many who want to get the paper reg
ularly.
la-tr
TAKE MY COURSE IN SALESMANSHIP—
Win payhrc position. (’DNSCMERS GVtDK
Hollistnn, Mass
13*15
NOTICE—Notice l« hereby, given of the loss
of deposit Imok numbered 8908 and the owner
of said book akk.s for duplicate In accordance
with the provisions of the: State Law. SECU
RITY TRUST CO . -by Elmer C. Davis. Treas.
Rockland. Me.. Jan 27. 192:5.
13T-I9
PALMER ENGINES ^ ililtrrem models. 2
to 7x5 H. P. One to six cylinders. Heavy duty.
Medium duty and Iwgh speed..tyt>e8 Also ac
cessories and p^rt,8< , •"Semi for catalogue.
PALMER BROS , 39 Portland Pier. Portland.
Me.
12*37 •
PICTURE FRAMING I rafp « nl<’- Ui»> < r
Mouldings and can 1)11 all orders promptly and
at reasonable prices “EDWIN H. MANCY over
Payson’s Store, at the Brook
___ 10*17
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Halt* Store, 336 Malo
Mall
orders solicited BELEN C. ‘RHODViH 1 Rtf

Human Eye Limited.
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY.” a very
Th# human eye Is only capable of handy 106 page book compiled by R. B Fill

receiving ten impressions per second. more. gives the
and a page of
towns and two
Know the tremendous pull any address on
FILLMORE. 80

ing power of Courier Gaze* te

ads.

official history of the county
so is doteted to each of the
plantations Bent by mail to
receipt of 50c. Address R. B.
Main Street. Thomaston.

142-tf ,

THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) Reporter

1> os sale st J. F. CARVER’S, Rockland.
__________
65-tf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 30, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

hSocialCirdes
ffc a*
Hr
addition to ptHatitl note* rwonflof d£
• and arrlrala, the department especially
Information of aoclal happening, partlee, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly Mceieedt
rettmoHE ..........................

nt

the gowns were gorgeous. This party
started with a party at rnHFnfgftf, after
the various shows, and broke- up at 9
In the morning. The Brunswick Or
chestra furnished music for the danc
ing and the function was about the
gayest and most attractive thing that
could be imagined.”

Miss Katherine Keating leaves to
morrow morning for Boston, and on
Friday, with Miss Adelaide Snow, will'
start on a trip to California, where they
will be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
A. Bain in Riverside.

Misses Ada and Alena Young left
this morning for Brookline, Mass., to
attend the. funeral services of the late
Herbert J, Keith, which take place to
morrow afternoon in the Harvard
Tlie ladles of the Congregational
street Congregational church at 2
o’clock. The remains will not he church will mpet ID the vestry Wed
nesday morning for an all day sewing
brought to this city at the present.
circle. Please take sandwiches.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. Dunbar and
Mrs. Evie Kelley of Talhot avenue,
little son, who sailed from Shanghai,
China, Jan. 4, arrived In Boston last who has been critically ill with pneu
Saturday, and are the guests of Mr. monia and grippe, is making rapid re
Dunbar’s aunt, Mrs. L. H. Rhodes' in covery
Brookline.
One of the most unique and effective
The W. C. T. U. meets with Mrs. decorations seen for some time, war
Silsby, 8 Summer street, Friday after at the First Baptist church. Sunday.
noon at 2.3#. Subject will be Wllliard It consisted of evergreen boughs
banked about the base of the pulpit
Memorial.
In the-center of which were nfassed a
Miss Kathleen Snow returned Sat number of deep red flowers which reurday from Gardiner, where she has , minded ofie of the drooping plumes of
had duties In connection with the the Prince’s Feather, found in the oldtime flo#er gardens, but which prov
High School library.
ed to be tags of chenille, and when the
The Daughters of Maine held a. very sun shone on them, gave the silky and
enjoyable meeting on Thursday after satiny sheen which was very beautiful
noon, Jan. 26, at the N. E. Club rooms, The artistic arrangement and rich
585 Boylston street, Boston. Mr», Grace ness and warmth of coloring of the
Lyman'oF^'Beacon ’sTreeT'was" hestess. ^oration. was jn striking contrast to
and was assisted by Miss Della S. Bfcan. the cold, White-atmosphere of the win
formerly of this city. A very enjoy ter’s day without.
able program was given by members of
Mrs. George Lurvey is able to be
the club. Members from this city pres
ent included Mrs. Maynard S. Wllllims, about again, after three weeks spent
Mrs. Chester M. Walker, Mrs. Walter in nursing n badly sprained ankle.

Wilson, Mrs, Fred Drew, Mrs. Mertle
Judkins. Miss Carrie A. Barnard,
Miss Susie Drake and Miss Harriet
Drake, formerly of Union. Mrs. Mellle
Talbot Lane, formerly of Camden, is
past president of the club. Miks DpIIs
B. Bean is chairman of the executive
board for the ensuing year.

MICKIE SAYS—

Seven

FDR AS TRSMMSNG

\W6 ADkWY «’».
BIS&ER WAPEBft IViCkH “1VWS,

Bands of Peltry Add to Attrac

ttUl 90 AS.E XMeUE LAAGER

WHO IS THE HANDSOMEST MAN IN KNOX COUNTY?

tiveness of the Wrap.
\MB AWT OOIHG SO Outtfc
FER.-CVV S\XB OF fW TOSMU.

.

ARB Vie MOW?

BEAUTY CONTEST
Between
(WOMAN)
20
My Choice............................................
and
50
Signature ..............................................

BEAUTY CONTEST
Winseme Decoration for the Winter
Coat May Bo Had at Slight
Expenditure.

Fur Is the accepted trimming for the
longer coins, says a fashion writer In
the New York Times. By using this
for a trimming you can have the most
luxurious sort of a wrap with the slight
est expenditure of money. It you were to
have a fur wrap of this distinction, this
width and this length, you would And
yourself Involved with hundreds—no
thousands—of dollars. But you can
have a cloth wrap with the wide bands
of fur trimming nnd the price will
not be too startling for a winter cos
tume.
There is one very economical way
of cutting up an old fur coat and us
ing It for trimming on a newer one.
You may have a short one or a threequarter length coat which would never
do to be worn as it Is, hut which could
be cut up advantageously for the trim
ming of a woolen coat mnde to ac
company some very smart frock or a
series of fashionable dresses.
THE GAME
There Is the coat made on strictly
straight lines. Its material is a light
(For The Courier-Gazette ]
bluish mauve broadcloth suited to the
Fate lakes up ihe cards of Chance
And deals to me a wondrous hand,
lines of this particular coat in an ad
Willi which Io play Ihe ( me of Life,
mirable manner. In the front there is
Whose rules I do no;
i
and.
a flat panel and the belt around the
"I do dot know the Gao,- '
ry,
sides and back is made of some com
•'.Yor when to trump, nor ho to lead.
I do not know what Io discard
position material In a deep purple,
Ttuwntct me in Ihe flame!" I plead.
touched with spots of green. The fur
But Fate stands still with mocking face
Is black—a deep, rich seal, and tlie
And will not answer yea nor na v ;
wide collar repeats the design of the
I do not know the Game at all.
I only know II is "my play "
straight cuffs us well as tlie bund at
Nana Huntley.
the end of the long pnnel in from.
Waterville, Jan. 29.
A band of the fur is added about
a draped turban of the same material,
FANCY BEADED BANDS OF NET and the coat with Its hat makes an

Miss Mabie Greeley was home from
Wiscasset to spend the weekend.
■»
.......
Rev. Walter S Rounds of the Con
gregational church and Rev. E. V.
Allen of the Methodist church are in
Bangor this week attending Ihe annua)
convocation week of the Bangor The
ological Seminary. A very special
Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawrence and Mrs. program Is scheduled this year with
William II. Rhodes are entertaining at such speakers as Joseph Hoyt New
auction this afternoon, the scene of ton and Willard Sperrythe party being Mrs. Lawrence’s home.
Decoration Affords Marked Note in
»
'
The PytlUaan Sisters meet with Mrs.
Trimmings for Some of the Popu
Mrs. Edward G. Wheaton arrives to Edna McIntire, Fulton street, Thurs
lar Fall Models.
day from Lexington, Mass, for a day afternoon with very important
week's stay with her parents, Mr. and business planned, if stormy Thursday
Mrs. E. E. Gillette, Broadway.
Fancy beaded net bands and large
the meeting will he held Friday.
beaded fringe motifs stand out as ihe
Dr. and Mrs. A. 11. Harmon arrived
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid meets in ■narked note in trimmings for the fall
Monday from Missouri and are guests the church parlor Wednesday after
models.
of Mrs. Harmon's parents. Mr. and noon- Business meeting at 5 o’elock.
Belts are practically nonexistent in
Mrs. S. H. Cables, Limerock street. Dr. Chicken pic supper will be servpd al
Harmon has just completed a four 6 o’clock by class 29 with Mrs. Ella the new lines and are replaced by
elaborate motifs and buckles, all of
years’ course and graduated last week Lurvey chatrroan.
which have been chosen by tlie leading
from the American School of Oste
opathy. Kirksville. Mo. This is Mrs.
The Methebesec Club met with Mrs. model garment makers for their fall
Harmon’s first visit home in four years. Louise Ingraham, Friday afternoon, models.
They Intend to ^>cate somewhere in and. as has been the custom of this
Fancy braids and fancy net hands,
Maine.
club in the past, one meeting in the notably bands heavily beaded in bril
year is on' the calendar as Presidents' liant, multi-colored beads in Ruma
Mrs. Howard R. Ives will he the afternoon. This meeting is always
speaker at the Business and" Profes more or less informal, with music and nian and Bulgarian designs, promise to
sional Woman’s Club, Wednesday, Jan. refreshments; but owing to the severe be one of the great successes of the
31. Her subject will he “Spiritually In storms had been postponed. At the season. These hands are shown in
the Business World.”
meeting Friday afternoon the program snch color combinations as scarlet, yel
was rearranged to combine subjects low and blue, Interspaced with white
The St. Peter's Guild will meet from igree meetings, and it so hap on a black net ground, in shades of
Thursday afternoon at 2 ocloek with pened that the club president, the dark and brilliant red interspaced with
Mrs. W. F. Manson, Granite street.
Presidents of France and the Presi black, or again in combinations of
dents of the United States were allies green, blue and yellow.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gamage enter in contributing to a very pleasant and
In buckles, marked emphasis is
tained a pa'rty of friends at their home profitable afternoon. In answer to roil
on Crescent street Friday evening. A call each member responded with a given to disks in composition mount
most enjoyable time was spent with word about her favorite President, tell ed in fancy filigree frames. Many of
cards and music. Supper was served. ing why. Short sketches of the French these are in Egyptian designs and are
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. John Presidents were given, and the differ ornamented at the center witii a metal
Know, Jr.. MT. and Mrs. Harold ence between a President of France sphinx head matching the frame.
Coombs, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Oliver. Mr. and the United States was defined by
A good line of headed georgette eve
and Mrs. Mhyna'rd Marston and Frank Mrs. Heleha. Roberts.
Piano solos, ning dresses Is also shown, notably
Trafton.
"Meditation,” Lack, and “The Butter white georgette headed in crystal, or
fly,” LevaLlle, Miss Holbrook; vocal in iridescent, or In inother-of-pearl ef
Mr. and MrS. William’Clement, who solos, “Cradle Song,” MacFayden. and
have been guests tne past week of Mrs. "He Loves Me,” Chadwick, Mrs. Loreto fects.
White for evening wear stands out
Lillian Coombs alt Warrenton Park, Bicknell. Tea and cakes were served
as the dominating note for gowns, nnd
have returned to Everett. Mass.
and a social hour was enjoyed. The
also for trimmings and accessories.—
hostess of the next meeting will he
Herbert B. Barter, Southend build announced later.
Dry Goods Economist.
ing contractor, Who has been in Bos
ton the past two weebs, has entered a
The weekly meeting df the PenOb
NEW GLOVES AND HANDBAGS
hospital in that city for observation.
scot Camp Fire Girls was held at the
home of Mary Sylvester. Camden
MT. and Mi’s. H. M. Moyes left Mar street. Monday afternoon. The mem Accessories That Match la Ona of the
Latest Fashions; Silk and
quette, Mich., the last of the week for bers of this new organization are:
their home lit the East. In New Lon Mary Sylvester. Arlene Chaples. Sybil
Leather Used.
don enroute they will visit Mrs. Ken Joftes, Evangeline Garnett, Charlotte
neth P. Latfd.
The shops show most Interesting
Jones, Virginia Bisbee, and Dorothy
Eaton. The guardian is Miss Dorothy- changes in gloves. Real Innovations,
The long, tight sleeve is the newest Hill. The girls are all working to be not Just a different cut or a different
development, and it in lately charac come Woodgatherers, and two of them stitching.
terized by a very snug-fitting wrist and will recplve thio- degree at the next
For one tiling, there are gloves and
a bell or petal shaped continuation over council fire.
handbags
to match. They are made of
the hand, reaching to the knuckles or
The Wewantogd Cluk meeting will silk and leather, so far as the bags go,
further. Some-smart coat dresses have
long, tight sleeves that stop at the be cancelled this week, as “Wewanto- and of leather with fancy stichery, nnd
wrist. The tight dress sleeve may also go elsewhere," the secretary writes sometimes silk facings, so far as tlie
be trimmed with circular ruffles or Members are requested to meet at 1 gloves go.
gathered puffings at or near the lower o'clock sharp at 19 Myrtle street. Mrs.
For Instance, there is one set. The
edge. All manner of full, flowing Herbert Howard will entertain the clun hag Is of black suede with red em
sleeves are seen, gathered into -wrist- Feb. 7.
broidery, .get in a carved Ivory frame
hands, or extending Into tflnglifte dra
The meeting of the bnaTd of manag the gloves are of-black dressed kid,
pery. A distinctive sleeve has a tight,
with deep gauntlet cuffs, lined with
short upper part lengthened by a full ers of the Home for Aged Women will
circular piece that reaches to the hand be held Thursday 'afternoon at 2.30 red kid—this and the embroidery are
and Is very wide at the bottom.—Dry with Miss Nancy Sleeper, Spring street. in a sort of henna shade.
And there is another set consisting
Goode Economist.
-■iw
___
Day by <tay, and night fiy night, a of a bag of gray watered silk embroid
Mfs. Ythnthrop Brown of Belmont, little better—those ladies’ days at Ihe ered with black. The gloves of black
Mas?., is the guest of Mrs. Joseph Elks Home. Cards In the afternoon, show gfay silk facings In the cuffs nnd
BafBl-igp at Clifford Lodge, Warrenton supper, and dancing in the evening gray stltchery.
is the program for Thursday. The
Park.
And a set of beige suede gloves
(r
___
committee in charge comprises; Mrs.
stitched with black and faced with
A-.
If.
Jones,
chairman;
Mrs.
E.
M.
“Mfs. Grace K. Lawrence has been
added to the associate membership of O’Neil, Mrs. F. E. Follett, Mrs. C. W. black, in the deep gauntlet cuffs has
tlth Rubinstein club.
The meeting Proctor, Mrs. Ralph Trim, Sirs. R. E. a bag of beige silk with black sued?
Frj^ay of this week will be with Mrs. Eaton, Mrs. George W. Bacheldpr, Sirs. cutouts and a block framework of a
Frank A. Tlrrell. Mrs. F. S. March and copi position.
W S. Rounds.
loU___
•Miss Freda Perry.
For the frock that Is sleeveless or
nearly so, there are old-fashioned tnits.
One of the season's happiest dancing
Mrs- A. M. Plumstead, who has been Silk lace ones, that come down over
parlies took place at The Copper Ket
tle Porch Saturday, when 20 of the a guest .of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sf. the’knuckles and up toward the elbow,
city’s younger set entertained 20 of Packard at Rockland Highlands the in block and white, gray and beige.
their youn^ men friends. Dancihg was past two weeks, has returned to her These are lovely on the bare arm, and
from 8 to 11, at which time a light home in Lenox, Mass.
serve to break the length of the bare
luncheon was served. The special
Mrs George M. Simmons is at Knot arm that la too thin.
guests were Misses Marion French,
From, France come fabric gloves of
Ethel Howard, Eleanor Bhewster. Mia nospital making good progress toward
Smith aiid Maud Prehle and Messrs, recovery, after the performance of a the phll-on type, showing the long
Stack. True, Crosby and Summerville surgical operation.
wrists -printed with a conventional
of the High School faculty.
floral design in a darker shade of the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred O. Fiske of
same color os the glove—brown on
Whitinsville,
Mass.,
who
returned
from
Class 20 of the Methodist church will
beige, a soft black on gray.
meet with Mrs. John Koster, 29 Broad Florida-daring the holidays on account
street, Thursday evening. Important of their grandson’s Illness, leave Short
Turbans.
ly for New Y’ork, whence they sail
business.
Black velvet turbans are now re
Feb. 10 for Europe on tjt£ steamship
Rotterdam. Their itlilerifry will include placing those of taffeta and stlk. Some
The following social item from the many points of interest. Arriving at
Portland Sunday Telegram will be of Bologflp, France, they will remain two have a velvet how or a feather, but
especial Interest to Rockland and weeks In Paris and London, then pro most of them- are severely plain.
Thomaston readers: “As in Portland ceeding to Egypt, stopping atsall places
Brocades In Style.
the attractive stock star, Adelyn Bush of interest enroute. They will visit \
Brocades ere destined for an almost
nell, Is being socially entertained to- a Nazareth, taking a boat at the Sea of
great Extent in Boston. Society people Galilee for Tiberius and Jerusalem, as unprecedented vogue, and a new silk
are doing a great deal for her and her well as many other interesting places has an especially lovely design In rich
friends in the profession are giving her in the Holy Land.
Returning via und brilliant colors aud woven across
a royal welcome. One of the most Naples to Plymouth, England, they sail Its surface tiny Unes of gold.
lavish courtesies extended to the popu for New York the first of May.
lar actress was the big party given at
Long Tassels.
Hotel Brunswick when all the cele
The Community Food Fair at the
-Very long- tassels are a feature of
brated professionals in' the locality Arcade, Rockland, Feb. 12-17, Is to be
Were present,' (He guests numbering the biggest ever. Thousands of samples this wlnter’a styles. Many have gone
over 40. Some of the well'known lights will be given away, together with further than a yard in length and
present were Marjorie flambeau, Tay many valuable gifts at the door.—adv. reach from the waist to hem.
lor Holmes, the Bat Company, the
13-14
Lightpln'' Company, the Dolly Slaters,
Kick of tbs' Mule.
May Vokes, Ada, Lewis. Montague
The mark down sale at tne Davis
Jt mule lives only shout thlrty-flve
Love, Louise Groody arid' the (Jood Garment Shop will save you money on
Morning, Dearie Company.
godd Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts and Furs. or forty years, but every year has a
many big political men wdfe thebe' and —adv.
kick In It.—New York Herald.
12-14

(MAN)

My Choice............................................

Signature ..............................................

Mark your choice and mail to Food Fair Beauty Committee or drop in Contest
Boxes at Fuller-Cobb-Davis or W. O. I Iewett Co. stores.

There will also be a Bal

lot Box at the Fair.

ANNUAL SALE OF 1922 WALL PAPERS
*

From 5c To 25c Per Roll
Former price 15c to $1.25

Cut Borders, 2c to 5c Yard. Bands,4c to 5c Yard
OATMEALS,

ALL

RADIUM

BLENDS

and

SALES FINAL—CASII

VARNISH

AND

TILES

CARRY

This Sale Lasts Until All ihe 1922 Slock Is Sold

—We also carry a line of—

Masury’s Paints and Barreled Sunlight
.

—At the—

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
Norlhend—Rockland, Me.

SEGUIN LIGHT

|

U. S. L. H. Tender Zizania discharged
oal here recently and the keepers have
teen busy the past few days transtorting it to the whistle house.
N. B. Fickett, H. W. Sprague and
Vlston Beal were at Popham Beach
'or mail and supplies Jan. 23.
Mrs. H. W. Sprague has been stifferng an attack of neuralgia the past
ew days.
Mrs. N. B. Fiekett is on the sick list.
Although we are "higher" than most
if our lighthouse brothers we arc under
i heavy snow blanket with Ihe rest.
>eing lulled to our slumbers with the
nelodious music (?) of the steam
Vhistle.

• • « •

Of Jill the news from miles around,
I know you'll ull agree,
Ano all join hands and say ihe best
Is signed "C. It. S. G ”

Nation Wide Approval

VINALHAVEN
Everywhere this new 1923 Buick Four Cylinder Sedan

Straight Lines and Black Fur Trim
ming Distinguish This Coat of Blue
Mauve Broadcloth.

arrangement of which any woman
could be Justly proud. The color of
the coat Is not by any means too light
and airy. It is a deep tone of mauve
that almost verges upon gray, and
tbe contrast of that soft and exquisite
shade against the thick black fur Is
something tiiat makes tlie loveliest
sort of a winter effect. At the same
lime the youthfulness and charm of
the light color and the soft material
are kept Intact.
A three-quarter coat with a cape Is
made of one of the homespun tweed
materials that are so soft anil thick
and so extraordinarily warn). Its color
Is gray with a hand of blue running
through It, lined with a soft blue
satin that repeats the tone of the
wool crepe dress worn with It. The
cape is lined with the same tone at
blue and the effect of the costume 1b
excellent.

Gay Linings for Fur Coats.
Linings in the new fur coats are
revelation of the wonderful work that
Is being done In the silk Industry
There are linings of matelasse, of
heavy silks- brocaded in metal, heavy
silks bordered in beautiful color tones
tiiat glitter with metal, nioired metal
he fabrics, metallic clockls, silver
lames, all-over prints showing Byzan
tine tracery and Persian designs
Among the velvets, those printed In
Eastern designs, stand out along with
lovely chiffon velvets In Paisley pat
tern* Interwoven with gold aud silver
threads.

Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Morong, who
lave been in town this week, called
>y the illness and death of their
jephew, Edwin Morong, returned Sun'.ay to Brown’s Head Light.
Roy Ames has a radiophone installed
n his home.
Marguerite Chapter, O. E. S., will
mid its annual installation of officers
Monday evening. Feb. 5. Past Matron
.eah Snowman will install, assisted by
»ast matron Blanche Hamilton as marjhal and Estelle Scliger as chaplain,
'’allowing are the officers for the coni
ng year:
Worthy Matron, Agnes
Smalley; associate matron. Christine
Christie; worthy patron, L. E. Wil
liams; conductress, Beulah Drew; asso:lale conductress, Lorana Rossitfer;
ecretary, Mary L. Arey; treasurer,
Georgia Roberts; Esther, Margaret
Davidson; Adah. Alice Raymond; Ruth,
Birnic; Martha, Lillian Libby; Electa,
Lizzie Greenlaw ; warder. Florence Gil.'ord; sentinel. Frank Rossitter, Sr.;
narshal. Gertrude Hall; pianist. Addie
Merrithew; chaplain, Nellie Wilson.
These ceremonies will he followed by
in entertainment in charge of Mrs.
Vlhra V. Smith and luncheon will he
served by this committee: Addie
White, Laura Sanborn, Muriel Black,
Hilda Stravhan, Maude Winslow und
Nellie Williams.
Owing to lack of fuel Wednesday
evening meetings at tlie Christian Sol
stice hall will he discontinued. Sunday
services will be held as usual.
The C. A. C. will give a drill and
lance at the Armory Wednesday even
ing.
John Morong arrived Friday from
Lisbon Falls, called by the death of hid
nephew, Edwin Morong.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lawry returned
Friday from Rockland. While I here
they were gtlests of Mr. Lawry'd
brother-in-law, T. M. Coombs.
Mrs. Austin Calderwood entertains
the Silent Sisters at her home today
(Tuesday).
Schooner Charles Lister is expected
here this week loaded with anthracite
coal for Charles Robinson.
Thursday afternoon Colon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Winslow, celebrated
his sixth birthday ut the home of his
parents, from 3 o’clock until 5. The
hours were enjoyed by playing games
and a luncheon was served. Those
present were Cleo Drew, Nathalie M.
Smith, Athlcne Thompson, Elizabeth
Claytor, Elizabeth Grey, ltuth Clark,
Emily Winslow, Jennie Tuomi. Carl
Williams. Edwin Woodcock, Robert
Freldman, Garold Mossman, William
Wahlman, Duane Lindsey, Walter
Smith and Colon Winslow.

with its lustrous finish, beautiful interior and modest
price is the center of attraction.

A lowered center of gravity has made it possible to

set its beautiful, roomy Fisher body lower, and the

high hood line and longer cowl give a streamline of
unusual grace and beauty.

When you sit at the wheel you, too, cannot help ap
proving the many innovations the fortunate owner

never tires of telling about.

Sixes

Fours
2 Pais. Roadster $865

5 Pass. Touring
885
3 Pass. Coupe - 1175
5 Pass. Sedan - 1395
S* Pass. Touring
Sedan - - - 1325

2 Pass. Roadster $1175

5 Pass. Touring 1195
5 Pass. Touring
Sedan ... 1935
5 Pass. Sedan - 1985

4 Pass. Coupe - $1395
7 Pass. Touring 1435
7 Pass. Sedan ■ 2195
Sport Roadster 1625
Sport Touring ■ 1675

rices f. o. b. Buick Factories: government tax
to be added. Ask about the G. M. A. C. Purchase
Plan, which provides for Deferred Payments.
D-15-27-NP

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

PARK STREET
TEL. 238

WE HAVE ALL MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR FOR
DEMONSTRATION

When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

SHEET MUSIC 15c

OFor every surplus there
is a human want.
(JThe business df the
want ad is to bring
buyer and seller together l
quickly.
Cj Put the next “I wish’
that slips through your
mind into a practical step
toward obtaining your
Edwin Lane Morong
Funeral services of Edwin Lane Mo desires, by investing in
rong, son of Fred and Maude (Libby)
Morong, were held Sunday at 2 p. m. at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. E. I.ihby. a want ad.

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Ilia Famous Sheet MjsIc you see adver*
tihfcd in all the leading magazines. Over
2200 selections—send tor catalogue.

MAINE MUSIC CO„ Rockland, Ma.

Distinctiveness
design appeals
to everyone.
Apperson
has

A. C. JONES
5’ Talbot Ave.
Rockland. Maine

Naw Shape in Fane.
Among the novelties In dress acces
sories are the square fans of painted
silk, mounted on tortoise-shell frames,
These are big, the square measuring
Rev. C. H. B Sellger. former pastor of
perhaps eighteen Inches.

Pocking Furnltura.
When packing furniture for moving,
eld stockings will be found Invaluable
for wrapping, legs of chairs and tables.
They will not tear or leave exposed
places for scratching, as paper does.

Union church officiated There was an
abundance of floral offerings from rela
tives, friends, schoolmates and also
from Ihe Triple M. Anti Club of which
he was a member. Interment was in
Carver’s cemetery, the hearers being
C. S. Libby, John Morong. E. C. Mc
Intosh and Alonzo Morong.

The Community Food Fadr at the
Arcade, Rockland. Feb. 12-17, is to be
Unprofitable Occupation.
the biggest ever. Thousands of samples
Ws loss the peace of years when will he given away, together with
vs bunt after the rapture of mo many valuable gifts ut the door.—adv.
13-14
ments.—Bulver.
‘

Ue wJivt Tobeiic

When You Are In Want
Of Anything
Try Our

WANT AD. COLUMNS

i\j&U are i'Vteed of’
AvfomNG SaTlONEFJY*

Sociai
,nrc eoimiEB-GAZETic
aOCKLAMO
KAIRE
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For HER—
Wife or Mother, Sister or Sweetheart
Good candy is always acceptable. She will
appreciate it especially if you give her either
of these dainty packages—

Maine Maid Sweets

SOME BOOKS WANTED

Commodore Chocolates

Overhaul Your Shelves And See If
You Haven't One or More of 'Em

Braemore Chocolates
2223

Made in PORTLAND for HER sweet tooth

Look for tHe

‘OR

almost

S&H Dealer

three-quarters of

century

a

The Barrett Company has been America s

leading manufacturer of roofings and roofing ma

terials.
This fact has a definite meaning for every
user of roofing. For in this age of keen compe
tition only leadership that is based upon highest
quality products, honest prices, and fair dealing
could remain so long unchallenged.

For bungalows, garages and farm buildings,
Everlastic Mineral-Surfaced Roll Roofing is one
of the most popular of the famous Barrett brands.
It is moderate in price, easy to lay and very dur
able. It may be had in either dark red or green
and it needs no painting.

Let us tell you more about Barrett products.
Other papular Barrett products include metal protective paints,

roofing cements, shingle stain oil, fly spray and a wood preservative.

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
46 PARK STREET.............. ROCKLAND. ME.

Telephone 800
./■

Is not the only good

tea you can buy in
Maine—But all Rajah
tea is especially good
quali-tea.
Say RAJAH to your dealer1

Portland, Maine

Lochinvar ...................

2922

Veiled Doctor................... Davis. V. A. .1
The Wire-Cutters ....Davis, M. E. ?I
African Nights’ Entertainment
Dawson. A. J
Eagle Badge ........................Day Holman
Where Your Treasure Is.. 11
Old Chester Tales... .Deland, Margaret
Story of a Child in Old Chester
Deland, Margaret
Tomorrow Morning
Delano, Edith Barnard
Bars of Iron........................Dell, Ethel M
Hundredth Chance .............................Del!
Captain Moily ................. Denison, M.
From Kingdom to Colony... .Devereux
Up and Down the Sands of Gold
Devereux
Rose of Old St. Louis... .Dillon. Mary
In Old Bellaire ...................
“
Leopard’s Spots.. .Dixon, Thomas. Ir
Clansman .................

TRUE MEASURE OF VALUE
EVERY Apperson is a better motor
car because of the many thousands
of Appersons built before it. A
quarter century of creative effort is
reflected in each motor and chassis
unit. In their production, the skill of
Apperson mechanics has kept pace
with the refining and simplifying of
mechanical principles and details.
The result is the most sturdy and
accessible 8-cylinder motor car man
ufactured. Its superiority of per
formance, endurance and road com
fort is definite by comparison. A
telephone call will bring the Apper
son demonstrator to your door—
today.

Comrades ..............

Scandal in Bohemia"
Strange Secrets.. “
White Company.. “
Return of Sherlock Holmes
Mohicans of Paris ....................... Dumas
Underwood Mystery
Dutton, Charles Jr.
Dancing Faun ................... Farr, Florence
Dawn O'Hara .................... Ferber, Edna
Buttered Side Down.........
“
Cheerful-by-Request ....
Fanny Herself ......................
“
Roast Beef, Medium.... “
Sapphire Bracelet
Field, Edward Salisbury
Owl Taxi....................... Footner. Hulbert
Wanted, a Matchmaker... .Ford, P. L.
Forman, Justus Miles...........Monsigny
Diana Carew................... Forrester, Mrs
Dolores .............................
I Have Lived and Loved
Fair Women .................
June ....................................
My Lord and My Lady
Once Again .....................
Roy and Viola ...............
Rich Man, Poor Man
Foster, Maximilian

CARS

Seven distinctive body types. Prices range
from $2620 to $3695 at Kokomo, Indiana.
Excise tax is extra.

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.
KOKOMO, INDIANA

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Ave., Rockland
TELEPHONE 576-R.

w I

» <f

1

I

/

Stratton-Porter, Gere
Girl of the Limberlost
Stratton-Porter, Gene
Harvester .,...
"
“
“
Song of the Cardinal “
“
“
Bride of the Moment.. .Wells, Carolyn
Chain of Evidence........
Curved Blades ...............
“
Diamond l'in .................
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
Wiggin, Kate D
My Larfy Cinderella
Williamson. Mrs. C. N
Man from Home. .Wilson, Harry Leon
.My Friend the Chauffeur
Williamson, C. N. & A. M
Princess Passes "
Second Latchkey “
“
"

T IS DIFFICULT
to imagine any
thing more fasci
nating than our
new serial story

I

FIELDS S. PENDLETON

Telephone
Directory

amous Maine Shipbuilder
Died Suddenly In Brooklyn
—Known Length of Coast.
Fields 3. Pendleton was a descendant
of a long line of New England ship-own
ers. shipbuilders and masters of sailing
ships. Vessels that he and his brother,
Jdwin S. Pendleton, controlled as the
firm of Pendleton Bros., are known in
almost every port along the coast in
Central and South America and in the
West Indies.
He was born in Islesboro, March,
1870. a son of Fields C. and Sahnina P.
Seeley Pendleton. He was educated at
Kent’s Hill and at the uge of 20 went
to New Y’prk as a member of the ship
brokerage and commission merchants,
which formed the firm of Pendleton
Bros., in 1899. Quoting from the Algeri
an Syren and Shipping of 19o3, “Mr.
Pendleton has tit. distinction of posesslng an interest in' more sail ves
sels, probably, than any other man in
he United States, the number running
ip cloRe to a hundred."
In 1905 he was elected president of
he Atlantic Carriers' Association, a
position he retained to the time of his
death, lie war. a man of indomitable
energy and perseverance, a born trader,
shrewd, alert, daring and far-seeing,
seldom getting on the wrong side of a
deal." He recently formed a millionlollar stock company, which was grad
ually acquiring ownership of the ves
sels in which hp and his family Connec
tions are interested, and was probably
m the threshold of a much broader
■areer as a shipbuilder and shipowner.
Public questions greatly interested
him and a study of admiralty law
seemed to be his particular hobhy, as
he was said to he familiar with every
egal problem and decision hearing upin the business in which he was en
gaged
In the words of Eugene S
"namberlain, I'. S. Commissioner it
Navigation. Mr. Pendleton was the heat
posted man on schooner shipping in
be United States.
Recently he bought 31 of the Siiipng Board vessels for $100,000. He
.wind the c-.titr li ng interest i'l ilic
Kennebec Navigation Co., which for
wo seasons operated tlie steamer City
f Rockland between Kennebec river
ports and Boston, anil steamers he.ween Bath and Boothhay Harbor. He
iisposed of this company late in Deember to the Burton Steamship Go.
He was a member of the firm of Fenlieton Bros.. Inc., which nrocn.ed 'he
Donnell shipyard at the Southend in
Bath, and built a few schooners during
he war.
He was taken suddenly ill Wedneslay afternoon at his office in New
fork and hurried to bis home in
Brooklyn where he was stricken and
ailed to rally, death cceurring Friday
afternoon.
He leaves besides his wife, two sons
rnd one daughter: Bit hat'd. Fields 8..
Ir.. and Miss Virginia Pendleton, all of
Brooklyn. A sister, formerly Phoebe
•endleion. well known opera singer,
narried Carl K. Crosby of Bath.

DR. V. V. THOMPSON
Hr. Victor V. Thompson of Waldo>oro, a former pripcip.il of Rockland
Iigh School. died suddenly at Orff's
turner. Waldi.hi.ro. yesterday, while on
his way Hom Waldoboro to Jefferson
>n business eanneeted with his position
as superintendent of the school dlsrict composed of those two towns and
Bremen.
Dr. Thompson was in company with
Charles C. Lilly. The latter had gone
lhcad to break out the road, and finally
noticed that the sleigh was not followng. He turned to speak to Dr. Thomp
son and saw that he had partly fallen
from the vehicle. By the time Mr. Lily reached his side Dr. Thompson's
body was practically lifeless. It is
supposed that he had suffered an at
:ack of heart disease.
Dr. Thompson was a native of
Friendship and a graduate of Bowdoin
ollege and Harvard Medical School.
He chose an educational career, and
me of his early positions was the prin•ipalship of Buckland High School
Subsequently he taught In Hardwick
mil Attleboro, Mass, and was superin
tendent of schools in Ashland, Mass.
He also taught in a Boston night
icliool. Since retiring from his eduea.ional duties he had practiced medicine
in Tenant's Harbor and Waldoboro.
Dr. Thompson was a past master of
the Masonic Lodge in Ashland, and
.vas a member of Knox Lodge. 1. O. O.
F. of Rockland. He made many friends
n both professions, and had achieved
much success in both. His sudden
passing will be a great shock to the
many who knew him in the wide field
ne had covered.
Dr. Thompson is survived by his
wife, formerly Anne Ferry of Roekand; a son. Nelson: and two brothers
Robert L. Thompson of Friendship and
•to.lney 1. Thompson of Rockland.

GAIL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHuSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES

DON'T LET YOUR BATTERY FREEZE

Call 661
When you lay your car op, and let ue store your battery

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
643 MAIN STREET - - - ROCKLAND, ME.

AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

MUSIC TEACHER

Call 238

Mrs. Sadie E. Leach

Rockland Motor Mart

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

CADILLAC
BUICK 4 end 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCKS

Residence 81 North Main St
Tel. 422-2
K.I

I C E

AUTO ACCESSORIES

CALL SO

Call 238

I ■ for t l

Rockland Motor Mart
a full lifts of

ICE

ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

Central lee Co.
MOVING

CONFECTIONERY STORE

Telephone 156-M

MOVING
IS Auto Trucka for moving and
long distance hauling of all
kinda. We move you anywhere
in New England. You eave
Crating, Time arid Monty.
H. H. STOVER CO.

402 Main Street

I Tel. 118
Union St., Rockland
Finoet Eeulpmcnt in Maine

HOME MADE CANDIES

ICE CREAM

Weymouth’s

EXIDE BATTERIES

MONUMENTS

Call 238

Telephone Connection

Rockland Motor Mart

Cilchreat
Monumental Works

EXIDE BATTERIES

For Every Car

Main Street
Thomaston, Ma.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Special Pricee on
RADIO BATTERIES
LAUNDRY WORK

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

Call 170

I

Tslsphone 205

People’s Laundry

Letter Slots
Letter Boxes

17 Limerock Street

We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
Collars.

H. H. Crie & Co.
456 Main Street, Rockland

GARAGE
NEWSPAPER

Call 124

Dyer’s Garage. Inc.
REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES
Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS

' Call 770

and tell us to send you

The Courier-Gazette
156 times a yean for only $3.

All the Home Newt

KINEO
PIPELESS
FURNACES

it'S.W

The newest thing in

House Heating
PRICES FROM

$135.00 to $185.00
OUR PRICES LOWEST
EVER OFFERED
No charge fab labor axc«pt
carpenter work. Any price ws
giva it complete except for
smoke pipe.

Call us for a
demonstration
Telephone 713

V. F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

278

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

*J*HE Rockland National Bank

AMERICAN

is known for its strength—
and its good service as well.

We

desire YOUR account.

“

Root of All Evil....
“
Victim .......................
“
Unconquered ....................... Diver, Maud
Cattle-ranch to College
Douhleday, Russell
Lost Word ...........Doyle, Arthur Conan
Refugees .............. “
Round the Red Lamp

APPERSON

\

“

Re-fractory Husbands, Cutting, Mary S
Sidoniu ........................................Daudet, A
Out of a Clear Sky
Daviess, Maria Thompsnr
Lion and the Unicorn, and Other
Stories ....Davis, Richard Harding
Red Cross Girl
“
Soldiers of Fortune

PERFORMANCE, NOT PRICE

MOTOR

Patricia Rrent, Spinster
Pastor's Wife .............. ..Amin. Mary
Silas Strong ....................*.......... Rachelier
Contrary Mary ................................Bailey
Misti ess Anne ................................
Trumpeter Swan ............................
Little Minister ................................ Barrie
Ne'er-do-Well ..................................... Beach
Rainbow's End ................................
Price of Love .................................Bennett
For Faith and Freedom................ Besant
A Fountain Sealed ........................
Orange Girl ....................................
Brandon of the Engineers.........BindlostGirl from Kellar's .....................
Masters of the Wheatlands ..
Prairie Courtship........................
“
Prescott of Saskatchewan ....
Vane of the Timberlands.........
Wyndham's Pal ..........................
People Like That ........................ Boshet
Second Fiddle ............................ Bottom^
Lookout Man .....................................Bower
Cabin Fever........................................
Goa.1 Indian ......................................
Chip of the Flying U................... “
Heritage of the Sioux...................
Ixmesome Land ............................
Range Dwellers ................................
Ranch of the Wolverine...............
Starr of the Desert .......................
Skyrider ...!......................................
Flying IPs I-ast Stand ...............
Ram bi in Kid ................................ Bowman
Inno ent Adventures ..................Bradley
Ring and the Man ............................ Brady
Betterman ..........................................
How Could You Jean? ...........Brainerd
Pageen ..........................................
I-ady from I.oi g Acre ................ Bridges
Black Drop........................... Brown, Alice
Paradise ...........-................ ..
Prisoner ...............................
“
That Affair at St. Peters. .Brown, Edna
What Happened to Mary
Brown, Robert Carlton
Pagan of the Hills...........Buck. Charles
Tempering .........................
That I-ass o’ Lowries
Burnett, Frances H
Through One Administration
Burnett, Frances H feannie of the Marshes
on-tor Latimer.Burnham. Clara Louise
Lost Leader ....
"
Dearly Bought..
.ost Ambassador
“
.\ext Door ....
Mischief-maker.
“
"
Wise Woman ..
Moving Finger..
“
"
Young Maids and Old
Missioner ..........
.Malefactor .....
“
"
Old. Old Story................................... Carey
Peer and the Woman “
"
Angel of Forgiveness...................
Tempting of Yaversnake
At the Moorings ..............................
"
Esther ..................................................
Vanished Messenger "
“
For Lilias ........................................... “ Way of these Women “
"
IIeriot's Choice ..................................
“
Yellow Crayon* ..
“
"
Highway of Fate ............................
“
Yellow House
Mistress of Brae Farm .................. "
iirls at His Billet “
“
Mollie's Prince ...............................
/urther Adventures of Jimmie Dale
Only the Governess.........................
Packard, Frank I.
Robert Ord's Atonement...............
Splendid Folly .......... Pedler, Margaret
Unde Max .......................................
His Second Wife.............. Poole, Ernes:
Wooed and Married....................... "
Cabbages anq Kings................... O'Henry
Firing Line ............................... Chambers
Mary Marie
........ Porter, Eleanor H.
In Search of the Unknown..
Crooked Trails and Straight
Blind Luve ....................... Collins, Wilkie
Raine, Wm. MacLeod
Moonstone .......................
“
lunsight Pass ..
"
“
Joyce of the North Woods
Sheriff's Son' ....
"
“
“
Comstock. Harriet T Wyoming ...’........
"
“
"
Mam'selle Jo ...
Old Rose and Silver...... Reed, Myrtle
Shield of Silence
Beautiful Joe...........Saunders. Marshal!
Unoroken Lines.
Real Diary of a Real Boy. .Shute, H. A.
Soddy ...........................Comstock, Sarah
fam Girl
........ Sterrett. Frances
Corporal Cameron...........Connor, Ralph
Uncle Tom's jfibin
Major .................................
“
Stowe, Harriet Beecher
Sky Pilot in No Man's Land
Daughter of the Land
|
Chance ............................. Conrad, Joseph
Cricket ...........Cooke. Marjorie Benton
Girl Who Lived in the Woods
Cooke, Marjorie Benton
Thelma ..............................Corellie, Marie
Marion Darche............. Crawford, F. M
Marietta, a Maid of Venice
Crawford, F. M
Cinderella ....................... Cro kett, S. R
Love'a Your.g Dream...

CONANT, PATRICK & CO.. Props.

\

Copies of the books whose titles ap
pear below are much needed for the
shelves of the Public Library. Read
ers of The Courier-Gazette who may
own such copies and would donate
them to the library can thereby do a
public service that will he highly appre dated.
• • • •

\ Murch in the Banks... .Folliergill, .1
Orioles Daughter..............
"
Rig Little Person
Eastman, Relmcca Hooper
Bird House Man
Eaton. Walter Prichard
Idyl of Twin Fires
Eaton. Walter Prichard
Wheel pf Life .................Glasgow. Ellen
Fidelity ...........................Glaspell, Susa:.
Lifted Masks ...............
•'
Riders of the Purple Sage. .Grey, Zane
Border I.egion ....................
Desert of Wheat ..............
"
"
Desert Gold ..........................
“
Heritage of The Desert....
Light of WesternStars.... “
“
Last of the Plainsmen....
Mysterious Rider..................
"
Lone Star Ranger............... "
"
Last Trail ............................
“
"
U. P. Trail ...............................
"
“
Substitute ....................Hanben, Will N
Dixie Hart ..................
"
“
Desired Woman ....
"
Divine Event ............
•eorgians ....................
“
"
lane Dawson ..........
"
Man' I.inda ..............
New Clarion ............
Pole Baker ................
Paul Rundell ..............
Second Choice ..........
"
Redemption of Kenneth Galt
Second Choice ........
“
Captivating Mary Carstairs
Harrison. Henry S
Calvary Alley..Rice, Mrs. Alice Hegan
Sweet Cicely ............... Holly, Marietta
Jreen Pea Pirates....... Kyne, Peter F.
Kindred of the Dust..
“
Long Chance ................
"
Steps of Honor...................... King, Basil
Japtains Courageous .........Kipling, K
Valley of the Giants.......... Kyne, Peter
'ncie William ................ Lee. Jeannette
Keziah Coffin ..............Lincoln, Joseph
Our Village ..................
Woman-haters ............
Red Seal ...................... Lincoln, Natalie
Burkeses Amy'' .......... Lippman, Julia
Making Over Martha..
Burning Daylight .......... London, Jacs
'all of the Wild ..............
Michael. Brother of Jerry
White Fang ........................
’loudy Jewel ..........Lutz. Grace L. H
Dawn of the Morning “
Exit Betty .............. “
"
Enchanted Barn ....''
Man of thp Desert..
“
“
"
Mystery of Mary.... "
Red Signal .............. “
Search ......................... “
"
Witness .................... "
"
"
Anne’s House of Dreams
Montgomery, L. M.
Treasure ...................... Norris, Kathlepn
His Official Fiancee ...........Ruck, Berta
Years of Rachel ................... "
"♦
Mysterious Mr. Sabin
Oppenheim, E. Phillips
Enoch Strone...
“
Great Secret ...
“
“
Peter Ruff and the Double Four

r Every-OtKer-Day

By

Sidney Gowing
This sparkling
comedy sings with
the spirit of youth
and throbs with
situations whimsi
cal, laughable, with
a happy and proper
ending in which
there is a double
wedding and an
other scheduled for
the near future.

Joseph Sparks, chairman of the Na
-ional Rehabilitation Committee of tile
American Legion, has announced that
he "bedside cleanup" inaugurated
last month in U. 43. Veterans' Bureau
Hospitals by the Legion in conjunction
with the Veterans’ Bureau hod result
'd in compensation awards being made
o 3.904 disabled veterans of the World
War now in government hospitals
Checks for the amounts due under the
iwards have already been mailed by
the Bureau. There are still 2,454 men
:n hospitals whose claims haven't
been adjudicated, Sparks said, but
pointed out that this is less than ten
per cent of the total of 25.355 veterans
now in government hospitals.
"Bedside decisions" were given dur
ing this Christmas clean up campaign
which was inaugurated at the request
of the Legion. Under the usual bureau
procedure, awards In the individual
cases would have been made at the 14
District Offices of the bureau. The
"bedside decisions”
resulted from
Sparks’ desire to have each disabled
3oldier In government hospitals whose
claim had not been upproved, adludicated by Christmas, and a check
forwarded him by that date. If his
claim proved to be a legal one.
• • e •
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A sum nt $25,000. the residue in the
Colorado war chest fund, has been
awarded for the relief of sick and
needy veterans of the World War, as
a result of an injunction granted by
the District Court. The suit was filed
by Rice W. Means, representing the
American Legion.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-S

The Rockland National Rank
‘

Rockland, Maine
» MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM lilt

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the elder you grow
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tall
when the future days of need shall arrive.
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep aur second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange naw modern
furniture for your old; alto ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET
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